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South Afiican doctors are confronted with a ornu""",,, pl()ptllation tellmmaUy ill children every Research nprt!'l'r.ino to 

doctors a child is limited. \lUllm,arn'e methods were used ·to into the of a child on 

doctors' and MICbl)UUlg in their prOles!nonai and life. 

lndividual interviews and one focus group were conducted with 8 senior pae~dul'lnc Hom Red Cross Children's 

The content of discussion was followed a sequenlUai and 

before ",.<>,," ... 0 and "",nn"rm conclusions. 

Six themes emer,g:ed: 1) doctors' attitudes towards a fatal and tea.chirlg around death and doctors' 

interactions ""lith a doctors' rel,aticms'hip \\lith the parents of a 

while managmg a and 6) emotional for doctors. 

A of doctors' child and hisJher 

Cultural ethical 

slgniijlCallt stressors 

Doctors are not 

work processes, 

and hislher 

to cope with the emotional burden 

support structure for doctors. 

~in,tiirH'" indicate that several "''''''''.!;.'''''' could be nTq)lernen,ted to "'''''''' .. ,'' doctors' 

child and his/her a 

III 

doctors' '.!;!;m,.!',:>, defences and 

on the doctors' '''''''''~'5''' 

and national economics are 

a child. There is little 

and un,,,.,,,,,,, the of care of 
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One the most im, .. "rtl'l and far cnl:lng!~s to occur in our in recent years has progress in modem 

","u"",""u." and Death was not .. €>","r,1€>,rt as the enemy 

of ancient medicine. It was ac(:eptoo 

for death and on mw::.mg the passage 

The cultural and 

to as comfortable as VV"'"'''''' 

a meanlIlg 

.... "u'-"" Bacon and 

Rene Descartes in the and medicine with its calIon science has led to a new awareness death. Death 

was declared the enemy 

similar to has a medical status with all its ratIlI1lc:atlC)flS. Yet has been little research about death 

P""·h".,,, we are in conflict about the and 1""';Ull"'15 of death in human life 11U ... ."",,,,, V""'h".,,, enchanted 

death as "a series of tecJmc)IO:gy. which to control death and relieve we tend to 

a life- thr~eat!~nirlg illness when mltinlely evokes 

"'",(,J''''''''''' onto the medical pr()fes;sioR This with a V'VIV,!;'''''''! and scientific <>ff.rnrl .. 

a frantic than """,'U"'lll",UVU of issues "W>VtUl"U',!; $eJ:larllticln and loss 

anxieties that 

pursues 

The rise of the 

movement, and the de'Vel()prnetlt of care as a medical and will 

The creates a very rhm,,,rn.l' within the that is seldom ''''"'''',!;ILlL'''' 

and ""l"U'JU"~" to who ,,,~.fh~.r~o.'+ or at least ambivalent death 

The idea for this research was one of my "",,',""J'''''' consultations at the Red Cross Children's .uV'''IJU'U 

my I was asked to see a dCloressed for over a year, who had suffered from a 

chronic illness. When I attended to he was not able to any account He was I observed 

angry nurses in his room, who had so much effort into his care and who did not achieve the results. I wrote a 

very 'medical' consult about the of in this case because of interactions with other 

medicines he had the silence around the The child away the next 

Neither the paj~li!ltniclan nor I att.emoted any further contact to discuss this 

This case medical care and its J)s,rcn'OI01'l1Cal i1:.~"l:', as well as the doctor 

herselflhimself. How does a child affect the medical 

,nllflH',V"'T1",nT or of the as a whole? Whom 

1 

the 

value most, the UlU'U,!;' ..... , 

or their own anxieties? 
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The literature review shows that Ohl.S1(;Ul1lS t<,,,,,,,ti...,o childn:m have been rather ne~~lected, as cornpared with other 

role children themselves and their The available research consists of case 

surveys, and a few ':I. .... , .... "", .... studies. 

•. nu' ... ,,,,,,, over the last years, contain the UJJ.J,U .... 'l1'" themes: 

EDUCATION REGARDING END-OF-LIFE . 

death and has been relliltl'll'elv new in medical "UI u."",,<> all over world. concerns have 

been raised about it since its be~!lnrnn~~ in the late sixties and seventies. 

In and Carr wrote education in the """''I"1<>< ... "",.,...,t the tennlnauy ill Pfobat.lv 

re[)re!lents one in pr()re~'SI(l'nal ,.;;UIA ...... ,UVll concluded that: " there is a 

between what would be seen as prClfes.siona! in the care the ,ill and what is 

.. " ..... <tll v the and the 1972 in 

In a survey Liston showed that half of the 83 resporldtrlg American medical J:)\"l'UVl:> 

programmes dedicated to death and and 9()O/o of these had been in existence for five years or less 

\'-'l~IVU, 1973 in 

What were the methods used in the In Dickinson showed that six schools of 107 American 

U'''''.u"w schools had a full-term course, 44 had a ",minicourse", and 42 one or two on 

14 schools had no formal course on death and UJicklnson, 1916 in 

In Berman and Villareal described a seminar held for an entire eVtlmrU2 away from the nm,pnat for four 

small groups of six a nurse or social a chief resident and two 1J(1t;,.u~,u members. llIustrative cases 

were nrE'nI> ... ",rI to facilitate discussions interns' 1"I<",rCUlnl'f1 <""""<"t'.<"n,r""""" in four areas: the room, intensive care 

nursery, and emergency room. Interns felt that the n"""n,+nr.;"" to discuss death and in their tt'l'flmrIO' 

benefited them an of their own about death, These enabled them to cope better 

with the stress involved In children. Other of the seminar included more effective 

conmn;lllicatio'o, the estaOUSJtlment and more J:IJtlamngtill de corps. 

In Behnke looked at eXl;stmlg about death and and the extent to which it prepares resident 

ph,'sicilans to fl1'£'""r,,,, confident P~'CI:U)SOClal to and their fatnilies. None of the 10 residents 

considered themselves to in contrast to seven of 16 male residents who did feel to counsel, The 

(1!ljten::nCj~s in attitudes toward were also Dickinson Men may be less to 

admit since it does not fit the masculine model of courage, and as 

2 
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described Balswick and Peek U"'~"'''''''LI\c and 1971 in Almost all resporlc:tents in Benhke's indicated a 

need to be in collnseliJ:lg education. 52% of residents stated that 7"""ln,,,,,., in this area would nrc.VlCIf' them 

with more confidence in pre- and death col.ilnsf~llmg. 

In a fatllOOJm survey AIrlefll:;8.n schools for lll"" .. .u ....... , work students "revealed no evidence of a 

consensus on the need for death education for health pf()fel>sic1nalls, eVlOeJlce of of course 

content or aPI)roaCJl. no eVloelllce any attempt to int€~ate f .... in •• ". tac:tlltate collaborative teatl1 care in 

area." \V",,}"JlU rraitlCOleUr, 1988 in 

In and Dickinson on a and course offered at the Yale 

Medicine n .. ~''''''·~" as teachers. Each student met the semester and in small groups 

with to the 1t'I"o.rvu>",,'" personal reacuons, and pro:tes~;ion,al for hislher oatlent-

teacher. The authors concluded that the seminar enabled the students to learn the effects of serious on pa1tlerlts, 

in and skills needed to nrennell> 

col1npassl(>na1te care. 

In examined educational 

concluded that an educational and emotional 

among for ill children. 

needed to be ImI)leIlnentOO into the structure of 

pa4:~iatric resideJIlCV traininig programs. found that paedia1Jicians received inadecluate T<'"rrnnu both in 

school and 

and their families for 

be trained as 

recommend a systeolatic, if1ltef~a1:ed, didactic curriculum on 

paCXLunDC residents or care rotations. 

can serve as role models for residents. After each ",""',U'''''' 

for 

the 

discuss the case with a bereavement counselor in order to. ,py"irllrl> their anxieties and fears 

and to. pvr, .. "pnl'pa sense o.fvalidation in a peer group 

The reco.grlltlCiD of the irnr,nrl'!:1!""'" of medical educatio.n care in 1he pat:~iatric has been 

In Sabler et al. on the outcome of the National Consensus Conference on Medical 

Education for Care Near the End-of-Life in the US. The authors that the uhimate ofEOL care educatio.n 

is to. more humane care to the very sick enhance bereavement outcomes for their and c1~\lelcm 

more confident clinicians. Six prilllCtI)les r~~dling EOL care in v"",,,,,ual.u,",, were described. 

",m.nrIIJ information with patlenlts 

and 

avoid teelm!;s of 

are served when the ethical prnLlCll>les of selJt;'dl~telrm1natlon and 

del{eh)prnerltallv '''r\rlT'nnri<l1,p communication is most effective. 

isolation and abandonment. The needs of the 

best interests are central to the ae(;ISlloncmaLlilllg Minimization of and emotional and other 

recOgJrntl,on, careful assessment, and r.cl1T1nlr",h."'n~,ive treatment. Jeveln,nl11,g nnrt·n_·"h," with 

families them in their care efforts. The "", .. ""'"<11 profess.ional "'ULU'_"!,;'_'" faced nrn'U'UIP'nil of EOL 

care deserve to be addressed". 

It is stressed that effective about EOL care .. "",,,ir,'c rlp'J",I,-.nr""",t and "commitment to the value of 

mdlerstandmg terminal illness and death as of to "'U.l"P.l><'''lLLJ.U5 the critical of in 

3 
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and sufterinlg, and to aCknmNieligiIlg emCItlOfiallV difficult sar'lsrymg it can be to 

assist a child and can a richer and broader view than 

nersne:ctn{e of the _~"' __ "ft illness better an"ll'am:a2'E: of the many teachable moments that are 

PHYSICIANS' ATTITUDES AND ,RESPONSES TOWARDS DEATH AND DYING 

be it a or a 

ieelinJ.l:s. LJ.LU:UJVlLU Kubler- Ross 

who comes in to contact with death "","n,p." ... """ a range of 

and death idelltilic~ the responses to 

and 1) shock and Those who survive a 

SlgilIfi(;ant loss ex:penence .,.,.." ......... and go +hr,n"",h Oj~rel'lvelneIlt. which !'Il"r",rlilmo to Hrfwltru 

'''''Jlrl''h,mo for the and 

as l"..IIr,P01'JPI"I<: ......... ,,, .... 1''>'' well detendled, are not immune to the prC.OOiS have 

nl1lrtl!'"I!'tr speClaJlty, as a way of 

acute 

with these fears 

a career in me:(llcrne in 

1967 and 1963 in have a need to master offear about 

death to cure, control Ul:><=::'C, and save 

age, sex, np"''''lf'!'Ilntv and n~ for achievement 

Death has been found to be associated with 

,IVlIlgSlton and 

correlated with a 

in their of medical indicated that the choice of pac)dultriccs as a spE:cialitv was 

than aVE:.rall~e score on a 'death scale' and ]965 in 

pn~rSICl,ans enter pac~ls,tm;s because "our patIents which is at variance with the Sub'SCCIUel:lt 

£,£,,,,.1'1,,,,.. to medical a tenloeJICY to master 

l>U~'''U'UU'' rather or with an onentatlCln toward cIl2mgmg their environment rather than 

and an habitual use ofintell~ as a defence , 1967 in 

In described his nn<:.pnl.llTl,rml<: child P::;Y{,;[l.lliUY consultations with 10 male house officers 

parlem:s. He identified three psycho.logical that paE~iatrici go TnT,,..ncm while managjng a 

child with a llte··tnreatcenu:lg .illness: 1) defeat. These were further elaborated on 

who conducted a semistructured interview with 36 l'nlT·t1_,"".,lIr paE:dtatnc residents at four Western 

programmes in 1984. 

Sack et al 

I:"n'\i'SICllans were the first to know the (uaji;llO'SIS. felt the of a fatal COIl.QltIOn, 

when had 10 the Oe\rastatlIlg news to the vw",,,,,,. The residents often eX!)efllencooc! t~lm~~s 

""""""'"'''''''' in unable to nrr'''tr'''' with the information the 

4 
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ph'vsi(;iaIIS l1'eqlllerltly eXJ)enlen,~ed a of emotions similar to that of the child's parents: 

as well as U"'lill~;l) lU<lU<A1U<l',",Y In unable to cure the child or counsel the felt 

like Wlf'ht1l'aWloa from a child and hislher 

their communication and the increased serlstt'IVltv 

residents stressed the mc:n'51,c;:ma skill in 

to stress over time. 

Defeat. Death of a 

identified with 

was either Sn(>CKmg or eXl>eC1:ed. 

child. doctors eXI)enlem~ 

this similar to the Battle doctors often 

which is one of the 

emotional hazards for to sustain life 

Death also some relief and emotional release. Most officers found it emotlomlll-y easier to inform 

of their child's death that it was to tell them about their child's fatal prognC)SIS. A child's death also 

young doctors who have ""'I~N1',,,,,,,I,, exr)eC1tanons of their 

evoked a sense of defeat For the prcltes;slOln that is dedicated to and we:1HlleID.g. it that doctors 
r 

have to offer when clinical skills prove ineffective Professional acculturation in 

further attitudes which is often viewed as the ultimate failure. \..> .. c, .. r ... ..J..} • ..J..J .. Vk .. V ... ,V 

nmJ"I(~'arlc;: may have a "'H~'r'V";) b,ackgrCIUnld.. which may be at variance with that of the and hislher 

Such a h""lcormmli may also influence doctors' attitudes towards death and may exert an influence on their 

clinical ma.naJ~ernerlt 

FHYSlCIANS' INTERACTIONS WlTH THE FA TIENT AND mSIHER FAMll.. Y 

The death of a child is known to be a stressful eXI>enlem::e for Uti"''''-,14''-''", .. since it contradicts the natural order 

children are not SUlllDo:sed to die. 

Ar~~rlrf1,"lo to Sahler et al. the nh."",..',,>n,,' emotional interactions with patJents differ "',.. ... " .. ,-1 .... " to the child's 

age and hislher status. Wiener that the of in his survey were of the 

opilrucm that children should seldom or never be informed about the nature of their illness. favoured 

disclosure if the child 1"'1""0""'" such information. 

were more to discuss issues of dlagm)SlS and prolgfl()SIS with ill 

children and children infected with mv with ITIl, • .-,,,,,,mlV age of the which reflects an '''''M,r'''T',n ""'n",~",nl" to the 

de'vellJPrnetltal status of the child and hislher to understand the lY,r""'""nt of death. There was no clear "ar·p.p'TlP,nt 

among the 1""0'1."<1" 

families. 

with to the need to eml[)t1Cmal involvement with children and their 

Their with the reflects doctors' attitudes toward the but is also affected the duration 

of the illness. Sahler et a1. (55) identified three elaluOIlShips: 1) mutual involvement 

where the interns offered both emotional as well as medical "" .. ,"'''' .... to "''' ... ·An.''· noninvolvement where the 

interns did not meet or talk to any of the before the children's active """"',,,,U""''', which occurred in the 

5 
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case very hostile anSfY Some saw as and 

role in the saw not the the 

with eventual outcome. 

the ibat.an of tum to care studies 

that doctors do not and do not have and 

that a with manner the 

notice that: 

death on the ...... "" .. ,,1 

to "counsellor-consoler". 

the ohvsicilm is or 

care." 

the were 

phy'siciiIUlS, untbrtlmateIy, are unable to meet 

it is 

Qe'lrelClomtR "JortTl''lTI''1; of interactions that may not serve the 

medical 

because 

the expecULtlOJ1S 

to 

it, " 

COlll:l1l~ in the care a collopassiclD plressmg toward mvc)lvement and 

cannot 

A a illness appears to be n"' .. n ..... "' ..... ' n,levmrt in the current 

African context chnlnic lite..threatetling llInesses, the epid1emlc of AIDS a substarltial 

emcltlorlal pressure on all DDVSlCl.ms. both in sectors, in hospitllds in out:--naLt1elllt 

The orOlDOSC::d 

"You remember-oue patients who lmfFJIIIf\IM and died a chronic: fatal me about vOlllnelf 

a doctor and as a penon." 

1) child a illness 

tunC:;t1OJlIDg in the bOS)lta1 a on a doctor's reUmOlnstllp with 

the on a doctor's ...... <In .... 1 life and value 

6 
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The at inr.lI'l!'!A~[inl:t the awareness the death of a child on paediatricilms' PSY'Cb(;Iiog;tcal 

Thls~l~toa~~~ilon with an eml:>tiC);nal 

temlinally ill on the mec!llcai pro:ression. results of the could be 

a necessary in 

7 
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This was individual interviews with senior pa(~dl:atrllc 

the Red Cross Children's 

The research was based on the literature of Denzin & Lincoln and Marshall & Rossman (40). 

SAMPLING 

In order to 

The 

doctors' 

30 

with a child the 

senior and 21 

of senior pa(,di:atric 

It is a 

at RCCH was chosen. 

institution where the rpOH::tr',;,r~ 

encounter a broad range of chronic fatal illnesses. This accessible source with which the Child and 

was both time and cost effective, Unit has had links. In this the 

To assure informational the factors were taken into account. The sen;or ",.,.'."UlU in 

"r"v"'",,, them with more their have attended to many children. The of a senior 

to reflect on the work do. On the other because are still in the of their 

career may remember well their encounters with the of death and 

and in one's thirties also constitutes a time when at least some of the are married and 

have their own children which may on how see themselves in relation to the children and their 

consultants. For that reason the of the senior 

could be rf'rlrf"::f'ntlltIVI" of medical officers in """"""""; or se(~Ondal'Y 

In order to access the 

was 

TPo'id,·,;,,..<: about the 

the Director of the School of Child and Adolescent of Town 

He consulted with a pal~dliatfl.c .vv.v.,,~. who informed the 

to "''''''''C'''''''P in the 

with their contact ''''';IJUVt 

was 

numbers was discussed with 8 

drawn up .. ";;,,, .... J<,. The ninth an 

invitation to ",,,."t1f"It'I,,,tp 

reach saturation of data 

were asked to 

obtained the 

in the lpn"rtlmp'nt of 

was for the purpose ofthe to 

information that continues to add until no more can be The rp.o'i<::tt·"r<: 

on a which aimed at their and and 

the "Tntnt',nl was further and refined at the Research Protocol 

8 
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After the mOIVlllllla1 and group dls(~S!1l0n the rel!~stl"3fs were asked to the tollOW1na person.aI details: the date 

year graidWlti(lln, number in nnlr.nl~ number as a pae~latnc n>O"ldTl~r 

of their spouse ,""'''''''''''' or nOlll-nledicaJl), and whether have children. Six out seven "PO·iort.·~ .. " who atflmdc;ld the 

33 -43 
7-10 
3-5 

• 2 

• Married 4 

• Medical· 2 

• Non-medical 2 

Children 

• No children 2 

• One or more 4 

RCCH constitutes School of Child and Adolescent Health. This academic structure of the 

Town represc~nts 350 rllV'"tn ... ", nur~, social workers in n"'r~n"""'h.n with 

...... ".";n .... i"'l authorities of the Western orO'OIl1le health care for children in 6 tlOS,plt~l1S and several connnunity health 

centres in around Town. The rf!Olvr'Jllr" rotate fh .... "' .. ',1> 

Conradie and Victoria Ho!;pitlll. These bos;pit~ds treat ne<>nates, children and adolescents the Subsaharan Afiica and 

the whole South Afiica. Most patients come from three ettlmCflatlguage groups in the Western 

and ""11'00""""'" As state hospitals on::IVlc:lle care for .... ""'n .... '''' of children from low socio-economic strata. mv infection 

has been a IlT-oW1r111l health care Dro'D1elD. "From 25-40010 of the children in these taCilfitu~s on any areHIV 

The researcher worked in as a medical officer for a year and a half She has been in since 

as a medical officer and and since 1999 in child as a senior and 

as a consultant since 2001. the re!:!jstl'arshiD child Dsvchilltrv rotation the researcher was involved in 

consultation-liaison ... "",,,,hi<dn, al RCCH. The involvement in this extended since 

Part of the current involvement at RCCH is constituted these meetillRs the issues of 

death and are treclueltltly raised. the researcher has a JaU)wJeclS!e of the environment and 

" .. ('.hl ........ " the medical staff have to deal with. The researcher also posses~ skills to conduct interviews that may be 

evocative and and to contain of the if necessary. The was known to some 

rP01VT"lIf"!1. at RCCH in the ca)llaCllty of a consultation-liaison oS'll'cmamsr 

9 
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It was that the to could the doctors an 

to the could also 

between and Red Cross and the 

awareness 

the also to ina programme around death and 

and to create a structure for 

The m-(lePlm .. 'l""''' ............ interviews were ...u ..... I.J, .... " .... ... nl11nt<l"' participants at convenience at 

beClwse of the qUltmless 

Informed written consent was obtained from the parUCllparns. COlotidlentlaJl1:y ensured 

• Not mentl{)nu)~ names in any written text; 

• of names while anll,lysm~ 

• .LIU~"lJ'5 text to Tl"I"vP,rtt any re<:OJl:rutlon 

• 
• trarlScnlptS. and ina 

It was that should a parllCllp81:Jt have been in need outside 

the reslear(~h 

The rp~·"'r.·h nrntnr~"\1 Im'lpn~ttv Ethics Committee on 04 2000 

INTERVIEWING 

m-Cletltn interview apl~:ro!Xi11nately 50 minutes was conducted with partici))an1ts. Each 

individual interview was aU(UQ-·t8D>eO. The method of '>!U<U1U:' .. Free Attitude Interview T.,...~nnlnl1'" 

was the interviewer's ;:><w, ...... ' ..... 5 and for 

the framework of the OP(~ninl~ qlueSl[lOn the interviewee has all the freedom to ext)lolre 

'",,""',.r f'\1F itTtnnrt",nrp to the ooimcln "" ........... "''''''''.t! 

It was diffiruit to interview for two reasons: 1) the tnt,i>Y'V'''''',PP 

exJlec1tatllons that the the desire to obtain as much information as 

DO!iSlb.le and unintended apJUlC!UCIO of a oS'\rcniatric. assessment interview 

tecltlrul~ue was adhered to in all at times with some diffirulties since 

elabOl-att::CI on the 'iU""""~'U and refllec1ing on it did not any account. Introduc1ion of new 

'i"""'''''''V'''', based on ",","'l11'"'''' ;nt'''nFi ... u,"" stimulated 
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Contempon:mcous notes were the researcher to am:;umem process context 

were very an appoinltment 

When aske.d about 

a Half of them felt that the ....... ' .... f1' .. ftl·"" participat!ion. Most bad not 

Lll\.J'u"",,n to the interview. Since 

the time of the mt.>nl1PUl gave a account. The was established Some 

,..pol«t ...... '" concentrated on the facts and "nn""'">£1 elnotion;a1ly det:aciled from the content. The 

ev(.ca1:ive to at the .nt, .... ,...,,'" as selt-f4:!tle:ctIon, were amazed 

eml1fathic. ", .. Uti]''''. mOde!it, and res]pon:SlbJe. 

The researcber a were thOfOlU'dllv honest in ..... ".Vitilinn accounts. 

Follo~ring the CODlpJetJon the .111..1,''''..,'1..141 .nT.!>rvIPU1'il. a IOIIOVIl-un out with 7 partlcllpants in 

of a focus group. One n$l1T1i":ln!'l'nT oompleted 

an hour and a half It aimed at UIl>"U~'''''JIl'l 

to •. .u.S'_""" 

The focus group 

that had emlergl~d out of the interview and at 

The main in mt()flOlati()O in 

'nt,,,,ru'''''J'' were preseni1:ed and comments and Clantl'C8tlon were Ob1:a1nled. The focus group was IUClJUt,,,,,"U to 

ensure correct transc:rjptjolo. C:on1tenlporanleolJS notes were also taken. 

All the fC1.1;tstx'ars but one arrived on time, Before had aDDeart~ very relaxed, 

and laul~hing. tog:eth'ef outside ReCH. did not seem in a mood to talk about and 

the 30 some group members were exC:harlgir.lg smiles and 

engage at a different level. Such behaviour can as a deten(;e 

not Wantlrl2 to 

the group 

COllcelttra,ted on 

the evocative content 

group f)e(':alTle more serious discussion. The of the last re2:istrl!li. 

the who gave a rich the individual 'nt.>rui.<"U1 

be.!]pnning to the the sense the ".u;.'vu",,,,.v.u. The group went 

minutes and comments later on, 

The discussion was very heated at times with many doctors at the same which unfortllDaltely IDlI)ac'tea on the 

Data "'n~.IV"'" "t .. <lt ... o ... "" outlined Miles &Hubennan as well as Mason were used. 

The interviews were transcribed a Each interviewee was a letter in n:mdomorder 

instead of a name. Because the names were not was not aware of the 

doctors' were read and checked up the researcher in order to ensure their accuracy. 

transc:npts were of them oonsisted of 15 to 20 pages. Each in one folder 

t01~etJtler with oonsent forms the at the of the individual • ..,TI.,...Il . ......,. and the notes made 

11 
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group was tra:nscribc~ resc~:her to ensure colmd,entiality. The same SVlllbols were ass]igm~ 

to on vu1,eotilDC was, umorttmat.ely, to at 

the 

traDlSCri1pt had been compleb=d. up 20 pages. It was in the folder 

a<l(llitl(J;naI notes. fI'!'I'n~rint<;1 were also saved on disks and stored !Il'!n.!lrn1relv 

each mdlV1t1iual interview the traJrlscript was in an ·'m,....,.':-tIvp,· way with a set qUe:sttOI1S to the like: 

stmmg.s, d,etiflktticms, processes, actiVIties. 

and imt)ressiollS were annomted and coJ1npared 

ideas were not 

The traJrlscrif)1ts were read and coded. :sei,ectE:G were assjlgnC~ to a was 

on int~~enlces the 

'th .. ,... .. ",h ... " b8(:ka;round, mnntlclD and n .. ",,,,,...,,,,, Kltlovillec!ge. 

was colldulcted in a reflexive way. "How could decision that 

couldn't do anvthirlll for . " - was coded as anger. 

Codes were 

r.nrnn9:rM with 

ornutV.n into categl)nE~ and sut)ca1tegon'e8 The subcatl~nes and catl~Ones were corrtmlll011lSly 

across all the available tm·n~:nn't!l. Two 

Acute death 
HIV/AIDS 

Patiems'res]!)Onses 
Paremal eqJectlrmoltlS 

amon the staff 
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The lists were further refined and malDpea. 

DOCTORS' 
FEELINGS 

ANGER 
FRUSTRATION 
LOSS 
SADNESS 
RELIEF 
FEAR 
GUll.-T 
BURDEN 
ACCEPTANCE 
BEING 
PRlVILEGED 

DOCTOR 
HIMSELF 

WITIIDRA W AL 
DETACHl\1ENT 
SUPPRESION 
DESENSffiZATION 
RATIONALIZATION 
REACTION FORMATION 
IN1'ELLECTUALIZATION 
DISPLACEMENT 
DENIAL 

TALKlNG 
FUNERAL ATTENDANCE 
TREATMENT REVIEW 
DIVERSIONAL ACTIVITIES 
DERIVING SATISFACTION 

The process of creanrll! I'M<> .... """,,, was discussed with the ,,,,, ... ,,,n,,,,,..r who conducted random and I'"t.-ar, ... 

differences were discussed further. 

~A~"~,'''' established lists of I'<lt,> ........... .,., and bCl:Ltel~OrJeS, the sentences and/or whole 

from its context, and filed under the a"""l'>"<;U I'"t",,,,,, ... <.,, The ofa 

were retained in order to be able to locate the 

were transferred 

TPo-l"tr:::IT t()ge1:her with the 

text, double check page number of a SPt~lilC sentence or 

the context and apIDr0'Pnate:ne~>sI<Lccl of a I'<>t",,,,, .... ,-u ~~'"6''~U'v''' "Microsoft Word 2000" was used for this process. 

:speCIfic,anv .... "',"l"..""-'" complutl!f software for ':\'"'''''''' research amllvsis was, ll.U.'U"_'Y, not used. 

The text was further edited. 

the context and Hl<;4U111l'>. 

pauses and "uhmms" were erased. In(:on1pj,ete sentences were edited in order to convey 

consisted of 'r~ntextualization' of the where the data were v.,;u.u"""",,,,.. and In 

terms 

Some 

... "t·&>,."r.n,"" rather than in terms of its 

were modified. All of them were 

and 

illustrated more than one SU()Calleg'ory 

were and "'''"''/'S''''''' to the theme that 

context. 

into Sul)ca,te!~orles in such a way that made sense 

were useful and Some 

were more SJ)(:cliIC of A<;o;;lUl~~" of sadness or 

anger were pYlnrp«:~,n in both any chronic illness and HIViAIDS. HnWPvpr because the h"r·lro ....... 'mn of these .I.=HU~'" had 
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been dlstm(:t1y different were assaglleO to "Doctors' '''''''HH~;'' but under two '''>Y'''1'',~T.I' l''''t,,,,,,r.1''t.~,, 1) 

memst~1Ve:s, and Illness. 

The and boundaries between l""t'I>",,,,.,,',, and were reevaluated. were clarified. The 

~rch for an 1IVAIJIQ..IUl"'VH "".-",..;",,.. .... fin(lm~~ was conducted the The M:iml~s 

were discussed with the admitted of failure on the 

ri'\,nt,.,,,.·u to the literature. The ""u' ... ",u.. h,r",,,,,.,,,,.,. that many .-po,ct,.",." felt guilty when not 

",.rm,.,,,n .... active trelltmlent or when "'''''"''''"''"'', with a tacit message failed proJtessl 

LINKING DATA 

The process of 

out how 

did not take into account substantive relations between the codes ...... 11,.1\,.1"'5 data aimed at 

interacted. The links were either eXIJlallat()ry or causal. 

CATEGORIES 

The categ()oc:s and sut)CB.lteglom~ were further COlnnarea and looked at for evidence of connection between them. Where 

two were "'''''''0'''''''' to the same the data was T"crllT,'''fI as cOlnfil'TIling a connection. The linked data were 

included in the process of connections. AS~iOClatlI1lg and was """,-tn,..,.,..",; with the of maps and 

matrices. Each sub~ction of results will with a ,d,."h",N such connections. 

research defines, ,",,,,uv'''''y in terms of delperldablll of data. This that the LU""Uf!>'" of a 

"'1"''''''''''''''' with the same "ULJ'I"''''L'' or in a similar context consistent if 

taken to enhance 

the same methods. The 

should be 

were 

1. The .-PCJu,tr·",." "",-t,pm"tPri in the on a YVIUllLCll basis. 'lAJ'l1UU"""U"'lUY was ensured at all levels. This is 

th"",aI1t to contribute to a honest and reliable account obtained interviews. 

2. The re~rcher possesses weJLHleVf:10{)eQ skills to int,PT1'1,TPt not the content of the ,nt.P'fV'f>U'" but also 

non-verbal responses and the process of the 

3. Both the individual interviews and the focus group were recorded to ensure accurate Tr" ... .,"·nn'" instead 

on the researcher's notes and recall alone. 

4. The was conducted the researcher on two occasions and the results were r.nlmn.::'Tf·I1 

5. The coded and selected pages from several interviews. This was 

r .. ,mn::..,,"; with the r~rcher's results. Dlscr'ep,IID(;les were discussed. 

6. The above detailed of has been to assist future researchers with f'",-a.,IVH of 

this 

7. The track ctro,t"~ri",, was saved and stored for future references and reflection. 
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in '1 ... ,un,nn'", research in terms and t .. ~nd,"'T'~hlhtv 

,-"",,,,-,1"'111\, refers to demonstration that the \N'~UIJ''''U;;U in such a way as to ensure that the was 

accura1tely identified and described. data sufficient time to be with pall1cIPants in 

order for themes and pattenls to recur and be verified. To enhance credibility the were taken. 

1) A teC,nIDliue of member Cflf:CKllng, .. ..,1\,"' .... 1'" the researcher checks with particilpants whether slhe has '-.. ' .. Tor·+h, 

understood was used in order to 

The term to the combination of methods in the or event in attlemlpt to 

In ... w'''.... l'Ii1etb.O(iol'ogl,cal 1.11<l"J!S'.U""~Vil was emlolclVe[L 'U1N>·,..",tm two ",,..,..,,,.,,,, .. 1,,, the phtmOJmellOn 

data collection h,,.I,,,,n, 

which ."" .... "'." .. 1'1 

individual interviews and the focus group. Data that coincided was verified 

lmreS1lg11ltor U'<lCll.!5'''''''''.'Vll was achieved the active involvement. 

Data ,aHi~w,"U\.m was not pmnlovpn 

aH<U y""" in order to 

Other sources of data were not The literature was consulted on 

common themes and validate the mt,ornlatllon obtained. 

ransfelrabili1:jl refers to .. ,.,..,.,..,." .. ,,1 and theoretical gelrlerali2~tion. The one is based on 

from an from one emOlnlcal VVI""""U'\"U are Sta'tlStlcally rE:prt~lrta1.1ve wider IJUIJ ... l<lL1V'H. In these terms this 

is not getlenllizable. From a theoretical of view this could be gerlera,liZlllble for the n.llUJWlI reasons. 

1) «The information derived from any parli(.:iptmt is valid because that account is a 1l1 .. 'UU''-', 

social domain. 

It is pm,slble that the most anl:JIV,OOQ processes work in the same way across all het1lth care since are 

like with the cultural 

of built up which could be tested out among other prc,resslOllalS 

with 

Most reached saturation. 

RESEARCHER'S BIAS 

The QU13l11tatlve is never r.h,pM,,,,,, since a researcher's "'UC""'~,LI is an of interactive processes 

HnUI<'''UPT the researcher is aware of the which was taken into account while '-"-"'u ... ".,,'/", 

and int,,,,rnr..tina 

L 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The researcher's medical t .. <I"nir,,, could have led to slgmtilcaJlt identification with the pattlcllprunts. 

The researcher's own limited about death and medical schooL 

The researcher's work in pae:diatri(:s, ""n"c",nt .... ina patlenlts there and nOloU1ig her views about it, could 

have caused d'-Inn< ..... identification with certain mentioned the at the expense of others. 

The current involvement at RCCH and nh~:Pnl,"a responses of the staff towards children could 

have contributed to ov,eremJ:,ha:sizing certain attlltucles, which may not be so in the doctors' case. 
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5. The researcher's OS"Chl!atrlc ... aL.,...,"",,"'''''' could have had an on the way data was collected and 

6. \.;OlrlOUCtlfig interviews in ~"js.u""" which is the researcher's second lan:~~Lgc, could have led to the omission 

some '4 .. .." ..... ".'5 ... nuances. 

A meetintg with the Head of the np'~"rtrru>"t and an InU'OOuctlon of the 

....""it.m .. 'M of parbcll:>anlts was colwllete:([ in the middle 

to the """"'id.·" .. ", 
2000, Interviews 

that time. 

were COITlplleu:o in June 2002. 

at the bes;mnmg of March 2000. 

with individual rej,l~stl:ars started in June and ended in October with colnpleti()ll of an 

The group took atthe 200 L The final and 

..,.;;u.v ..... '... to the l"iI;N'/":m'~TIV as well as submission of to relevant for 

publlca1t!on should be COI1npl(~ted the year 2003. 

Cost: The a 

services and colnpllter access. Financial ",,,, ... nri was ""'I;v<J,al~;u with the T\"""""fYI"""t '-""""".IT V and Mental at 

the Town. The ofR2000 was rf'r'jP,lvflfl in December 200]. 

the outcome of the will not to but also to other health for 

a the results will be " .. "'""'nt,,,tI one of wedn~~~IY academic at the Red Cross Children's 

HCISPltal. The pre:liminaJry results of the been the Research at RCCH in October 

2001. A short article theIDV/AIDS ",lAllll"""'U in MeR NEWS in December 2001. 

The will also be to the T Cliching Committee in the T\p,,,,,,rt'1TIpnt and Mental for 

discussion l".ntll"P'm"l" curriculum chalIlgces around tealcllUlg death and 
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at exp.lorulg 

The are included in 

1. ATTITUDES 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

is de<IicaJted to any 

to the ....... 'JIll'" 

were 

and 

nrM"""' .... A FATAL ll..LNESS 

wrrn A DYING CHILD 

wrrn PARENTS 

A DYING 'V ..... JUJ .... 

a 

retEmtlg to a 

in each are a map of links and connections The map ...u ..... ",u.,,,,, 

an overview of the content i.ncluded in the section. and colours used in tbese maps do not have any sys1:em:atic 

1ruIJ'It:Cts raised in evelY section are very UIl)ILUAiL, the results are tOUOWI:ld mrmtedi&ltely 

COIICh;ISiolll,. and recommendations to tbat The conclusions reSll.Itulg from the sectiions are 

pre!lCnt~:ld in the 'Final CotlclusioflS' .... , .. v."' ..... 

In the 'Results' sub:section, bold rM"ll""'..:I>nt" the researcber's conrmtents, while bullets introduce tbe registrars' 

each lI'I.!If':!I_l~nh replresemitlg a sepalt'ate staJtement. names were omme:o to 

ensure confid€mtillity 
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I 

1: 

'ACUTE' "'''', ... ,,'''''''' 

• 
.. 

1& SUfl:ges;tiOllS to ,mrn'lnrl'! 

1& 

1& 

1& Conclusion 

1& to 

OF LIFE AND END-OF-LIFE JI.I.II:;""JU;J'Jl.U',""" 

1& 

• 

This uor;;'''w,,.;;u to the doctors' I'!YI'lIp:n~>nC",~", with a child of an acute illness or AIDS 

,.,.",ctT''''''~ often made references to the which because of their SU~rutlcarlce were 

., ....... """" .. s\lbcate:gories: The <Acute' Death and mY/AIDS. These .... "'''' .. '1''''''' as the introduction 

and h"l'leornllnn to the essential of chronic fatal illness and for that reason will be UI~,U::l:K:U' This rh.,nt.'r also . 
and ethical dilemmas sulTOlmding eml-oHllte decisions. 

1 illustrates the tolliowuur 

• The .. ...," ... f'·"'" ... encounter death in three of illnesses: acute, chronic and AIDS related UU""""'''''', 

• End-of-Iife decisions are 

• The awareness of the patlenlts' may on the end-of-life aecaSI()Ds. 

18 
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'ACUTE'DEATH 

RESULTS 

The registrars emphasized the different quality of a relationship with an acutely ill child and hislber family. They 

meet the patient in an emergency situation, often with hardly any knowledge of his/her previous medical history. 

• They come in and they die, and it's very traumatic. They disappear, and I normally don't see them again. They go 

to a social worker. So to tell you an honest truth, it's not particularly pleasant in a sense that there is no intimacy. 

You don't know them. You don't know the issues. You don't know where they are in the child's disease. You 

simply have to try resuscitation or nothing at all, and then inform the mother who cries. And you don't have a 

social worker backup. You're often in a very busy environment. 

• In the acute case the expectations are even higher. In a chronic child congenital defects have been there from 

birth. Parents don't expect miracles. 

The 'acute' death represents a medical loss, not foUowed by any specific feelings that would otherwise be 

experienced in the ca.se of a chronically ill child. It takes its toll, however, if many such deaths occur in a short span 

of time. 

• What you feel mostly is the loss from a medical point of view that you couldn't save this child. But you don't 

know this child at alL You sometimes don't ever see the parents. So your feelings are much more clinical. Your 

emotions are evoked because of the work, but not so much because of the whole child. 

• If I work in med-reg and a patient comes in here, who's not breathing at all, I resuscitate him, which is an 

unsuccessful resuscitation. You have to speak to parents you've never met before. You go through a protocol. It's 

like a set up protocol. The textbook describes it to you. Have empathy, be supportive, stuff like that. But if you 

asked me whether my heart is aching or whether I'm emotional, then r can also say, not at all. This is part of the 

job; it's not my fault. One of the things a doctor always wants to know is whether any intervention from his side 

could have made a difference. Were you at fault? And as long as you can satisfactorily say that after I did 

everything in my power to help this child, it's out of my haqds, then 1 feel relieved about that. It's more difficult 

where you've known the child and you've talked to him frequently, you've become friends with him. 

• The 'acute' death (as opposite to the 'chronic' death) can be more draining on a short- term basis. You can have a 

terrible night in the unit where you can lose three or four children, and you can feel absolutely like wrecked the 

next morning both physically and emotionally. You just don't have anything left. You had to go through that 

20 
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thing with the parents, with people you don't know at aU, several times. I always find that really hard after I've 

done everything I could possibly think of Then I think: "What didn't I do properly?" 

The doctors may resuscitate the patient. The experience is very rewarding if slhe succeeds. If the doctor fails he/she 

has to deal with a great amount of parental distress, anger or other unpredictable feelings. 

• Those that are in a decent medical state and get to me alive I can resuscitate. It's very rewarding. 

• In the responses that you sometimes get from 'acute' death, the parents can still be very angry and very vicious or 

take it out on you as a person, and say: "You killed my child". 

• (Cot deaths) those are very difficult, particularly when a mother arrives, she runs into your ward with a cold blue 

baby, and you immediately can feel her anger. If the doctor hadn't discharged her five days ago, her baby would 

still be here well in hospitaL 

The registrars have different ways of responding to grieving parents in a busy emergency setting, from active 

listening, sedating a parent to delegating some counselling to other professionaJs, e.g., social workers or nurses. 

• In the circumstances of a child dying acutely, (when) the child ' s just died, the last thing they (parents) want to 

hear is the long physiological explanations of diabetes and syphilis and why the child has become dehydrated . 

They're just not gonna hear anything really. The words are comforting, hopefully, not that they're going to make 

any difference really. One thing I'm not a great believer in is that lots of people run off and get Valium out of the 

schedule-five cupboard and throw Valium down anyone's throat. I think that's bad, unless someone's threatening 

to throw themselves out of a window or something, but I've never had that experience. If people want to cry for 

an hour or two hours or they get up and say:" I'm going home, I don't want to hear about this, I'm going" - that's 

their prerogative. I feel quite welL I don't have a problem with people expressing themselves how they want to 

express it, and I'm really there. If they want to hit me, I'm not all that keen, but that's also their prerogative. 

• You arrange for the social worker to come and assist you, because they're very good at what they do. They have 

time to do that kind of thing. I always find the nursing staff very good, particularly if the patient is Xhosa. You 

need someone to translate sometimes for you, and in that terrible time of grief the last thing they (patients' 

families) want to do is struggling through your English. The~ want to hear it in their own language. I think there 

should always be someone with them, and it's either me or I ask the nursing staff or the social worker. The people 

often want to be alone after a while. They just want to sit quietly and you know I always say to them: "You're 

always more than welcome to come and ask me at any time anything about the event". 

The doctors also have to deal with their own sense of inadequacy as therapists. No amount of immediate 

counselling is going to lessen the pain ofIosing a child. 

21 
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• Having just experienced of personal death, a family death, I don't think anyone is going to meet your needs, any 

medical professional. Then being a bit softer and gentler is certainly going to help, but there's nothing that can 

really fulfill your needs in the acute unprepared loss of life. That's a very traumatic experience. 

Any counselling in such a situation is very difficult and frustrating for the registrar because of lack of previous 

involvement with the parents, tbe sudden nature of death, the tragic dimension of the chird's death, and frequently 

cultural and language differences. 

• You tell them what you think happened. And then., there is normally a lot of crying and disbelief, or depending on 

where they are, and you nil up some forms, and you ask them whether they're all right. You must spend 20 min 

at the most with them, and then they disappear. That's very difficult. 

• Very often a lot of kids dying in our casualty are Xhosa patients, because HIV is prevalent in that group. So very 

often language is a problem. 

The environmental factors like time constraints, paperwork and other patients to attend to add to the tension and 

unpleasantness of the situation. 

• When dying in the casualty you're not gonna find empathy. That's the wrong place to look for empathy. It's just 

too busy in a developing world like ours. There's too many issues. 

• You have another three patients waiting. That's not very taxing on me. Counselling - it's a hassle, in a sense I'm 

doing an incomplete job through circumstances. You can't begin to scratch the surface of that woman's needs. 

• There's a lot of paper work. You're gonna be sitting over 10-IS minutes, and then you're always going to get 

called back because you've forgotten something. They're very complicated forms to fill out. These are issues 

when you're busy, that's the issues that go through your mind. It's a hassle and that's very unfair on somebody 

who's just lost their child. 

• ]n an ideal acute setting, I would have a social worker on site, preferably who can speak Xhosa, 1'd have another 

doctor to take over the rest of the loads that you could act;Ially settle down and do everything properly, and fill 

out the forms. You couJd also speak longer to the parents with the interpreter. 

Although the hospital does not provide any specific support structure for parents whose children passed away after 

a short illness, a follow-up is usually offered. Sadly, only a small percentage of parents come back. Some of them 

embark on legal action. 

22 
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• 

• 

In an acute setting (support structure for parents, follow-up) - it's not very well set up at all It must be 

horrendous to go through that. 

Some parents do come back, and I certainly invite them back. But, again it's unrewarding. I certainly try to get 

them back to see a social worker, and some do. But many mothers are indigent and they can't get back. It's just 

too expensive and far. But some parents, I must say, about 30010 of parents must come back. 

• The ones who take you up on the offer are usually contacting you with a lawyer to say: " Well, you know, we're 

unhappy with the way our child was dealt with", or something like that. I mean, which also fortunately in South 

Mrica, it's an infrequent thing, and I haven't had to deal with it that much, but they seldom come back to you for 

answers or to talk. 

DL~CUSSION 

Although the study question pertained to a chronic fatal illness and the question was understood properly, most registrars 

seemed to associate this type of illness with the topic of death and dying. They frequently referred to any condition that 

could have a fatal outcome. This itself indicates the importance of raising the subject of death in general. It may also 

suggest that talking about a chronic fatal iJ lness is more evocative and reflecting on an acute death appeared safer and 

provided some emotional refuge. 

The discussion of the 'acute' illness and 'acute' death centred on the registrars' medical function, which implies very 

active treatment. Since this is what they have been trained for, they tend to feel comfortable in this role. A short contact 

with a patient and hislher parents leads to purely 'clinical' feelings. The feelings are more related to the appropriateness 

and success of resuscitation or any other relevant management than to those resulting from a close long-term relationship 

with the patient and hislher parents, which is so characteristic of chronic illness The relationship with the patients and 

their parents is almost non-existent in the case of an acutely ill child who died. It is a source of frustration for the registrars 

for several reasons: 

1. The doctors have very limited knowledge of the child; 

2. They do not have an opportunity to bond with the parents; 

3. They have a limited amount of time they can spend with the parents because of paperwork and workload, 

and frequently are not able to provide adequate counselling; 

4. The tragedy of sudden death evokes powerful responses of shock and anger in parents who tend to project 

these feelings onto doctors, which are not always realized by them. 
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CONCLUSION 

In the case of the 'acute' death of a child, which constitutes a sudden and extremely tragic event, the registrars frequently 

faced distraught and very emotional parents, with whom they ~d not developed any relationship before. Such a situation, 

particularly when coupled with paperwork and other emergencies, is not conducive to providing post death counselling. It 

seems that these circumstances, more than the death itself, are the major source of stress and uneasiness for the doctor who 

may become overwhelmed in the case of multiple deaths. 

SUGGESTIONS TO EXPLORE 

It is suggested that the stressful nature of 'acute' deaths is recognized and acknowledged by the consultants in daily rounds 

and discussed with the registrars, if necessary. 

Since counselling for the parents is extremely difficult in such situation, it is important to provide and ensure follow-up for 

them (43). 

HIVIAIDS. 

RESULTS 

One of the registrars pointed out that AIDS "is a whole Dew chapter in the book of dying, and it's not an easy 

chapter to deal with". The discussion centred on the nature of the iUness, the number of patients, their care, 

couDseUing, parental attitudes, and doctors' feelings . 

.... 
THE NATURE OF THE ILLNESS 

Most registrars discussed certain aspects of BIV/AIDS since it represents a type of chronic fatal iUness. It differs 

from other chronic illnesses in tenns of the amount of attached blame and stigma. 

• The difference between HlV and other diseases is that there's so much other overlays with HlV that you're not 

just talking about the disease. There's usually a lot of blame and social stigma and all the rest that comes with it, 

which colours the thing completely differently to a disease that the child was born with or might have picked up, 

like leukemia or a lymphoma that's been found later on. 
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THE NUMBER OF PATIENTS 

Although none of the registrars provided any statistics regarding patients suffering from AIDS, they all agreed that 

the BIV/AIDS epidemic is huge. 

• Many of the deaths that paediatricians have to deal with would be mv deaths. There are tons of them, tons, tons 

of them, e.g., last night I admitted two children with mv who were very sick. One will probably die today. There 

were two that came today. 

• The HIV epidemic is unique. It's huge. The patients are dying in vast numbers and the doctors are being exposed 

to unnecessary death every day. You can accept the fact that the occasional child is going to get a bizarre, strange 

condition, it happens, but mv - there's just too much of it and it's avoidable. 

PATIENTS AND THEIR PARENTS' CARE 

This topic evoked significant feelings of frustration among doctors. They emphasized that in the current economic 

climate they cannot afford to provide the best possible care for the patients, in both medical and psychological 

terms. There are simply too many patients, too few doctors, and too little financial resources to be able to manage 

this pandemic appropriately. 

• In a country, where HIV is absolutely rife and decisions have to be made about these children, we can't afford to 

keep them all alive by ventilating them and providing the best care available, because we can't afford it. 

• You count it up when you do a ward round. You count 3 out of every 5 patients in a high care at least. When I 

worked in a general ward 30% to 40% of patients were suffering ITom AIDS, and they're often the sicker patients 

obviously. They are the ones who take most of the time, and what it often makes things worse, you can't do 

much. 

• In those circumstances, you have a poor relationship with a lot of the parents because a lot of the kids come in 

when they're acutely sick and they're dead, before you've even got to know the parents. 

• With HIV you're not gonna win the battle. Let them go com(ortably, not to flog a dead horse. 

The registrars stressed the lack of continuity of care, which means that the patients are seen by many doctors who 

do not develop a long-term relationship with them. Such a situation leaves the patient and hislher parents alone in 

t.heir suffering. 
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• What also needs to happen is that there is some decent continuity of care for these children. The children end up 

in one hospital and the next hospital, under different doctors. There's just not enough resources for a doctor to 

look after thirty patients with HIV. It's a chronic disease. It's like chronically ill patients. It's like asthma; it's like 

cystic fibrosis. They should be getting continuity of care under a person, and often they're not. 

Despite many frustrations, children with AIDS related illnesses are mostly provided with high quality treatment. 

Decisions about non-resuscitation have to be made on a daily basis. 

• They get a very high level of care compared with other hospitals. At the bottom of Africa we start feeling the 

impact of epidemic. 

• We don't have rigid rules the way some other places do. Although majority won't get to the ICU, they will still 

get high quality care, and it is often on a personal basis. We would discuss it, which way we approach the 

question and whether we contemplate the surgery. 

• It is a matter of rationalizing. In the Eastern Cape the fact is they are sending children to die - it is not neglect. It 

is actually quite good. 

• No child is thrown into a comer with illV. If the child is suffering, breathing hard, more infusions are started or, 

even if it is decided - the end and tum off· you often try to take them out of a high care, put them in a single 

cubicle, so there is some sort of privacy with the mom. 

• I think we are good at palliation. That kind of mind set is only reasonable because of the situation. 

• It happens more and more often that you have to teU people the night before which children should or should not 

be resuscitated. If you've got a dying HIV at the back, you should tell them before the time that, if anything 

happens, the child does not get resuscitated. You make that decision before you go home. You come back and 

they're not around. 

One of tbe registrars talked about some neglect of children with AIDS. 

• rve seen cases where we had a child, a pre-terminal one, where people don't do the ward round and they write up 

that this child is not for resuscitation. At ten o'clock they see-the child, and the child was dead and people say: 

"There's another one". There's demand for space that's available. "Let's get this child out of the ward". 
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COUNSELLING 

Most doctors are familiar with techniques of mv counseUing. They find it very difficult since breaking bad news 

means at least a double tragedy, for the mother and her child. The doctors realise the need for ongoing counselling 

of parents. 

• A lot of death now with younger kids is from HIV, so you always need to deal with the mother's anxiety, and she 

knows that she's going to go the similar fate. It's often dealing with so many medical problems as well. 

• The parent, as soon as s/he's got HIY or has got a child with HIV, needs to be aware that the potential for death is 

there. I think the counselling is going on. 1t doesn't make the death any easier but there needs to be that. 

• Counselling with HIV (is very difficult), especially when the children have tested positive, and you have to go 

back and tell the parents: " Not only is your child positive, but you're probably positive too". That's very 

difficult. That comes with experience as well. I've done that many times. That's difficult. 

PARENTAL ATTITUDES 

The doctors describe several groups of parents, those who are aware of their HIV status, those who deny it, and 

those who learn about it in the hospital. Most parents come from communities where AIDS sufferers are highly 

stigmatised, with very little financial resources. Some of those who deny the diagnosis refuse consent for their child 

to be tested which creates additional problems and dilemmas in the ward. 

• Parents come at night. They can't get home. They don't want the kids at home. The children come to lie on drips 

in cold inhospitable places. Because the hospital is here they (parents) come seeking help and can't get home. 

They don't have money. They're mugged. They'd be killed at home. It's not just that the hospital wants to keep 

them there. It's also the structural thing in society. 

• Initially we didn't really suspect mY/AIDs. But as time went on and we got more results back it became clear 

that this child could have HlV. We hadn't at that point tested the child. We then decided we must get consent, but 

blood had been taken with a view to testing and at the time the parents weren't there. They then came in and 

refused consent for that child to be tested. But the blood haa actually been sent already and that was sort of the 

beginning of a whole lot of issues that just snowballed in the management of the child. The parents never really 

regained the trust of the medicaJ staff They didn't want to (be informed about a diagnosis), they refused to be 

informed. They basically said: "You can't teil us. We don't want to know". They weren't receptive to late 

counselling about the implications for their sick baby who was clearly dying. Perhaps they understood the 

implications, but they didn't want to face it. That was very difficult. 
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• I was initially involved in the early phases. Then I think our action was actually to withdraw quite substantially 

from them, which was perhaps quite a natural, but quite a negative thing to do in some ways. They seemed to 

foresee that. They felt that their baby wasn't doing well. There wasn't any evidence for that, but I think the staff 

withdrew from them because of the anger. They would come in and complain of things that's been done. 1t came 

down to strong feelings of anger again, because we thought we were treating their baby as best we could and they 

weren't really able to come along with us. 

DOcrORS' FEELINGS 

Although AIDS is a chronic illness, it evokes very specific feelings among the doctors on top of aU other feelings 

mentioned in relation to any chronic illness. The registrars felt that the number of patients and current treatment 

policies led to doctors' traumatization. Many of them experienced an overwhelming sense of sadness and despair 

when faced with a single BIV positive mother from a low socio-economic group, who is ill herself, unemployed, 

stigmatised by the community, and who has to deal not only with her own loss of health, but also with the 

upcoming death of her own child. The registrars felt angry with those who spread the virus. They struggled with 

their own hopelessness, knowing how little they could offer, and helplessness while watching a child gasp. &>me 

tried to detach themselves and treat their patients rather as a group than separate individuals. They questioned 

themselves: "What am I treating in this country?". They experienced real fear of acquiring the infection while 

drawing blood or performing invasive procedures. 

Traul1Ul1ization 

• Another doctor was quite traumatized by saying that they had to put them (children) in the side cubicle. They 

were very sick and terminal. They're here every day. 

Despair, sadness & guilt 

• You feel despair because of this huge problem, which is only just starting to get worse. You feel despair for the 

mother. She's got it. She's probably innocent in a party. Often has such a poor insight into it. They're also 

indigent. They're from such a poor background. They're just abused women in whatever way. Financially, they'll 

never have a job. They always bring in these sick kids to hospital. It's been such a futile endeavour. It's such a 

pathetic illness. So it's a lot of sadness about the illness it~elf And then depending on the individuals it varies 

how sad you feel. 

• You become despondent. You think : "what am I treating in this country? What's happening to the country?" As 

for the disease where is this thing going to end? I feel despondent for the mothers. They in the comer and they'll 

not be able to find their way out. 
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• It's a hard thing to watch a child gasp and not be able to do anything about it. So, for the juniors who work in the 

general wards, maybe the first time they're in that situation, to make that decision is extremely hard on them. And 

then they still go on for the rest of the night. 

• You sit there and the child just demises. You have the situation where that mother's also ill and there's physically 

nothing you can do. You don't have access to Anti-retro-virals. There's no cure, and then you start apologising for 

you're telling them: " Maybe in :five years, maybe in ten years", trying to be positive. 

Fear 

• Part of you wants to do tests and drip them. I've always been scared of pricking myself I keep telling the staff 

and me: "Investigate minimally, try to use fewer things as possible, as little risk as possible, because it's 

dangerous". 

Anger 

• There's also a little bit of anger at the parents. This is a personal thing. It may not come from other doctors. "Why 

the hell did they get HIV? It's avoidable. Wear a condom". Particularly when dad arrives, maybe it's terribly sick 

and maybe it's a terribly sexist thing, but they're the guys bringing an end to the relationship. They come waltzing 

in and you kind of think: "You're the bugger; you are the one who killed this child". It probably does affect the 

way you discuss things with them and put things across. You're a little bit angry with them. They could have 

prevented this. 

Hopelessness 

• With the oncology patients fd approach them with a lot of hope mainly, and always try and instil as much hope 

for the parents as possible, because in children in oncology there is a hope. That's the kind of feeling you try and 

transmit to the parents and although you know that chemotherapy and radiotherapy is gonna make the child very, 

very sick you can support the child through that. Hopefully, in the end the child will be cured. That's very 

different to HIV. 

DesensiJisation 

• There is so many children like that. It desensitises us to a certain extent. 10 years ago we used to have one death a 

month. We used to talk about it. Now we have one death every few days. You can see ... they (junior registrars) 

have a death at night. They take it much harder than we do. We were told to handle it. That's it. You get hardened 

from this. 

• You harden to the fact that someone is dying, but part of me will deal with it because the death is a given. 

• You provide them with the most dignifying death but it is still terrible to watch these children dying. To have a 

ward with 20 - 30% HIV patients and we're losing 2 - 3 a week. It must be demoralizing. You bring them in to 

try a little bit of magic. The magic doesn't work. You withdraw. They are gone. 
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Detachment 

• There's nobody around children with mv who are in their late stages of being ill. It's such a terrible lonely 

experience for them. In their situation it's almost too much. You feel that you just can't telL It's very difficult to 

80 beyond the medical treatment with that child, particularly the small ones because they're just so alone, and it's 

overwhelming. There are lots of those patients. You're dealing with many of those patients. 

• Yet the implications for those families are very enormous and it's s difficult. There are issues of confidentiality. 

There are issues of trust. It's so difficult in those children to go beyond quite a basic level of medical care, where 

in this family there was the opportunity to delve into much more of a relationship. 

• rve had predominantly patients with chronic infectious diseases such as HIV babies who come in, but I can 

remember them as a group I don't remember them as individuals. 

• As a group they all come in as very, generally speaking, malnourished wasted babies with several different 

secondary infections, and often when they arrive they actually look like they're about to die that moment. Then 

you resuscitate them and then they maybe even go home on that admission. Then they come back for three or 

four admissions more and then eventually they just stay in hospital longer and longer and longer and die. I 

haven't formed any strong attachments with them. 

DL~CUSSION 

None of the registrars chose a patient with HIVI AIDS for a discussion of hislher experiences. This illness appeared to be 

particularly emotionally evocative and it was used only in terms of comparison with other chronic fatal illnesses. The 

registrars tended to place HIV/AIDS between acute and chronic fatal illness. 

What connects AIDS with acute iUness is: 

I. The fact that children die of acute illness in the process of AIDS within a relatively short span of time; 

2 . A lack of or very short-term relationship with the patient and his/her parents, which is determined by the unique 

factors described below. 

Meyers (45) points out that paediatric HIV infection shares many of the characteristics of other chronic illnesses. He 

mentions duration, severity of illness, functional impact, and need for ongoing health services. He also pays attention to 

other aspects, like stigma, altered social experiences, and the heightened potential for secondary psychosocial dysfunction 

of the child and family, which registrars seem to confirm. 

According to the registrars, features unique to AIDS, which differentiate it from other chronic fatal illnesses, are as 

follows: 
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1. The disproportionately huge number of patients dying of AIDS; 

2. The illness usually involves the child and the parents at the same time, implying a massive amount of 

counsel1ing required; 

3. The stigma and the judgments it evokes even in medical professionals; 

4. The lack of continuity of care and ongoing counselling, which usually happens with other chronic illnesses; 

5. The registrars feelings of failure, hopelessness, and despair about not being able to provide adequate 

treatment; 

6. Fear of getting infected with the virus. 

What transpired in this study and may be unique to the South African context are problems with health care provision and 

feelings of despair and hopelessness among the doctors. 1t is these unique features compounded with ethical dilemmas and 

workload that make the doctors 'harden' or detach from the patient and the patient's parents. Detachment may be a form 

of a defence against self-traumatization, since the number of deaths may exceed the doctors' capacity to process them. 

The topic of death from HlVI AIDS maybe particularly evocative for the following reasons: 

• Doctors are confronted with death on a very regular basis, for which they have not been trained and emotionally 

prepared; 

• Doctors' ability to treat is undermined by unavailability of resources; 

• They have to deal both with a dying child and hislher dying mother or parents; 

• The cultural differences between the doctors and the patients further increase the feeling of hopelessness, 

helplessness and failure. 

Unfortunately, the available literature does not seem to pay attention to these specific aspects of HIV/AIDS (2). 

CONCLUSION 

Very little attention has been dedicated to the impact of AIDS epidemic on the medical profession. It seems that the 

doctors do not develop a close relationship with the patient suffering from AIDS for several reasons: 

• Lack of continuity of care; 

• Unavailability of active treatment that may evoke feelings of failure on the doctor's side; 

• Cultural differences, ethical dilemmas, and work load; 

• Defence against their own traumatization. 

Dealing with a huge number of dying children makes the doctor, understandably, 'harden' or detach from the patient and 

the patients' parents. This may influence the quality of the patient's care, both the physical and particularly the 

psychological aspect of it. There is virtually no support or platform where the doctors could express their feelings in this 

respect. 
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SUGGESTIONS TO EXPLORE 

Since HIV/AIDS related deaths constitute 23% of alJ deaths at RCCH (72), it is important for the hospital management to 

look at the availability of support structure for the registrars !o counteract traumatization and professional burnout. 

The issue of the continuity of care deserves urgent attention and will have to be addressed in close collaboration with the 

primary and secondary level ofheaJth services. 

Since the mVI AIDS epidemic is so wide spread and so many professionals are involved in its treatment, a quantitative 

study is suggested to determine whether the broader medical community identifies with the above findings. If so, 

strategies aimed at reducing the above factors influencing a doctor-child-parent relationship should be implemented in 

order to enhance the well being of both the medical professional and hislher patient. 

THE QUALITY OF THE PATIENT'S LIFE 

RESULTS 

All the registrars, who spoke about the subject, were particularly sensitive to a patient's suffering. 

• I'm fairly comfortable with the idea of setting goals of treatment and not overstepping those in the interest of 

medical error and futility. In some situations, and obviously in the setting of chronically ill children, one tends to 

go on the side of saving lives and doing as much as one can. But we're talking about chronically ill children. I 

think, also in paediatrics, one has to be aware of quality oflife issues. 

• Generally the kids that die, I think by and large they should die. They've got awful illnesses and if you do sustain 

life this is going to be horrendous or they will be severely mentally damaged. So that is not very emotional for 

me when many kids do die. But children that you get to know a bit better, that becomes emotional, that have been 

under your care for a while, and it's always emotional for a doctor or, or for me. 

The involvement with a child who suffers from a chronic fatal iJJness makes a doctor question his/her management. 

Should one continue with active and vigorous treatment or should one allow the patient to die in comfort and 

dignity? It is .a rather difficult question, which sometimes may create an internal conflict, particularly when senior 

colleagues' opinions differ. 
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• People have different opinions. Some of them are sort of more pro-life and more active with regards to 

intervention than others. I'm not sure where I stand. What you can also do, you can sort of involve the person that 

you agree with more. 

• Quality of life is important to me. I think I'm more sensitised to it because I work with disabled children. When it 

comes to small babies with intracranial haemorrhages and staff like that, I follow them up, I see the eventual 

outcome. I put in less intervention with them than other people would be. 

• (Talking about morphine) I'm not into use of euthanasia at all . I'm just into letting patients go off in comfort and 

dignity. 

• By and large people are extending life in paediatrics. They' re prolonging it. At times I've been in contrast. I sort 

of thought to myself to stop the suffering now, let the child be. I don't think it's right for senior people to see you 

as halting the process, They start wondering whether you're really gonna pull your way to this child or not. 

Although extending life is a principle in paediatrics, the registrars are very aware that it may invoke iatrogenic side 

effects and contribute to further suffering. 

• Part of the problems was iatrogenic. I was deeply suspicious that she could have got away without surgery on a 

conservative management and then it would have been back to a position whereby she still would have aplastic 

anemia, Cyclosporin had never cured that anyway, It didn't seem to be making much difference. So, there was a 

sense of additional burden as having been part of the team, 

The registrars find it very difficult to determine when to withdraw active treatment for two reasons. Firstly, the 

active treatment is associated with a sense of a well-performed professional duty, which contrasts with a concept of 

psychologicaJ care. This care is immeasurable and iJlusive and the registrars are generally not competent in 

providing it. Secondly, active treatment provides a doctor with feelings of comfort, being in control, and being able 

to offer the patient some tangible care. It is difficult to refrain from this mode since it implies some sense of guilt 

and acknowledgement of one's limitations. 

• You get to a point in many of these chronic illnesses and extremely sick children where you have to make a 

decision about whether you continue therapy or whether to withhold therapy. In this case it was decided to make 

the child as comfortable as possible. No more needles, ,no more invasive procedures, not for any active 

resuscitation I always think it is the biggest step to take in these kinds of children. What we try and do now is 

make ourselves feel better by keeping the child alive because that's easy, 

• In many ways keeping the child alive - it's a good idea because it keeps you morally upright. Because we have 

this need to keep things alive and keep ourselves feeling good, you tend to go further than you should, It's an 

incredibly difficult balance, and once you've taken a step to do something, then to come back again, relook and 
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say: "Enough" it's the most difficult situation. You often get onto a roller coaster. You say: "Well that's the last 

thing we're gonna do" and it doesn't work. Then you think: " Well, let's just try one more thing". It's so difficult 

to get off the ride once you're on it, and I think in some respects the children, their ultimate care in a tenninal 

situation is impaired by our own need to keep things alive, and I think that's inherent in everyone. 

We've known children who stay aJive for five or six years. Now we need to try a new restorative procedure when 

we should really be stopping and saying that there's nothing more that we can do to that child. If we then lose 

that child, in fact it happened a month or two ago, then you blame yourself for actually putting the child through 

all these operations, intensive care struggle and the terrible de!lth on the ventilator. Then you feel guilty because 

you had attempted it in the first place, but the other option, of course, is that you leave the child and the child 

then dies a long prolonged death of cyanosis. So, it's a difficult. 

• It's more comfortable for us to do something and make the child die in the process of doing something than to let 

the child slowly die. 

• We go so far because that's why you're doctor's in the first place, because it's to help as much as possible in the 

situation right now. 

• You see a very blue child who's struggling and you try everything you can. But you don't have that perspective 

sometimes that you should really just stop and let the child die peacefuUy. Probably the most difficult situation is 

that fine line between: can you actually help the child now or should we just leave it. 

• Kaylin, for example, she was diaJysed, she was then haemofiltered, she was ventilated, she had three or four chest 

drains in, she had a catheter in, she was just covered in stuff Each thing we added seemed to be the something 

else we could still do; and there was always the whole thing of if we just haemofiltered her then things would 

start turning the course. I tend to be a little bit more understanding of having all those things, but fm also a 

person who has sort of a level and when you get to that level then you realise that you just can't do anything 

more. 

In order to avoid that kind of negative emotions the doctors raise an issue of what I would caU 'acceptable' death, 

where death would be allowed should a patient experience a marked disability, congenital defects and long

standing suffering. 

• A lot of kids who die have a congenital problem. A part of me is happy to see them go because of some miserable 

existence and a very tough one for everyone, the parents and them. So, it's not traumatic to me at aU, and it's not 

particularly moving. It depends on the parents. If you can have some insight with the parents, then that can upset 

you. It's not a joyful thing to go through with. A long resuscitation in a previously healthy child is normally 

successful. Kids are very resilient and they bounce back. But, if I see that they've got a chronic illness and 
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they're extremely sick, (death) it's a blessing. Certainly the parents don't see it that way, but from the medical 

point of view you can see it's the end of the road, fortunately early rather than late. 

He passed away this morning. What saddens me is maybe r feel sorry for him not being there anymore. r feel 

sorry for his parents, for his brother and sisters, for the suffering and for the hurt they all feel and for him. He's 

just had 16 years of life. On the other hand, there's relief in the sense that you know the suffering has ended. You 

know he was in hospital frequently, short of breath frequently, bound to a wheelchair, not being able to move. 

END - OF - LIFE DECISIONS 

The end-of-life decisions are closely related to the patient's fatal condition, suffering, as weU as economic factors. 

When these decisions have to be made, they are usually discussed by the whole team. 

• If you have to take such a major step as change in the management strategy from active to comfort, it's not easy. 

It's not passive. It's still active. But there comes a point in which all we want to do is maintain the patient's 

comfort. And when we're at that point, that's the point of surrounding life and death (which) doesn't bring death 

imminently Reaching that point can be many months sometimes, it can be many weeks. It's very hard to predict 

the end. So we take it (end-of-life decision) as a group. 

• It's difficult to accept (death) on an emotional level, when there probably is treatment available in an ideal setting. 

The fact that these children are not going to receive full treatment is somehow also related to their social setting, 

to the country, to the availability of resources. So, that's quite a difficult thing to deal with, but it's the reality. 

More difficult decisions are discussed during ethical meetings. However, one wonders what factors impact on the 

final decision. 

• It's such a luxury (discussion forum) . I hate the larger forum, the ethics decisions where they discuss things ad 

nauseam for hours and hours. I think you have a gut feel within yourself, and obviously you can't allow it as a 

blanket policy . . People are running mad with their gut feels, but I'm happy with mine, so I don't have a huge 

conflict with myself 

The registrars felt consultants influenced most such decisiOIis. The consultants have more experience and 

knowledge, as well as remaining at a certain distance from the patient, which enables them to decide on the matters 

more objectively. The registrars respect these decisions on most occasions. There are however instances where their 

views differ from those of the consultants'. It occurs when the registrars become more personally involved with the 

patient. 
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• I'm not at the top of that tree or that triangle (decision makers). It is easier to the extent that you don't have to 

make the decision yourself, but you always do make your own decision. And if you don't agree that's not easy. 

• Sometimes I've regretted these decisions (those opposite to consultants' decisions), one in particular. A cardiac 

kid that I thought should die and stop suffering, has done well. Thank goodness, the senior decision prevailed. 

That's why they're senior and I'm junior. 

• The child-parent unit is very important. The more you know a child, the more you've actually been through all 

kinds of operations and difficult times with the child, the more difficult it is to stop sometimes. 

• Among the staff, there maybe are disagreements and attitude problems than any practice because one of the 

principal team members takes the view that there is no value in suffering; and that if he was given a legal choice, 

he would terminate life earlier and see that a patient would never suffer, giving permission, etc. Whereas myself 

and one other member take a view that not only is that completely unetrucal and illegal, but that there is value in 

life, even if it is suffering life. So that is an agreement that we agree to disagree on. We are different. We talk 

often about these trungs. There is a difference in approach at that level. There's no difference in approach that we 

would give adequate analgesia, that we may sedate the patient, or at least take away the sense of shortness of 

breath, which may reduce the respiratory drive but wouldn't stop it. 

The registrars generally feel tbey should not voice their opinions or objections in terms of decision-making since 

they do not possess the necessary experience and knowledge. They also believe they can not influence the decision, 

particularly at the level of a junior registrar. One registrar was of a different opinion and gave a positive example 

of his innuence on the treatment of one of his patients. 

• I was a very junior person, compared to a very senior Prof X who was in charge of rum, so you can't really say 

what you think in terms of that type of decisions. Maybe also I just didn't have the kind of guts to say it at that 

time. 

• (Decision making) It's done around the bedside and there's three consultants and one junior registrar. You're not 

gonna go against the tide. You could jfyou want to. It depends on your nature. 

• The surgeons were going back and back and back. There was no hope situation. There was no chance that the 

patient with almost no wrute cells was going to make a reaso~able repairable improvement. 

• I started by speaking to the oncologists and haematologists. I went to her and said: "We are caught in no win 

situation here. We've been back into the same symptom four, five times. Every time it's broken down initially 

very slowly and later you're gonna repeat laparotomy and there's almost an immediate breakdown. We've got 

into cul-de-sac. I don't believe we could get out of it". Trus child has suffered tremendously. Trus poor mother is 

going through all of trus accepting it, accepting that there is a chance of recovery. I don't believe there is any 
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more chance of recovery. I believe, as a registrar, we should pull out. And the consultant's answer was that: "You 

should look at the situation and take an objective view". She looked at the situation. She looked at the child. She 

went to the notes. She said: "I agree with you. There is no way forward". Together we went to the surgeons and 

we said: " This is our patient, although she is in your intensive care at this time. We think, given the merit of the 

situation, there is no way forward. We would like to withdraw care, palliate her". So, we ventilated her by hand 

all the way down to the unit where she had quiet room, where she could stay with her mother. There was a sense 

in this decision that I was actually the principle person taking that decision, although it was quite clear that this 

was not the case. 

DISCUSSION 

The registrars mentioned the topic of the quality of life (QOL) in this study. They did not specify precisely a meaning of 

this term, although they mentioned characteristics, like e.g., comfort, dignity, avoiding unnecessary iatrogenic effects of 

treatment. They spoke about QOL in connection with children suffering from chronic disabilities, congenital defects, and 

illnesses with long-standing suffering. Although they are sensitive to the issues of QOL, they never mentioned whether 

and how they assess QOL of their patients. One could hypothesized that they have not received any teaching regarding 

QOL and that any structured assessment of the patient's quality of life does not take place. It is not surprising since a 

subject of patients' quality of life is a relatively new one. Tanaka and Gotay's study (66) shows that oncologists and 

medical students view QOL in terms of pain and suffering. QOL is regarded by most doctors and students as equally or 

more important than survival. Their opinions and attitudes depend on professional experience. Medical students tend to 

place more importance on the patient's autonomy and enjoyment. Most physicians reported assessing QOL in every 

patient, but onJy one in ten had used a QOL assessment questionnaire. 

Despite familiarity with the concept of QOL, the ability to identifY futility in paediatric care and regular ethical input, it is 

still very difficult for the registrars to make end-of -life decisions and to discuss them with the consultants. The reasons 

for that given by the registrars are as follows: 

1. There is a perception among the registrars that the doctor's duty is to treat actively; 

2. Personal factors - by providing active treatment, with which the doctor is most familiar, s/he gets a sense of 

professional fulfilment; 

3. Active treatment keeps the doctor 'morally upright'; 

4. The registrars feel guilty and uncomfortable with letting the patient die while doing 'nothing'; 

5. Withdrawal from active care is associated with some sense of failure; 

6. Lack of recognition of the value of palliative care; 

7. Respect for the consultants' decisions because of their seniority, expenence, and less involvement with the 

patient enabling them to look at the patient more objectively. 
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CONCLUSION 

The concept of quality of life, although recognized, is poorly defined and not applied in any structured form in everyday 

practice. Its introduction, on the one hand may, may potentially challenge the current ways of thinking about active 

treatment; on the other hand, more defined and structured, assessment approach could alleviate doctors' anxieties about 

refraining from active management and indicate when palliative care would be more appropriate. It would also facilitate 

end-of-life decisions, which frequently evoke a sense of guilt and failure among the registrars. 

The end-of-life decisions are usually made by the whole team, with the consultants being the most influential, and in 

partnership with the parents, as well as teenage patients at times. They are also discussed during ethical meetings. The 

registrars tend not to voice their opinions because of their junior status, the lack of substantial experience, and fear of 

influencing the decision in a negative way. Although such attitude is understandable, by not disclosing one's own thoughts 

on the subject the registrar deprives himlherself a valuable input that could otherwise be offered by the consultant. 

SUGGESTIONS TO EXPLORE 

It is suggested that: 

1. The awareness of the quality-of-life assessment be raised by implementation of developments in this area, both in 

the medical curriculum and in daily practice (20,70); 

. 2. The knowledge and value ofpall.iative care be spread and commonly accepted; 

3. The consultants be more aware of the registrars' conflicting feelings regarding end-of-life decisions and facilitate 

a discussion about it. 
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SECTION II 

TEACHING AND TRAINING 

Figure 2: Teaching 

Results 

• The role of medical training in shaping doctors' emotional responses 

• Quality and amotmt of training 

• Doctors' professional growth 

• Doctors' emotional growth 

• Doctors' ideas regarding teaching 

Discussion 

Conclusion 

Recommendations 

The doctors spent a significant portion of time on discussion regarding training and teaching arotmd death and dying. They 

spoke about the value, amotmt and quality of the undergraduate and postgraduate training, its role in shaping doctors' 

emotional responses and in fostering their professional and emotional growth. Finally, they briefly reflected on teaching 

around cultural issues. 

Figure 2 illustrates the following themes emerging in this section: 

• An imbalance between medical and psychological training of medical students leads to the doctors' 

suppression of emotions towards their patients; 

• The registrars' interaction with patients enhances the d.octors' professional and personal growth; 

• The doctors' emotional development, influenced by personal losses, parenthood and self-reflection, 

contributes towards more comprehensive management of the patient. 
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THE ROLE OF MEDICAL TRAINING IN SHAPING DOCTORS' EMOTIONAL 

RESPONSES 

The registrars commented on the impact of medical training on their emotional functioning as doctors. They 

realize that the nature of the medical profession calls for suppression of emotions that are easily evoked in the 

non-medical population. To be a doctor means to relinquish an emotional attitude and to pursue active treatment 

as long as it is possible. It is impossible to maintain such an attitude in the case of a chronically ill child, where 

doctors' responses become more personalized. The doctors discover then that there is the other side of care and 

treatment. They are uncertain, however, about the ways of implementing it. Having been educated in a spirit of 

the active and highly technological management they feel disempowered when nothing more active could be 

provided. 

• The training of medical school and the sort of professionalisation is such that your first response is often as a 

doctor, and you almost learn to suppress your response as a person. That works particularly well in an acute 

setting. But in the situation where you've got to know a child over a period, knowing that they have a chronic 

fatal illness, my experience is that you can't just respond as a doctor. Some of your own personal responses 

come into play. The other thing is that, in the situation of this kind of illnesses, you come to know the family 

more and the parents, and you can't really exclude that part in your responses, because often the parents will 

be involved. Your responses become more personalised because you're dealing with more people. 

• One doesn't naturally look at other important aspects of the management or the trea1ment, particularly from 

the medical side. It takes a while to realise that there's still other things that we can do, even though the child's 

not gonna be cured. But we're not very good at that. We're used to doing things. We're trained to do things 

and fix things, to take blood tests, and that sort of thing. And it's really the other caring side that we're not 

particularly good at that. 

• We're not trained that way. We don't easily make space in our busy day to do that. We assume it's somebody 

else's job like, I don't know, the nurses, or the social workers, or the psychologists, or whatever. And all the 

more so, in those situations where the family'S not bugging one to do it, it's much easier to overlook it and 

neglect it when one can't speak the language, or the parents are only there once a week. It's difficult to do it, 

because it seems more worthwhile to do other active things. 

QUALITY AND AMOUNT OF TRAINING 

The training that registrars referred to pertained to counselling skills in general, HIV counselling, and a broader 

psychological training concerning human behaviour. 
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Most registrars complained of a limited and inadequate under- and postgraduate input regarding counselling 

skills. They all attended some lectures about the topic but many of the registrars found it insufficient. 

• We have been taught again and again about counselling, as students, as registrars. Particular HIV counseling is 

a big thing that we are taught about. 

• You do that during your medical course. It is part of our curriculum. You do it during 61h year, during your 

psychiatric block about counselling. It has been provided to some degree - that type of courses. But, I think, it is 

ideal to have that input. 

• People gloss over it (counselling skills) as a thing that happens as you get more experience. You know how to 

deal with it, but no one ever teaches you how to do that; so I don't know how it's supposed to magically happen. 

• There's a huge gap, especially as registrars, that we don't have any kind of training in that, whatsoever. 

What is the best way to teach the counselling skills when role plays are not taken seriously and interviews behind 

a one-way mirror require parental consent, which may be difficult to obtain in such situations? 

The doctors found that one of the most useful ways of teaching counselling skills is 'teaching by exposure', which 

is assured by an experienced and empathetic health professional talking to the patient at the bedside in front of 

the student who is also involved in the treatment. 

• Certainly r could do with more counselling skills. I can't remember any specific counselling training. There are 

some vague memories perhaps of a session in medical school at some point, but it's actually very difficult in 

medical school for that to really take it on seriously. It's all a role-play. When you get into real life, then you 

think:" Oh but, what are these parents gonna think, if I'm just sitting and listening; is it okay, if I sit in and just 

learn how to counsel someone?" Would the parents give consent if they knew they were sitting behind a one

way mirror? The situations in which I've learnt (took place when) I've been there at the time. There's been no 

one else, or when it's been me and one other doctor, and we've both been involved enough to come and talk, or 

where the senior person actually needed someone else who'd been more involved clinically to give more 

details. 

• You've seen others do it, and as a student people are always taking these marked scenarios. I remember sitting 

in scenarios when they talk about death. You lay down I<l.¥ers of things, but when I'm in the scenario I don't go 

back to anything that I've learnt before, consciously. Maybe that sort of network goes out and my brain links to 

it. I'm from a good background and the good solid parents, and thus starting the basic skills are there. There is a 

framework and structure of a medical profession, and you do get trained. 
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The postgraduate training in counselling depends on the availability and skills of a particular consultant who 

serves as a role model, and who has time and wiJlingness to share his/her knowledge with a registrar. It also 

depends on the registrar's time and his/her willingness to participate in counselling sessions. 

• A few individuals have set an example to me in terms of making an effort to communicate to patients and to 

actually get more involved. That I have not been taught but have the examples. Teaching by exposure. I've seen 

some consultants deal with the situation, a little bit more involved, but again not over involved. On the other 

hand, I've seen consultants who I consider have been over involved, because I've seen them get so upset and so 

distraught that they can't do anything else for the day. 

• I've sat in with consultants when they've told parents bad news. Some of them are extremely good at it, but it's 

usually the extremely nice consultants that are good at it. But the bad consultants are just bad, and they haven't 

seem to have learned any good skills because they just assume, maybe that's not fair, because they are 

consultants they know how to do that now. And actually they don't know or it seems like it for some of them. 

• (You learn how to counsel by) seeing other more experienced people doing it in time. It's difficult at the 

moment, but you do pick it up. You sit in on interviews with people being told that you'll try no further; you 

can't do it any further. 

• Training's Jacking. You don't have the time to sit in with a more senior doctor, especialJy when you work in the 

rcu, where we've got frequent deaths, and to see how he does it. You just sit on as a silent observer, and just 

see how he does it and how the parents react towards him, and doing that a few times, then you do it, and work 

with the social worker and an interpreter. Not really formal sessions. 

• There was a complete mixture of role models in terms of the consultants there, but the ones that I remember the 

most are the ones that set the best example. They in general were a little bit detached, but more involved than I 

would have found myself able to be at the time. But then, I was fresh out of medical school, so saw that to be 

the right way anyway. I think, being generally detached, but still aware, is a good way of doing it. 

Some of the registrars approach social workers for further practical input. 

• I have actually started working with our social worker. I'll ask her to come with me, and then we'll talk about it 

together for a while, and then rll leave her, and she'll talk a bit further. In a sense, I think, maybe I shouldn't 

have to leave. I should stay in there and hear it all, but that's extremely time consuming. I do think modelling 

would help, if it was possible, but it would have to be situational. It couldn't be contrived or role-modelled. It 

just never works. 

Another effective way of teaching was provided by videos, followed by a discussion on breaking bad news and 

grief counselling. 
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• r still draw tremendously on what, I'm sure, r learnt as about fourth or fifth year student. We had some videos, 

examples of death scenarios, breaking bad news, grief counselling and so on. I appreciate prof.x. He gave us 

some lectures on the subject when we were undergraduates. They were actually very useful. We went through 

the whole points of how to do it, and what are the pitfalls, and what not to do, and so on. 

The perception that teaching of counselling skills is inadequate seems to be influenced by the fact that the science 

of medicine has been prioritised and empbasized during both under- and postgraduate training. 

The psychological well-being of the patient plays a secondary rol~ to the medical treatment that has reached a far 

higher status. 

• Getting used to the idea of allowing children to die is quite a difficult new area, which we're not good at. 

Everything in your training leads you to not pull out. Examples in the leadership in medicine tend to be from a 

very technological side, where machinery is used to prolong life. 

• What's quite ironic is that the senior registrar years are two years, which not everybody does. But quite a few 

paediatricians and doctors seem to use that phase as a period where they involve themselves in families and in 

parents, and in relating to children, and sort of preparing for when they might be working in private practice. 

Another difficulty in successful training results from the undergraduates' lack of close involvement with the 

patients. Students, who are not themselves directly involved, do not see the point to that kind of training. 

• There's the undergraduate level of medical school, but then you really haven't had that experience with patients. 

I think, it's more when you're in the registrar training phase. 

• There should be some preparation during medical school. But there is the problem with medical school and 

junior doctors. I found myself a little bit distanced from the patients. They're not your patients. They're the 

consultants' and the other doctors' patients. In medical school they'll do that kind of stuff. You don't really see 

the point in it, although you're told that there is a point to it. 

• But once you're confronted with that, especially when you have to start counselling parents at three o'clock in 

the morning with a cot death baby, that's when it hits you most, that you need to be trained for it, and you can 

definitely be trained for it, and if it happens too often YQU can crack up, I'm sure, if you take it to heart each 

time. 

The training would be more efficient if every doctor could manage a chronically ill child through the whole course 

of the child's iJlness. Unfortunately, three-month blocks do not foster long-term relationships with patients. 
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• Quite often one doesn't see the end of the patient, because we do a three months bloc~ You can get very 

involved in a patient and then not know what the outcome is. So, patients that I was involved with may well 

have died, but there's no patient who I feel that I remember specifically, who I've been very involved in in a 

long chronic drawn out thing, and then they've died. 

The registrars find the theoretical knowledge provides them with a framework that they can lean on while 

managing families in crisis. 

• The more senior you get, you will take responsibility the .way you should. The more you explain, the more 

difficult things are, and you can't do that without some lcind of idea. You can do it appropriately using the 

appropriate slcill that actually can be taught to make it so much easier for you. Counselling skills like active 

listening, or pre-consent, or things like that, things that you can be taught in theory, but it makes so much easier 

for you to counsel parents, even for the simple things, if you use the skill. And that is something that you can be 

taught. You can never be taught to be empathetic or sympathetic, or be a nice person, or whatever. But you can 

at least be taught those kinds of things. I think it is a huge hole in our training. 

Psychological knowledge has been noted as important and helpful, not only in dealing with the patient)but also in 

coping as a doctor. 

• You start off and you study the science of medicine, you swim in that whole sea, and with more time you 

realize how little that works with so many patients. You could do better with a bit of psychology. 

• You get better at dealing with the stress of being a doctor. You get better at doing what you do as a doctor. You 

actually have to harden. That is what I have meant talking about developing at the job. You have to do certain 

things. That's the peopJe in training, medical students who need to get more psychological knowledge. 

Some doctors do not agree. 

• You are in medical school to learn the science of medicine; you don't want the art of medicine. 

• A lot of people are in medicine because they love the pus, and blood, and staff like that. Honestly, they are not 

interested in the mumbo jumbo of it. 

DOCTORS' PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 

Most registrars stressed that their training, both undergraduate and postgraduate, emphasises biological and 

technical knowledge and skills. An active style means to concentrate on procedures and pharmacological 
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treatment. It takes many years of experience and sometimes learning from one's mistakes to acquire and master 

skills in order to become a confident doctor, and not to experience the feelings of guilt or failure. 

• The one thing that changes and it's inevitable is that you get more experience. You get better at certain things 

from a medical point of view. Things that used to scare me or I found difficult to deal with from a medical point 

of view before, rm better with. So that doesn't worry you as much as before. rve also found a niche for myself. 

I don't think (the experience) has changed the way I deal with the patients. But maybe rm a little bit more 

protective of myself, because I see it more often. I won't say I don't get as involved as I used, because I still do 

that. I still take patients home and I still form relationships with certain children. 

• It's terrible to say, but sometimes, you learn from your mistakes too. You know that if I hadn't done this or 

maybe if I'd done that; next time it will be better; or the patient who wasn't comfortable, and you maybe didn't 

give them enough of something, then you know that you can do a bit more for the next patient. You learn from 

your mistakes. You learn from, not necessarily mistakes, but just the experience. It may not be bad for that 

patient, but it teaches you for the next one. I hope it doesn't harm you too much. r don't want to be a fifty years 

old paediatrician who says: "Oh, died hey, okay" and move on. That will be the greatest tragedy, because it is a 

privilege, and we're incredibly privileged to deal with these patients. We are, we really are. 

• I always used to attach blame that the reason why all the patients died was because r did something that wasn't 

appropriate. With time, one can see that that was not actually the case. So then, at least from that point of view, 

I feel a little bit better that I'm not always thinking that. I still think that, and I still go and check the folder, and I 

still make sure that it wasn't my fault, and that if I did make any kind of mistake that I would learn the lesson 

that I won't do it again. But it's not an immediate knee-jerk response, as it was maybe before. A lot of that has 

just got to do with experience. 

In paediatrics, in particular, one also has to develop skills enabling the doctor to interact with children in order to 

be able to examine them and engage them in a process of treatment. 

• You think about medical students. When you start medicine, you're young. You're in your early twenties. 

You're not really used to (children), unless you'd grown up in a big family, where there were young children. 

You're not really used to dealing with children, let alone sick children. Plus, you're trying to examine them. 

Then you try to remember how to feel the liver and all that. It's frustrating. A lot of students, I think, find 

paediatrics very frustrating because they don't really feel comfortable with the medical side, and they don't feel 

comfortable with the personal side. Later on, perhaps, when you have your own children and you've also got 

confidence, you've got medical skills that allow you to play with them (children) without feeling tense all the 

time. 
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Once these skills are acquired the doctor has more time to reflect on the patient and embrace himlher more 

holistically. It is usuaUy at the level of senior registrar that the psychosocial and cultural side of the patient is 

approached with appropriate attention. 

• As you get better at the medical science, you are not so worried. You can reengage in a sort of dialog with the 

patient. 

• Not to sound arrogant in any way, but, 1 think, the process of going through medical school and then becoming 

a doctor actually forces one to suppress a little bit of that (looking at an emotional side of a patient) and develop 

one's medical active style, and then perhaps when one feels one can be better at that and have confidence in 

that, then one can always redevelop and reopen that other side again. Once you're a little bit senior, you're not 

quite as rushed around, involved in just doing the medical stuff. That's because a lot of that work is going to be 

carried out by the more junior staff. Then you start to be able to perhaps develop relationships with patients and 

parents. In paediatrics, the patients are the children, but the parents are intrinsic to that. On the other hand, it's 

quite easy not to engage with parents and just treat the child. 

• As time gets by, I'm learning more about that (cultural aspects), for example understanding the role of the 

grandmother in certain Xhosa traditions, understanding that some cultures won't allow a pm when the baby has 

to be buried, and that sort of thing. In time gone by those would have been sources of frustration to me. 

• Because all of us are chronic carers, you can build up the relationship even across the length of cultural barriers, 

but you sometimes at the end still can't understand why the mothers responded to death in that way: the mother 

who accepts every single thing you said, and we never get a sense what she felt, and she left, and we don't 

know. 

This attitude coupled with a doctor's personal development contributes to a better relationship with a patient and 

more thorough and comprehensive management, with no fear of treating the patient in a more' passive' way. 

• I can more confidently allow children to die now and not have a conflict. If I'm managing someone in the ward, 

I'll start them on morphine as a comfort in their terminal state, and not feel bad about it. I push the staff to give 

it, because they won't give otherwise. So I'm much more confident. I can ensure that kids will get a decent 

terminal care, which you can do when you are a bit senior. 

• I think you do become more empathic as you get older. At the consultants level, often they approach the age of 

the parents they counsel. They can see the issues from the parents' point of view, whereas as a young registrar 

you are caught up in a science. 
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DOCTORS' EMOTIONAL GROWTH 

Some registrars reflected on their emotional development. As young students they are thrown into the world of 

illness and suffering. They have to acquire a huge amount of medical knowledge and skills, which leaves them 

with very little time to learn how to deal with patients, bow to cope with stress, and finally how to cope with one's 

emotions. There is very little help in this regard during medical school, despite the fact that early unresolved or 

poorly managed stressors can affect doctors' attitudes towards their patients at the later stage. 

One of the registrars talked about doing 'some growing oneself, suggesting medical students need to have their 

own separate time to grow, to collect experiences other than medical, and to reflect on themselves before 

becoming fully engaged in their professional career. 

• There's such a huge acquisition of skills that one has to choose through medical school, medical skills, and 

information, and knowledge acquisition. Clearly, there should be more stuff in the curriculum to do with talking 

to patients, and to do with dealing with one's emotions and dealing with stress. But ironically, I think, almost 

more important than that is to try to not create a method straight away and to do some growing oneself before. I 

think, it's a huge limitation that people place on their lives when they go from school straight into six years of 

medical. They are faced with the sort of adult or difficult situation at an early age. The effect that has is to blunt 

them. They're not good at dealing with that, and they then go into patterns, which then carry them through their 

whole medical career, unless they have a sort of a life before medicine which they can continue. 

• You must sort of grow too early and you lose. Quite a lot of medical students have been sort of high achievers 

at school. They've gone from that straight into university. I took a year off between school and university, and I 

know some people take a year off halfway through medical school, and I think those are good things to do. In 

terms of the training itself, I think, particularly in something like paediatrics, where not only are you going to 

deal with children, but with sick children and dying children, there has to be a place for trying to support, and 

encourage, and teach these young doctors just to vent their feelings about it. Some people are really good at it, 

because they've got young children, cousins, and they've got young brothers and sisters. 

Most doctors did not have a luxury of taking some time out. Many of them, however, have grown up emotionally 

experiencing a range of events, be it professional or personal. Some experienced their own losses which were far 

more traumatic than loosing a patient. By being a relative one is deprived of a power or control, which the 

medical professional may still have over the process of dying~Different ways of grieving personal losses provide 

the doctors with more understanding of their patients' parents' responses. 

• The most traumatic deaths I had to deal with were outside my work, personal deaths, where I'm just a normal 

participant, not a medical (one). I'm not in control. r don't contribute to the process at all medically. 

• If you realize how people suffer, what the loss of a child really is to people you have more empathy with them 
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• Having experienced something (Joss) gives you extra skill. Experience is what you have just after you needed it. 

Some doctors became parents during their postgraduate years. This experience makes them identify with the 

parents of sick children and their sadness, despair, and grief. It also helps the doctor approach the parents with 

more empathy and understanding. 

• I thought about this case an awful lot afterwards, much more so than after e.g. several cystic fibrosis patients 

whom 1'd managed for a very long time before they died. It had a lot to do with the fact that the child was the 

same age as one of my daughters, and in fact a physical similarity and appearance to one of my daughters. So, it 

was a tremendous identification between myself and the mother of the child. That I had a very powerful 

identification to the mother appears to be by virtue of my feelings. I suspect it would be in an instance of my 

child. 

• I think my understanding of the issue of being a parent has changed by becoming the parent. I have three 

children my own, so I think that changed the depth of the experience, but I don't think it particularly changed 

the approach. 

• What's changed now is I have a daughter, and so one's perception of what that family must be going through, 

and what that child's going through, and their sort of potential outside of what's going on with them becomes a 

source of conflict (in relation to fascination with biological processes). 

DOCTORS' FURTHER IDEAS REGARDING TEACHING 

Acquiring knowledge and skills occurs in both formal and informal ways. Doctors' further suggestions regarding 

teaching included: 

• Teaching counselling techniques (the modes of teaching were elaborated above); 

• Small group discussions for registrars as part of the clinical teaching curriculum; 

• Talks by respected experts. 

• Certain aspects of counselling are something that you can teach, like you can learn certain faiths, counselling 

the parents, or counselling whoever. I've been involved Tn HIV counselling, and I've been to HIV counselling 

sessions training. You can be not taught, but you can be told things, like how to actively listen, how to do this, 

how to do that, open ended questions, etc. You can actually get taught certain aspects of it which can be used as 

a sort of a rope. 
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• We've got the registrar teaching group once a week which is an ideal opportunity to have small group 

discussions, or people that are interested in that to talk to them, or just to get the type of thing that other people 

are involved with, or how to do it. It's a dedicated afternoon for teaching. 99% of the time is done by strict 

clinical teaching, and 99% of our work in not strict clinical teaching. In this year we've had maybe one topic: 

HIV counselling. I don't even remember counselling as a thing. 

• The senior registrars meet once a week. We discuss various things, so that space to discuss counselling around 

death and dying is not inappropriate either. 

• We had, I don't know if you know, Professor David Todres - he is from Massachussets, and his big thing is 

about ethics and end of life decisions, and he came here just as a visitor, and I got him to talk to the registrars, 

and normally the talk goes on for an hour, and he spoke to us from half past three to half past four, and he left a 

quarter past seven that evening because all the registrars were asking him questions, and he kept saying he has 

to go, and somebody would say: "We really need to ask you this, and this, and this, because no one ever asked 

those kind of questions". He's been there to answer those types of questions. 

DISCUSSION 

Most registrars in this study reported inadequate teaching about death and dying. This perception has been confirmed by 

the existing literature. I stress 'perception' since most of the studies are retrospective and examine subjects' perception of 

the teaching offered. The trends in terminal care education have shown a steady increase of courses in the last 30 years, 

yet the perception that this is inadequate remains unchanged (3,4,29,32,38,44,55,53,56,57) 

What could be the possible explanations? 

1. The amount of teaching in this regard may be in fact very limited. There is not a balance between the biological 

and psychological knowledge that should be acquired by students. Thus, with a predominant stress on biology 

the psychological training is regarded not only as limited, but also as secondary and not important. 

2. Even if the teaching was very balanced, the everyday practice of medicine needs to show its implementation. 

Not only experienced consultants, but also doctors at any stage of their professional career should serve as role . 
models. As registrars noted, it seldom happens. 

3. The Cartesian split of body and mind, perpetuated for so many centuries, may leave not only students, but also 

physicians in general with a perception that the psychological aspect of patient care should be left to mental 

health professionals. Such opinion was mentioned by some registrars. 
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The registrars would also benefit from longer than three-months-rotations, which are often too short to treat the patient 

throughout his/her illness. 

The researcher intends to offer a monthly session to all interested professionals, in which she would interview a sick 

child and discuss the findings with the group. The aim of such a session would be the presentation of child interviewing 

techniques, developmental interpretation of the content of an interview, developing and fostering communication with an 

ill child, and providing more understanding as to the impact of the illness on a child. It is thought that in this way a gap 

in teaching of communication skills could be addressed. 
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SECTIONll 

DOCTORS' INTERACTIONS WITH A DYlNG CHILD 

Figure 3: Doctor-patient relationship 

Results 

• Bonding 

• Doctors' perception of a dying child 

• Discussing death with a child 

• Doctors' emotional expression while interacting with a dying child 

Discussion 

Conclusion 

Recommendations 

Most registrars discussed at length their relationship with the patient. They paid particular attention to the bond they 

develop with the patient and factors which affect its quality. The registrars also described feelings the sick children .... 
evoke in them. Finally, many registrars talked about their difficulties with raising the topic of death with their patients. 

Figure 3 depicts multiple factors, on the doctor's and the patient's side, influencing the quality of their relationship. The 

doctor's personality and emotional experiences impact on hislher bonding with the patient. The child's characteristics, 

such as: personality, age, neurological condition, duration of illness, and parental involvement will further enhance or 

hamper the development of the doctor-<:hild relationship. The registrar's knowledge, clinical experience and anxieties 

around death affect the way the registrar perceives the child's emotional state. 
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BONDING 

The registrars pointed out that the quality of the relationship with the patient is determined by several factors. 

They mentioned the duration of illness, patient's age and personality, his/her neurological state, the doctor's 

relationship with the patient's parents, and the doctor's personality. 

DURA nON OF ILLNESS 

Chronic illness itself implies repeated hospitalisations and prolonged t.reatment. The longer the illness and the 

more time spent with the patient, the more involved the registrar becomes. 

• So, there is a build up of time and when they're in the hospital, the parents frequently stay with them. So you 

see more of them. With the result that, I think, it's just a passage of time and the sharing of a very difficult 

situation. 

• The patient had a very tough battle. By seeing him every day and managjng him over each hurdle, obviously 

you've got quite close to him. 

AGE 

The registrars commented that the nature of their relationship with the patient depends on the patient's age. The 

deeper relationship develops with a child who reciprocates feelings, irrespective of age, and who is verbal. 

That implies that most neonates in a .D lCU setting or very young chiJdren are treated rather instrumentally. 

• A premature baby on the ventilator is a thing rather than a person in many ways. I don't mean it callously. I 

mean there's a sense the child hasn't given me any feedback for bonding. There's been no eye contact, smiling, 

cooing, babbling, and so on. The child has a plastic tube in its throat. So, there is no realistic ordinary bonding 

that would occur between an aduJt and child. Occasionally you've got 10 bond with a child who's been outside 

the ventilator and has an eye contact, and has given you feedback. 

• The kid that comes to mind is one who died of a cancer, but I was probably more attached to the mom and the 

family than I was to the actual child, because they're ve.y young. You do become attached to them, but you 

don ' t have intimate conversations or anything with the child , and generally they get to dislike you because 

you ' re always hurting them. 

• We have the babies (in neonatology) . lfthey are going to die, generally they die quite early on. I don't wish to 

form any close bonds with them, to be honest. I don't think that it's advantageous to do it, and I don't have a 
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problem with not doing it. Some people can't help but get emotionally involved, but I find it very easy to be a 

little bit detached, but not completely detached. 

The older children with more developed personalities and language skills reciprocate attention given to them, 

provide doctors with more feedback, express 1heir feelings in a more understandable way, which is more 

conducive to developing a better relationship. 

• For a one-year old child, she was actually very well advanced. She was very happy, friendly. She had a 

character of her own at one year. 

• Your relationship with the child is limited by their developmental sort of being. We have certainly lost older 

children. It's often much sadder because you develop more of a relationship with them because of their 

personalities. 

Although verbal skills are highly valued by the registrars, they noticed that they are not always sufficient, 

particularly in the case of chronically ill adolescents who may remain uncommunicative, unapproachable, and 

requiring extra skills from the doctor's side. 

• Adolescents allow one to have a verbal relationship with them, whereas with babies and young children, you 

focus on the medical things because you don't have to talk to them every time you see them. 

• I don't feel very confident at this stage in speaking to difficult adolescents or sick adolescents. It's something 

that I want to be able to develop. Those adolescents, who remain communicative, I really enjoy talking to 

because] feel I can connect with them. But the ones who are very difficult, and go through difficult times, and 

who are sick, where the illness is progressive, it's very difficult, and I really need to learn skills about that. 

NEUROLOGICAL STATE 

Since there is no reciprocity between the registrar and the child whose consciousness is impaired, the doctors 

treat 1hem in a more mechanical way. 

• Often there were terminal diseases. Kids are not always 1U(~id, and it's difficult to interact with them. 

PATIENTS' PERSONALITIES 

The doctor-patient relationship is enhanced by positive responses from the child. The registrars identified several 

strategies that children use towards their carers. The children use humour. They may become protective of their 
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doctors and may express their feelings of love for them, treating them as a parental substitute. The children may 

also express their dislike or hatred of doctors, particularly during painful procedures. 

• Children do that (laugh) for you. They make you laugh all the time. So we're lucky. We are lucky. 

• I knew the day that he was leaving that I would never see him again. It was just gorgeous this little child. He 

came in and he used to come running to me and knock me over my feet. He said to me that, after his mommy, 

and his daddy, and his new baby sister, he loved me the best in the world. He was that kind of a child. 

• Then he left and said not to miss him because he'd be back. His mom phoned me two days later to say he died 

quite peacefully 

• He (a 5 yr old child) actually accepted everything that happened to him very easily. Not easily, because he hated 

the tubes, and he hated this and that, but it was never that he took it out on us, as the staff 

• Often children change. The minute their mothers come back in the picture, then they kind of reject you. They 

didn't want to sit with you when you work because their mother was there. 

• For an 18/12 old you are the devil. They are terrified of you. A lot of them have never seen a white man. They 

have just come from Transkei. It must be terribly terrifYing. One hopes they see you as a caregiver and 

somebody who is there to help them. 

• They kind of experience things. When you come the first time and you take blood they hate you. And then, in 

liver transplant 3 years down the line they hold their arm like that for you. They kind of realize that is part of 

their well-being, so to speak. 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PARENTS 

The registrars distinguished three groups of parents: involved, intrusive, and absent. Positive parental 

involvement enhances the quality of the patient's care. Intrusive parents may have a negative impact on the 

doctor's relationship with the child. The parents, who are absent, may evoke the doctor's frustration, but at the 

same time, the doctor may try to overcompensate this absence and becomes more involved. 

• There's tremendous variability of the amount of bonding that I do with patients. It largely has to do with the 

attitude of the parent. If the parents' bonding in a way is not invasive to my own life, I wonder whether, if I feel 

threatened by the degree of bonding that they are trying to do, I'll back off 
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• With kids you attach to the whole circumstance. The kid that comes to mind is one who died of a cancer, but I 

was probably more attached to the mom and the family than J was to the actual child, because they're very 

young. 

• My involvement became more with this family as a result of the fact that the mother's sister was a friend of 

mine. So, there was immediately a personal connection. It just made me kind of feel the strongest sense of 

responsibility toward that family and towards the child to provide them with support and information, and a 

good experience of what was happening. It turned out to be a very positive beneficial relationship. In this case 

the patient was quite a small baby. My relationship with that baby was limited . It wasn't really a verbal 

communication that I had had with that baby. But with the mother and in fact with the father as weil we became 

quite close. 

• He was different because his parents maybe weren't around, so I used to be the one who used to sit there and 

feed him. 

DOCTOR'S PERSONALITY 

The process of bonding is also influenced by the registrar's personality. Most registrars are very fond of children 

and approach them in a very warm manner. Some remain a bit more distant. 

• And the little kids - you just don't treat them any differently at all. You just care for them as you would care 

for anyone of the infants who are a one year old. You've got a fair amount of communication and visual 

contact. The relationship between you and the patient is in many ways a little bit mechanical. It's not a great 

loving relationship, but to see him sitting there in the nurses arms and then feeding him, and him drinking 

madly on the bottle you love them, you do love your patient. 

• I often take children out for things that they've not done or that they'd like to do. It's the opportunity to bond 

closer with them than one would, although I feel sorry for them that their parents aren't here. I maybe take 

those children in the ward and spend more time with them in the ward 

• With adolescents, now, for me it's almost a pleasure. It's a relief, although it's difficult. I like to be able to talk 

to them. I'm quite a verbal adult oriented person in some ways. So, it's actually very nice to be able to talk 

straight with adolescents. There's a lot of issues that would go on and you sometimes cannot do that. There's 

the possibility of having an adult relationship with them. That's what going in paediatrics these days. You 

have 10 expand that scope from little babies to adults. 
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DOCTORS' PERSONAL EXPERIENCES 

Becoming a parent enhances doctor's understanding of children. 

• (Children between three and five years old) they're playful when they're welL They're predictable. It may also 

be because my oldest is now eight. So, that's what J understand. 

DOCTORS' PERCEPTION OF A DYING CHILD 

DOCTORS' CLINICAL EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE 

The registrars ranged in their opinions about younger children's awareness of their dying, from those who 

suggested they were unaware of it 10 those who felt they knew about their imminent death. Many registrars 

observed children's peace and calmness in the face of death. All registrars emphasized that death awareness is 

determined by the patient's age, with the adolescents being most aware of the disease process and its implications. 

It seems that the registrars' knowledge in this regard is mostly empirical. 

• Children are unaware of the death issue and it's the adults around them - the parents, the grandparents, the 

doctors, the nurses, who are the ones who show the grief. The children just don't have the ability to show it. I'm 

not sure even if they had the ability to show it at that kind of age, whether they would. Infants are infants. 

They're little beings who are just in the process of being made, really. 

• (The patient) she's running around and she's unaware of the possibility of death. The one advantage that we 

have in paediatrics is that either the children are totally unaware of just how sick they are or what their 

condition is, or the older children, the 8,10,12 year olds with cystic fibrosis or chronic renal failure, are actually 

aware and yet totally calm about it. 

• You don't get the hysterical screaming of adults who say: "I don't want to die; you must do X for me". A child, 

who's in the process of dying, or who's aware that death is imminent, does not show any violence or true 

anxiety. They're just incredibly calm about it. It makes our lives much easier. The little ones are obviously 

totally unaware. It gives me some relief in a way. It's an unaware period. You're developing, and the people 

who suffer ultimately is not the child. 

• What struck me always, about the older kids that you can chat to, is that that's not frightening to them to talk 

about death if they're properly counselled. And they often see it in quite graphic terms. They read books of 

angels and nice things. It's very often not frightening, and certainly Enrico was just tired of suffering. He saw it 

(death) as an end to suffering and it could only be better than where he was. 
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• The child brings it (a topic of death) to the parents, always, and they know it. The adolescents know. They know 

they've got a terminal illness. The friends that they've made here, they die. 

• During the adolescent phase, he (patient) starts to understand the implications of his disease process itself. 

Most of them are at special schools where there's a lot of children with similar disabilities, and they're older 

than they are. They get sort of in a way understanding of the concepts of death, and we see them very 

frequently, for about up to 3, maybe 3 to 6 months where we form a bond with them. They tell us about their 

problems, the fact that they become weak al1 the time and what they're sti\1 able to do. They ask the frank 

questions about death, and want to know what it entails, how long do they have to live, how they're gonna go? 

Some questions which you have also difficulty in answering, so it's not just the one off patient. 

DISCUSSING DEATH WITH THE CHILD 

Most doctors stressed that this is one of the most difficult topics. They expressed their uncertainty about when, 

how, and with whom they should raise the issue of impending death. 

• You are never sure that he is going to die for yourself because you're hoping something wi\1 work, but after a 

while you realize you are losing a battle. Obviously, it's not your attitude, but what you discuss is different to 

the patient. You don't discuss the death unless you are sure they are going to die. 

• You try your best. You try hard. You get to really like him (patient) and he gets to like you, and you vaguely get 

to know his family. Then you go through a horrendous thing of him dying. And you battle and struggle, and 

you're trying to get him better. And then you realize that he's got a very mature insight into it. If there is any 

inadequacies in the system they're probably your own, not the patient's. So, you try to counsel him about the 

place or an event that you know as much as he does. T will also die. It's just like he's died. There's certain 

naivete of one trying to tell the other of death. The only skills I have is to make it comfortable during the dying 

process. But I'm not a religious minister or his mother. Even his mother can't tell him what's death gonna be 

like. She hasn't died yet. 

Lacking confidence in their own skiJJs many registrars prefer to avoid the topic, particularly with younger 

children. Some of the doctors prefer to listen to the patient and follow their lead, which more frequently takes 

place with adolescents. 

• I don't feel confident in giving the dying children the space to acknowledge the fact that they are going to die, 

or ask that question, or draw a picture about it. ]t's clearly an important area. Having read a Kubler- Ross' 

book, I think that's trying to elicit from children their own perception of their disease and their treatment, and 

that's a fascinating area. I think we don't acknowledge the extent to which these children know the 
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seriousness of their condition. We think that they fairly ignorant and that's something what one can do 

without the family and the parents there, which is the situation we sometimes find. 

• I struggle with talking to kids about the feelings they are going to have, even if there is no language barrier, as 

in England. 

• I don't think I've ever sat down with a child and said to them:" You're going to die". I don't think I've ever 

done that, and maybe it's wrong. Maybe you need to sit down. There's certain doctors who sit down with the 

patient who's been under their care for the last ten years, who's got cystic fibrosis, and is coming to the end. 

They sit down and say that you're not well, and we don't think you're gonna come back to hospital. 

• I think the most difficult age group would probably be the adolescent age group. I asked the person who was 

doing the clinic: "What do you do if you've got a child with a chronic terminal illness with a life expectancy 

of late teens, early twenties; do you tell them? How honest are you with them? Should you rather not tell 

them about it?" You know unfortunately, the situation is that they all are in special school and in special 

institutions, and they talk to each other, and they come back from holidays finding out that their friend is not 

there anymore, and sometimes they become so cynical. 

• In oncology there's a few older children. Those, as it happens, haven't been kids that were about to die. But no 

doubt, I had obviously thought about it and was afraid of it (talking to them about death). It was something 

that I hoped the social worker addressed. 

• I just listen when they (children) talk. The striking feature is how they think and how prepared they are. 

They've got a good insight into it, as much as you can into death. 

• Part of the problem is not so much knowing what to say, J think, but just be sensitive and tactful. 

The content of discussions with a dying child seldom concerns death as such. Most often it revolves around 

technical details of their ilJness and treatment. 

• I do find that it's important for children to know that you know that they're in pain. There's older children who 

one could've started to speak about death and dying. I've never gone into that field. I've never explored that 

because most of the kids have been too young. 

• We never talked (about dying). He never suggested it and I never brought it up. But we talked about the bad 

thing in his tummy, we talked about the medicine that he was getting and why it was important to take the 

certain drugs that he would take. 
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• He'd say: "Do you want to go back to the hospital on the Monda)"', but he'd be quite happy to talk about the 

birds, and the sea, and the water, and whatever. He wanted to be a doctor for a while, but then he also said he 

wanted to be a baker, and he would just change his jacket every 5 minutes and become something else. 

• Just the way he coped with his disabilities, his maturity that was far beyond his age. You could imagine a 

lesson itself, something which is difficult to go through, and this guy went through it wheelchair bound. And we 

could even make jokes about him saying how many girlfriends he has, and stuff like that, and he responded 

perfectly, and vowed to it; and it's very sad. 

When the right time comes, some doctors sit down with a child and discuss death. Irrespective of the content of 

these discussions and the difficulties that they create, all doctors were of the opinion that they must be gentle, age 

appropriate, and by aU means honest. 

• With children, you can raise that (topic of death), but it depends on your relationship with the child. When you 

are comfortable with the child, the child being comfortable with who you are. I think paediatricians are quite 

good at that. They (children) will ask you questions, they will confront you if you are dishonest. 

• I remember saymg: "You are very, very sick, and you might die. Have you thought about this?" And I 

remember him, he was eleven, he would have heard about heaven and a nicer place, and he was very peaceful 

about it. I think his family had told him about the concept of dying and going and joining other people, and he 

had lost family members, so I think it wasn't a frightening idea. He was in such agony and had such misery that 

for him, I think, it was a pleasant experience. 

• You can't hide anything. They're even having a competition: who's next to go. So, maybe it's a way of making 

good humour about a very serious thing and rather than becoming depressed and negative about it. They see the 

positive side Maybe they see it as a relief from a poor quality of life and being freed from that. But some of 

them ask me directly: "Am I gonna get weaker, how am] gonna go, when's gonna be the time?" Some of them 

say, when they do reach the stage, that they would like to be at their parents', at home. It's something you'd 

expect from an eleven year old, from a twelve year old. It's suggestive that they've thought about it and they've 

formed their own ideas. I think, honestly, the approach that I apply is that of honesty. If you want to return a 

bond and make friendships with the child and a trust with the child, try to be honest. If they find out that you're 

not being completely honest with them, it's gonna affect your relationship. I don't mean \vithholding things, rm 
not gonna offer talking about it; but if they ask questions, tben I'll be honest. 

• In a ward you sit down and you talk to them. You engage them, they talk about their lives. 
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DOCTORS' EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION WHILE INTERACTING WITH THE PATIENT 

Many doctors appreciate a long-term relationship with the patient, even in the face of death. They regard it as a 

privilege. They allow themselves to get emoti<mally involved, to feel the child's or bislher parents' pain, and to 

express their own feelings. Several registrars find this kind of involvement rewarding and tberapeutic. 

• It's a privilege to get emotional with people (patients and their families). It's a big privilege. Discussing death is 

very emotional, which 1 don't particularly mind. Emotions - it's part of a job. It's not something that 1 am 

scared of. It's one of the benefits of working in medicine, I feel 

• Crying is just a manifestation of what you're feeling inside. And it's not just that I weep, but your eyes get 

certainly moist, and you get sort of snotty. I have no problem crying. I think it's therapeutic. I think it's 

important to recognize that as much as you ertioy laughing, you should enjoy crying. The reasons you cry aren't 

ertioyable, but it is what makes us human. 

• You can't cry in a ward round. I mean you can, but I don't. You can cry anyway. I'd only have a cry in a sort of 

quite an intimate moment with the patient and maybe one or two other people. But I certainly wouldn't cry with 

more. 

• One mustn't be so detached as to say: "Okay, well, you know, too bad". There are some things I've had to learn 

about. It's important to show that you're upset, that it's happened in one way or the other. It's important to show 

that you're sorry, that the parents are sorry, and to share their grief. It's okay to put your arm around them, or to 

hold their hand, or something like that, to offer comforting gestures, and that is about as involved as 1 get. There 

are times where the whole situation has been so sad that it's difficult to stop myself crying, but I would actively 

stop myself showing that amount of grief. Maybe it would be beneficial for the patienU patient's parent to see 

that I'm sad, but I don't think it would make a big difference to them either way. 

• I don't find it hard to cry if I'm really feeling upset. It's not a big thing for me. 1 don't see that as a big problem, 

although it's not the most appropriate thing to do sometimes. I've cried at work or I've cried "'lith the parents, not 

because j've wanted to, but just because that's how it happened. 

DISCUSSION 

Winnicot said:" There is no such thing as a baby" (7 I ).Paraphrasing this statement, one could say that there is no such 

thing as a patient meaning that patients can be understood only in the context of the doctoring they receive. All doctors 

referred to bonding with the patient as developing an emotional connection between them and the patient. They 
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described several factors which make the bonding successful. These include: the long duration of illness enabling the 

doctor to get to know the patient and appreciate hislher personality, the lucid neurological state allowing for some 

emotional reciprocity, the patient's age with a stronger bond developing with the verbal children, the patient's positive 

responses towards the doctor, and to some extent the presence of involved parents. The importance of these factors has 

been confirmed by existing research (55). The registrars did not emphasize their own contribution in developing this 

attachment. It seems that those who are warm and fond of children bond more closely and derive more satisfaction from 

the relationship, even in the face of death. 

This relationship resembles the parent - child relationship. As the parent provides emotional availability, nurturance, and 

warmth, protection, and comfort, so does the doctor, who at times may be perceived as a temporary surrogate parent. The 

above relationship faUs into a paradigm of the teacher-student model of the doctor-patient relationship, in which the role 

of the doctor is paternalistic and controlling, and the role of the patient is essentially one of dependence and acceptance 

(31). This model may be applicable to very young children. 11 is not entirely clear in this study whether the registrars 

develop this type of relationship with the patients across all ages. However, it appears to be applied by the registrars on 

most occasions. With the older children and with the growing awareness of children's rights, the mutual participation 

model seems to be more appropriate. It implies mutual active participation of both the doctor and the patient. In order to 

achieve it the doctor must be able not only to develop a bond with the patient, but also slhe has to become fluent in age 

appropriate communication with the child. Although the subject of communication is pertinent to any ill child, further 

discussion will be Emited to communication with the dying child. 

In the last forty years, there has been a change in the willingness of doctors to inform their adult patients that they are 

dying. The closed awareness type of communication, where any talk of death is avoided, and suspicion type, in which a 

patient suspects that the truth about dying is withheld, has been replaced by mutual pretense and open awareness (21). 

Wiener's study in 1970 shows that the majority of paediatricians believed that 1) "Children usually know or suspect that 

they have a fatal illness or serious illness, even if not told; 2) Children should not routinely be informed about the nature 

of their illness; 3) If a child asks directly about diagnosis he should be accurately informed; but if he asks directly about 

prognosis he should not be accurately informed; and 4) He should by preference be asked what his own ideas and 

concerns are if he does ask directly about prognosis" (69). 

This study shows that most of the communication between the doctor and hislher dying patient falls in to a category of 

mutual pretense, wherein the doctor and the patient know that death awaits, but pretend otherwise. This proceeds to the 

open awareness when one of the partners can no longer sustain the pretense. The registrar and the child openly 

acknowledge the terminal prognosis, which allows for meaningful interaction and support. 

However, the registrars' open communication with a child seems to be difficult to achieve in practice for several reasons. 

In order to communicate effectively with children about death (22): 

1. The doctor has to posses knowledge of psychological development of a child coupled with familiarity with 

children's concepts of illness and death; 

2. Slhe needs to acquire skills to elicit information about a child's internal state from the child himlherself; 

3. Slhe must realize that effective communication can reduce anxiety; 
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4. The doctor has to be aware of the existing communication system within the family; 

5. The doctor has to come to terms with his own anxieties around death. 

Although this study did not aim at checking the registrars' knowledge of children's psychological development, the 

doctors' comments suggest that they have rather limited understanding of this aspect. Most registrars perceived the dying 

children as very calm and not always aware of what is happening to them. Although it may be true in some cases, the 

literature indicates that a terminally ill child usually knows that hislher illness is serious and eventually fatal (6,35,63) 

This realization may evoke a lot of anxieties. If the child's question~ are avoided or dismissed, s/he may be left with a 

sense of dread that something is so awful that nobody cannot even talk about it. Left alone to deal with questions, the 

child may formulate his/her answers based on confusion and misinterpretation. The children try to explain events in 

terms of their cognitive developmental stage put forward by Piaget. Simmeonson et al. (61) found that sick children's 

concepts of illness went from the global, often reflecting magical thinking "you get ill when you kiss old people", 

through to the more concrete ideas that illness is related to specific actions, and finally to more general in which 

principles were invoked. Brewster (10) found that many children under the age of seven years thought that they were ill 

because of something they had done. 

The children's awareness of their dying occurs at a younger age than in their healthy peers and is born of their daily 

experiences with illness and with their caregivers. Bluebond-Langner found that: "While children want to express their 

awareness, they do not want to do so at the risk of being alone. They know that the direct expression of awareness could 

cost them the companionship of those they want near them, their parents. So to assure their continued presence, they 

practice mutual pretense" (7,p.65). It seems that many of them may practice mutual pretense with the doctors as well. 

Children, contrary to their caregivers, are the best reporters of their internal states (31). Yet, it appears that doctors still 

pay disproportionately more attention to communication with parents rather than the child. Effective communication 

with a child requires knowledge and skills in choosing the medium of communication which is most easily used by the 

child. Most of the registrars used the verbal medium. Some registrars were aware of the possibility of using art or playas 

an additional medium. They did not apply them, however. This fact could be accounted for by the lack of familiarity 

with how to engage in such communication, problems with the interpretation of art and play, and the perception that this 

type of communication is time consuming. 

This study does not indicate that the registrars are aware of children's anxiety related to illness and death since doctors 

neither perceive any signs of it nor tap into it. Numerous studies showed that children, who use open communication 

about their illness and who understand their illness, demonstrate lower levels of stress and improved coping ability . 
(21,3 5) Denial and closed communication about the illness can cause problems for the dying child who must work out 

feelings alone (59) 

In order to communicate well with the child one can only work within the families' own existing communication system 

and respect it. This topic will be elaborated on in the next chapter "Doctor - Parent Relationship". 
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Finally, effective communication may be hampered by the registrars' own anxieties. This study shows that some 

registrars feel extremely uncomfortable about rais ing the topic of death . They prefer to detach themselves from the whole 

situation and leave such a discussion to somebody else. Maquire (39) noticed that even experienced staff, who openly 

expressed the wish to be open, have been observed to use distancing tactics regularly. Buckman (I I) suggested some 

reasons for such behaviour, which include fear of being blamed, fear of handling the unknown, fear of unleashing a 

powerful reaction, and fear of expressing their own emotions. Feifel (Feifel et aI., 1967 in 69) adds that doctors in 

general have above average or excessive fears of death, which could underlie all the above fears . 

CONCLUSION 

Dying is equally stressful for children as for adults . Yet, this fact seems to be relatively unnoticed by the doctors. The 

doctor-child patient relationship in this study reflects predominantly the teacher-student model, which does not 

emphasize the need for the child's active participation in the treatment process. This model does not encourage deeper 

communication with the child. Since the doctors have limited awareness concerning the child's anxieties and its impact 

on child's coping, the need for psychological care of the child is seldom identified. Most doctors use the mutual pretense 

and open awareness type of communication. Their difficulty with open awareness may stem from limited knowledge 

about the psychological development of the child, insufficient ski lis in engaging the chi Id, and their own anxieties . 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to foster a more meaningful doctor-patient relationship it is recommended that : 

I. Both Psychiatry and Paediatric Departments review their current teaching regarding the psychological 

development of a child and communication with the sick child, in order to equip the doctor with the basic 

knowledge and skills enabling him/her to identify a child's distress; 

2. The interviews with the ill child, recommended in the chapter "Teaching", be used as one way of increasing 

awareness of the child's psychological coping and providing ways of its enhancement; 

3. The doctors themselves reflect on the subject of death and their feelings about it, and, if necessary, take steps to 

resolve anxieties around it; 

4. A post for a psychologist be created, whose role among others would be: 

o addressing children with more complicated problems for whom more specialized psychological 

expertise is required ; 

o medical staff education regarding children's psychological development and the impact of chronic 

illness on the child's emotional well-being as well as psychological aspects of palliative care; 

o teaching counselling techniques and expert advice on how, when and with whom the registrars should 

raise the topic of impending death; 

o assistance with family counselling and family therapy, ifneeded. 
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SECTION IV 

DOCTORS' INTERACTIONS WITH PARENTS 

Figure 4: Doctor-parent relationship 

Results 

• Parental relationship with the medical staff 

• Factors influencing the doctor-parent relationship 

;.. Parental factors 

~ Doctors' factors 

• Support structure for parents 

• Parental counselling and communication concerning death and dying 

• Bereaved parents 

Discussion 

~ Parental behaviour and feelings 

~ Funerals 

~ Follow-up 

Conclusion 

Recommendations 

The registrars discussed their relationship with the parents thoroughly. Many doctors perceived this relationship as vital, 

..E0t only from a care provision point of view, but also as adding another very meaningful and enriching dimension to 

their daily duties. 

Figure 4 illustrates many factors influencing the interaction between the doctor and the parent. The following themes 

emerged: 

• There are three types of parents: involved, passive and absent; 

• The parent-doctor relationship is determined by both the aoctor's and the parents' backgrounds 

• The parent may empower the doctor or intrude upon himlher and interfere with treatment. The doctor's 

engagement with the parents may range from very involved to avoidant. 

• Support for the parents is provided by the registrars, social workers, and the hospital chaplain and extends to a 

post-death period. The amount of support as well as its utilisation is detennined by both the parents and the 

health professionals. 
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PARENTAL RELATIONSHIP WITH MEDICAL STAFF 

The registrars distinguished several factors influencing the development of the relationship between themselves 

and the parents of their chronically ill patients. They spoke about parentaJ attitudes and expectations, factors 

influencing the relationship, as well as tbe doctors' feelings evoked by the parents. 

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT AND EXPECTATIONS 

The level of parental involvement in their child's treatment varies. The registrars found that those parents who 

are more involved have higher expectations of the doctor and the hospital concerning saving the child's life. The 

involved parents expect the doctor to spend more time with them, which is perceived by the doctors as a demand 

because of their workload and time constraints. 

• J find that those parents that I get more and more involved in, want more and more out of you, and they 

expect more and more from you, and that's difficult because you've got 20 or 30 patients I'm their doctor, so 

I'm theirs for half an hour per day, or maybe 20 minutes per day, or whatever. The way that I can accomplish 

that is to hear what they say and respond to it, but not to empathise or sympathise that hard. 

• It's not an easy discussion to have, but it's a situation which occurs more frequently if you got more involved 

in the patients. I find it much easier to get on with the day's work and to have a certain distance from the 

patients (meaning parents). 

The parents also want to be provided with more information, but usually accept only these more positive bits, and 

become hugely disappointed if the course of illness takes a different tum. The involved parents want to listen to a 

hopeful doctor. Such a parental attitude forces the doctor to continuous monitoring of what he observes and what 

he says. 

• Most times parents want answers that don't exist. They want to know: "Is my child going to live?" You can't say 

that. You can see parents clutching at straws. You say, "He's a little bit better today". (Then they say): "Oh, 

then his going to be fine". You find yourself wanting to give good news, but not wanting them to jump to 

conclusions So if you're involved in the child as well, then it's all the more difficult because you can see the 

parents jump to a conclusion, and it might not be the right thing. So, to find the sort of slight balance between 

giving them hope, but not too much hope, is difficult . 

• In neonatology, the parents are usually all 100% hopeful from the start, and there the battle is trying to get them 

to acknowledge that actually the outcome is going to be poor. 
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Certain parents, once aware of the diagnosis, read extensively, and empowered by the latest literature may expect 

the doctor to administer aU possible treatments. The registrars, in generaJ, felt stimulated by sucb an approacb. 

They enjoyed discussions with the parents who knew more about their child's condition. However, they reported 

that at times that kind of parental empowerment turned into a struggle between the doctor and the parents, 

resulting in disempowerment of the doctor. 

• The parent walks into the room, knows ten times as much as you do about this condition. It's actually not a 

healthy situation to be in, even for the consultants. The parents start to doubt what the consultants say. 

(Extensive knowledge about the illness) It's good in the hands of the right parent or good in the hands of the 

parents who can use it constructively. There's Lorenzo's oil story where the parents find the answer to the 

problem because they've doubted everyone else, because they've got their own views. 1 can't dispute there's 

some benefit in parents doubting doctors, but in general, I think the doctor-patient relationship can be 

jeopardised by parents going out and doing too much research, and coming up with too much of their own ideas 

disempowering the doctor too. 

These situations do not often take place in tbe hospital since most parents are described as being passive, with a 

low level of confidence and demands, seldom asking questions, and seldom challenging the doctors' treatment 

strategies. 

• The expectations and the level of confidence, demands that they have of the doctor or of the hospital, are quite 

low. They themselves don't often encourage that kind of response from the doctors . They're quite passive and 

they11 accept a lot. They might not push doctors or nurses to explain to them or to justifY things that they're 

doing. 

• Doctors sometimes do try and avoid parents. But I think quite a lot of doctors, particularly in paediatrics, would 

actually quite enjoy that relationship which is not always there. We try to console ourselves by trying doing the 

medical side as well as we can, but losing out on the very fulfilling and enriching side, which is the relationship 

with the family and the parents 

• Coming back to a dying child. the relationship with the parents becomes absolutely crucial because suddenJy 

you haven't got one patient. You've got the whole family too. It's very frustrating in a way where that's difficult 

to achieve because you don't have that sense of doing the thing properly. 

Despite such problems 1he registrars noted 1hat most parents were satisfied with the care their children received 

and were appreciative of the medical staff's efforts, irrespective of the final outcome. The doctors also expressed 

their thoughts that the quality of their relationship with the parents would be different in private practice, which 

is perceived as a more relationship orientated situation. 
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• Most of the parents in that situation, and especially when it's a chronic thing, are often very positive towards the 

hospital, even though they've lost their child, because they've seen how hard you've worked. They know what 

the child's gone through. 

• The reality of working in private practice is that you're forced into more relationship orientated medical care. 

Whereas, when you're in a hospital, it tends to be much more medicalized, and if you want to you can involve 

yourself in discussions with parents, but it doesn't seem to be as much part of the job. If you go into private 

practice, then you have to obviously be able to be much more involved than that, because there's that 

expectation. Some experience J related to about that little baby was sort oflike a private practice experience. It's 

sort of ironic. I've always felt it should never be something that's just limited to private practice, but somehow 

that is something of a divide . .I think some of that is breaking down, but there's that sense that in private you 

have to spend time with the family and discuss everything you know and support them. 

• JdeaUy, J would like to be able do it within the hospital setting because, J think., that's what children need and 

that's what the family need. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DOCTOR-PARENT RELATIONSHIP 

The doctor-parent relationship is innuenced by many factors coming from both the parent's and the doctor's 

side. 

PARENTS 

The registrars complained that the parents are frequently absent, fathers in particular. 

• Tn our situation, bonding with the parents - it's not always that easy because the mothers are not there 

frequently. A lot of them will have to keep working because otherwise they lose their jobs. You see them 

intermittently 

• The patient was quite unique in that his whole social structure had fallen apart . There would always be a 

different caregiver coming, and a different church group, a"nd a different person, so in his case r never really got 

to know the parents very well. But certainly in the smaller kids, that have died with me, I've got to know the 

parents quite well, normally the mothers, you seldom see fathers. 

• Unfortunately, we are frequently in the situation with a terminally ill patient where the mother is not present, 

and that is an immense difficulty . Frequently we find that there isn't a phone number, or a phone number in a 

file is fictitious. That's been a problem in the neonatal unit particularly, where you have an X prem neonate. 
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The mom has been discharged now. The child has been managed for a couple of weeks, but it's now dying. We 

desperately wanted to talk to the parents about the whole withdrawal of care scenario. What is cuhurally 

significant is that they go away pending the bad news, and the way it is supposed to happen is: someone must 

arrive at them with the bad news. Then they can come rather than they must come and get the bad news. So it 

does complicate my traditional way of being with them. But we will then find whatever phone numbers we can 

get hold of, or send someone out, maybe a police or a social worker, or a community worker, or whoever, if 

they're available, to say: "We are very concerned. Your child is unwell. We would like to talk to you about this. 

Would you comeT' Sometimes they do come, sometimes they just don't come until the message comes up: 

"Your child has died". Then they come. 

• 1 don't recall frequently feeling deep emotions, and it's usually in a sense again 1 haven't had the opportunity to 

bond with the mother. I don't feel I've ever met the mom. 

The parental demographic, socio-economic, and cuJturaJ background influences the quaJjty of the doctor-parent 

relationship. The registrars develop a good and stimulating relationship with the parents of similar background, 

or when they identify with them because of their own parenthood. Multiple differences between the doctor and 

the parents result in a more tenuous bond. 

• (G's close relationship with the parents from the same ethnic group) It was taken just beyond the fact that I was 

a doctor and the child had cancer. They were the parents that one could speak to on a wider level. It was quite 

easy initially, superficially, because it meant I could just talk. But subsequently, it is more difficult, more 

complex because the relationship builds, and when it comes to discussing medical matters you speak in a 

different way. Because you've spoken about other things, you feel as if you're speaking to a mend or somebody 

you know well. Their expectations of the relationship and of the information that we could give them as a 

matter fact increased such that they would bring things from the internet, or they would bring books, and they 

would want outcome on many of those things. So, the whole way, in which we related with them, became a 

little bit more complicated and more challenging 

• That I handed a very powerful identification to the mother and what I perceived, appears to be by virtue of my 

feelings . My sense of grief related to my ability to bond with the child over time and identify with the mom. 1 

guess I bonded with the mother too. 

• If the kids die (in a neonatal unit), they are generally tpo small and they're born to such indigent mothers 

who're often unbooked and sixteen. If this kid was to survive, it may be cerebral palsy. It has to go back to his 

Site C Khayelitsha, where he's never gonna see the physio or OT. It's a very different scenario and I'm often 

not sad about those deaths, not at all. I'm very together about those deaths, and I'm not bonded to these kids, 

and I don't know the mothers because we just arrive there at night. 
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• There's a much higher incidence of chronically malnourished and safety deprived children, with parents in very 

different socio-economic strata that I would find difficult to relate to. So it's not actually that difficult to not get 

overinvolved in them for me. I'd represent a deficiency, I suppose, that I can't actually do that. In a way it 

actually protects me and keeps me neutral. 

• If my culture is very different from their culture, I guess, I will detach more. I'm acutely aware that I'm not too 

sure how they're dealing with it (death of a child). l'm not as clear about the implications for them because I'm 

not as clear about their family structures and who all else is affected. 

Most doctors have to make a greater effort in order to communicate with the parents coming from a different 

culture. 

• I've seen that it's necessary to make a greater effort to communicate with the parents who don't speak my 

language. I think that that's something the doctors as a group have been learning in general. I see it in my 

colleagues. I also see very fresh doctors earning out who have great insight and seem to demonstrate that ITom 

the start. It's something I've learnt, but I think the whole of the medical professions is learning that. 

Another contentious issue raised by the registrars, which impacted on their relationship with the parents, was tbe 

responsibility for decision-making. Most doctors are of the opinion tbat this should be done conjointly with the 

parents. At times, however, parental personality, cultural and reJigious differences stand in the way of coming to 

a mutual agreement. 

• The mother's a lady who was quite forceful, who knew what she wants to have done. She sometimes conflicted 

what we wanted to have done to the child. For instance, when the cath lab was broken, and it needed a week to 

fix it, she couldn't wait the week. She had to go back to Port Elizabeth. We tried to convince her to stay, so we 

could do the cath earlier because it was important that we did the operation early to save the child. She refused 

to stay and went. So that created conflict. 

• Another frustration springs to mind immediately. This is a mother who was very keen for her child with a life 

threatening condition to be operated on. She's stuck in a family who doesn't want the child to be operated on. 

So, she returns to clinic quite often, but we are stuck. She doesn't want to give consent. The more time is going 

by, the worse the child's condition is going to get. The mother, you can see, is very frustrated and she's in tears 

often. She is black and speaks only Xhosa. I go through ao interpreter. r had the connection. r find she is now in 

the process of divorcing her husband. Other family members don't want the operation either. They're the people 

who're antagonistic. They never come to clinic. So it's difficult to encourage the mother to go through a divorce 

and say:" Yes, get rid of the 'son ofa bitch', he can't do that". It's obvious and she can't say that either. It's a very 

difficult situation. She sees you; she knows exactly what's happening. She understands what you need to do. 

She understands that the longer you wait, the bigger the struggle the child has to recovery. 
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• (I dealt with) Jehovah's Witnesses in Neonatology. The baby had very incompatible blood with the mother and 

was very anaemic. Actually, I had to do a caesarean section to rescue the child. The risk was very high of 

actually losing the child because of his anaemia. We went straight from the beginning to tell the parents that 

we'll try our best not to transfuse the child. I was quite cross with the parents for being such hard headed that 

they will not allow it. It didn't matter what the situation was. They would not allow the child to have a blood 

transfusion. In the end we didn't have to give it luckily. But then, 1 got a flack from other colleagues for taking 

the risk. The child's haemoglobin was quite low and we took a risk with a prem baby with a low haemoglobin, 

but it balanced . 

• Parents can't either rationalise themselves or they can't have the insight. Sometimes they have that insight. 

Sometimes they don't even have the full relationship with the child. The child might be an orphan. What we try 

and do then is usually try and make a team decision. Then everybody decides together. 

DOCTORS 

What contributes to the less successful relationship on the doctor's side? The most frequently cited obstacle is the 

language barrier, which creates a Jot offrustration among the doctors. Any communication in this situation calls 

for an interpreter. The interpreters are usually available during working hours. However, sometimes problems 

arise after hours. The presence of the interpreter ensures only a rather superficiaJ communication with the 

patient. Some doctors feel that working through a translator prevents them from developing a closer bond with 

the parent. 

• I battle with Xhosa, and you can get a social worker, but they're often dying after hours, or there is no one there, 

or there is no staff, and the counseling is not optimal, particular in Xhosa. 

• I find it very difficult if I have to work through a translator. r find it extremely difficult. It's very frustrating . 

You cannot make a direct connection, a personal connection with people you can't speak the language of. 

• When I speak to English speaking people or Afrikaans speaking people, r can understand how much they're 

understanding and how much they're taking in, and at what level you could pitch the explanation on . If you're 

talking about difficult cardiac anatomy and you want to explain to them exactly where you want to put the pipe, 

depending on what level you're speaking at, you can ~mmunicate. You can make a connection, a direct 

connection with almost anybody, but for that you have to get reciprocity. I find this particularly with Xhosa 

speaking people, that you can't do that . If they speak English very well, then you can and they get it. That's a 

frustrating barrier at times, and if you go through a translator, there's quite a barrier as well. Some translators are 

better than others. They can actually sometimes transmit some of feelings . 
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• And you see the interpreter chatting for a long, long time, and all you get is "yes" or "no", and you're really get 

frustrated. 

• We have a lot of the patients in the ward. At the same time we wouldn't see their parents much, and if we do, we 

wouldn't be able to speak to them on a one-on-one basis. It would be via an interpreter. So, there'd be issues like 

that, which just prevented easy hour-to-hour, day-to--day talking that one can do with somebody of a similar 

background. One becomes used to that and works within those constraints. 

• Most of the children although they're Xhosa, most of them speak reasonable English. The rest rve bonded with 

] can communicate with. 

Other factors influencing the quality of the doctor-parent relationship included the registrars' workload and 

sometimes hospital circumstances, which are beyond the doctors' control. 

• The whole involvement with the parents in paediatrics is such a big part. But it's a part that is underplayed quite 

often here. This is real issues, real barriers to some extent. These are fairly practical things, like parents not 

being there, the requirement for interpreters that is increasingly difficult, just the distance that's created by the 

situation of interpreting. Also, there's just such a big load of patients in a busy clinical setting, that one doesn't 

really always have time to spend with parent the way one would want, so you focus on the medical side. 

• I felt disappointed that she couldn't just wait a week for us, for the machine. We tried to explain that it's not our 

fault. We felt guilty that we couldn't treat the child then and there. We couldn't do anything else, but just teJl the 

mother: "Sorry, but you have to wait for a week to do the test that we have to do ". When she came back again, 

we did the cath. We first thought that she's irreparable and we tried to blame the mother. It was our fault for not 

being forceful enough to stop the mother from going back to PE. So, it was the guilt and the disappointment, it 

was not a failure. 

Another important obstacle noted by the doctors was the discrepancy between their and the parent's cultural and 

socio-economic background. The bigger the difference, the more difficult it is for the doctors to relate to the 

parents. 

• Sometimes there are cultural and social barriers that one has to overcome as a result of the situation in this 

country, whereby a lot of the patients come from very poOl; socio-economic backgrounds. 

• In the South African context, it is extremely difficult in many respects because a lot of our patients are from 

such different backgrounds. There's language differences. There's a sort of a culture of not sharing between 

races in South Africa. That is incredibly difficult to overcome on a personal level from both sides, and a lot of 

parents don't really want to hear your problems. They don't want to hear that you are angry, and that this should 

have happened, and that should have happened. They want to hear from you that the child didn't suffer. They 
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want to hear a reasonable explanation. I don't think they want to hear about your pain or your anger. I really 

don't think they do. That's my impression. 

SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR PARENTS 

The registrars referred to two wards where there is a well-established support structure for the parents, oncology 

and the rcu. The work of the social worker was particularly appreciated there. Many other wards, however, do 

not seem to be able to provide support for the parent to such an extent. 

• In the chronic setup, certainly in oncology, there's a social worker who is well skilled at the treating the parents 

of a dying patient. The staff are used to it and are vel)' good at it. So the structure is in place for the patient to 

die with dignity. 

• Certainly within the hospital there's zero structures (for addressing parental needs other than medical). It can be 

really quite horrible, especially now with my. 

The topic of spiritual support was also raised. The hospital chaplain was perceived as an integral part of broader 

support for the parents. 

• The chaplain on call - she comes in the middle of the night, at a vel)' short notice, to people across communities. 

She is an Anglican priest and she's come to people from other denominations. What is really nice, she stays 

sometimes for an hour or two hours sitting. They comfort the parents, so while we sort out things, she does what 

we don't have the time for, and that is really helpful. 

• The spiritual approach in the end makes a difference. They also get the skills in counselling . .It is part of their 

training. 

• It (spiritual approach) eases the pain often. 

It seems, however, that the spiritual needs of the parents are frequently not thought of by the registrars. 

• Little things that are personal issues, like whether you ask-the parents whether they would like to have the baby 

baptised, or" Do you want to call your minister?" depend on the type of registrar and how busy he or she is. 

• I do that because of my own beliefs. Some other registrars won't even think about it. They miss the opportunity 

for the parents to have had that kind of comfort. 
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• I don't always think about it (spiritual support for the parents). I think D is right, and you should call a chaplain, 

particularly in the situation where Lucille (the chaplain) is there. She is fantastic. She is very good with the 

spiritual needs, but again she has, like D, that sort of spiritual approach. 

• There's always this question: U How much of my own religious belief should I place on the parents?" Of all 

these children have been children who come from very different backgrounds. It's not something I've 

particularly have spoken to any of the parents about or made an issue around about that time. I always ask them 

if they want a priest, but I don't insist on it just because r would want a priest there. rve been involved in 

baptising children because mothers have asked at the neonatal unit, and it was 2 o'clock in the morning. She 

placed their arms around my neck and asked me if I would, and then r would. But I don't do more than that. 

Often people can use that as a platform to influence the parents, which, I think, is not the most appropriate 

thing. Maybe some people think that's not the way to do it. I never tell them how I feel I try to help them. 

The doctors also ask a question regarding timing of such support. 

• When the child is very sick you hesitate whether to suggest a priest. If they (parents) want that, they welcome it; 

ifnot, they don't come back to you . 

• All along you're saying to the parents: "Your child is very sick"; and they often will come an hour later and 

they'll say: " Is he better yet? I think he is much better now". And, as a way of getting across that things are 

very bad you say: "Look things are 100IGng bad". You might say just that: "Perhaps the child should be 

baptised". 

• The one problem in this situation is that stress, when in fact the child is fairly brain dead, and you've get other 

sick children in a on the ventilators, and the timing of the whole thing can get quite crucial to a point that you 

actually can't wait. 

PARENTAL COUNSELLING AND COMMUNICATION CONCERNING DEATH AND 

DYlNG 

It is very distressing for the doctors to watch parents grieve. Some parents may go through a stage of anticipatory 

grieving while the child is still alive. Such a situation evokes many feelings in the doctor who may himself struggle 

with their containment. In such scenarios doctors find it useful to lean on a certain theoretical framework or to 

follow certain rules according to which they could behave and contain the patient's parent. 
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• In many respects, that what made it sad for me was to see this mother grieving because she only had the child 

for four months of its life, and she also lost her husband during this process. He was shot. It was terrible to 

watch her grieving. It was awful, as I feel in every single situation when I had to counselor tell someone that 

hislher child has died. You feel absolutely helpless and you try and run through what people have told you in 

the past: You shouldn't talk too much. Give them the opportunity to talk. But when someone just sobs and sobs 

you put your arm around them, you begin to feel helpless. You don't know if you should be talking or if you 

should be doing something. For your OViTI discomfort you tend to talk. I actually find myself restraining myself 

in talking. I'm there. I comfort them, but at the same time I'm asking somebody to get a cup of tea. It seems the 

appropriate thing to do. 

• The last thing you want to do is to point fingers at people who've lost a loved one, and say:" Pull yourself 

together. You can do better than this. Your child's died, have another child". That's the most ghastly thing you 

can ever say to anyone. Every person grieves in different ways. Everyone does it differently, and probably 

appropriately short in some people and appropriately long, if it takes you the rest of your life in other people. I 

don't think you ever get over losing a child. I don't think it's ever going to be an event that you're not going to 

look back on and feel terrible about. It's a grief that's terrible. It stays with you forever. 

The practical side of counselling is seldom easy. It seems, however, that most registrars follow a certain pattern. 

They an try to equip the parents with the necessary information, which most registrars perceive as absolutely 

vital in the process of counselling. The doctors are prepared to answer the parents' questions, although the 

content of these answers may not always sound acceptable to the parents. 

• One would individualize the approach to parents. My starting point is usually to try to engage with the mother, 

to try to set them at ease, to be of assistance to them, and to be non-threatening, I think, to benefit the child in 

terms of what it's going through. It's quite a threatening experience, and the mothers are afraid that this 

diagnosis that's been made will result in their child being treated in a different way or being sent home. r try to 

allay that. With the mother, the child's best interests are my interests. Then, I try to give them infonnation which 

often isn't really what they want. 

• Generally, jf I'm sort of running through a situation, I tend to just ascertain who they are, whether they're the 

mother or the father. Usually this is when their child is sick. You just start off by acknowledging the child is 

very sick right from the start. Then, I say in a short a way as possible what was wrong with the child and 

explain all the bits that are going into the child. Then, if l can give some suggestion of outcome, in my current 

job now, I can immediately tell them fairly confidently everything's going to be fine. But if I think of the 

parents in an reu setting, I will generally tell them to take it one day at a time, and to tell them that I will only 

know things one day at a time or even an hour at a time. What I told them now might not hold true tomorrow. In 

the early stages, as the thing progresses, one can maybe give more information. I don't take them very far in 

tenns of long-term outcome, but 1 will try and inform them as to what's actually happening now. 
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The prevailing climate of the discussion should be honest and reality based. 

• ill parent counselling, while choosing to use gentle words, use words carefully to give parents the whole picture. 

Trying to protect them from the truth is paternalistic. It's not our job and it's not for us to hold on to the burden 

of the truth, while withholding it from others. It's inappropriate, and it means that when you are reassuring to 

someone they can't believe you. I think sticking to the truth is best. 

• My way of doing things is to try to avoid them perceiving me as being the guilty party which, I think, is good 

that I avoid that and that they avoid that, because that would interfere with their relationship with me as a 

doctor, unless they needed to appropriately place some blame. 

• It's not in the patient's interest to pursue another course of treatment. I would like to approach the parents to tell 

them: "Look your child is in an end stage". We need to discuss maters like: where would the parents think of 

the best place for their child to be, would it be in the hospital, would it be in a home environment, would it be in 

another environment, what level of activities is appropriate, what can be offered in terms of analgesia, what 

level of analgesia is needed, etc.; think of almost a hospice care type scenario which we plan very carefully in a 

number of interventions. 

Finally, some registrars commented on the issue of parental attitude towards informing a child about the terminal 

stage of illness. 

• One of the questions that we raise is would they like us to talk to the patient (about approaching death), or 

would they like to do it themselves, or would they not want to engage the child at all. And invariably, in my 

experience over the last two years in this country, it's been different in the UK, but in this country the parent 

would have said: "No". They don't want to talk to them, and we honour that. They don't want the child being 

involved at all. I don't have a problem with that. I think the parents must be left in command of that. They need 

to have some big responsibility and that's their big responsibility. We certainly wouldn't override their wishes 

in this situation. Children are minors. They are the parents, and they know their children. Maybe they try to 

protect the child from the fear of death. But the child knows. 

• It is the hardest of all. It is difficult for them to admit it to. themselves that the child is dying. Especially with the 

chronic child, they have been trying watching the crises and getting over them, and now actuaIJy they have to 

admit it to themselves, and having worked through themselves before they can actually discuss it with the child. 

It is a very hard thing to discuss that with your child. I find a lot of parents deny whole thing and hoist off that 

to the staff or start withdrawing from the child. 
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BEREAVED PARENTS 

PARENTAL BERA VIOUR AND FEEIJNGS 

Death of a child constitutes one of the most profound losses parents may experience. Such an event may 

precipitate very distraught behaviour on the parents' side, with enormous variety of underlying feelings. The 

registrars encounter a spectrum of parental behavionrs following the child's death ranging from immensely 

agitated to frozen and unresponsive. There is a lot of anger and denial expressed by the parents in the initial 

stages following their child's death. 

• There's various levels of parental distress. Last week we had a lady who collapsed on the floor and screamed, 

and shouted, and went completely berserk. That is probably in the end easier to deal with actually because 

there's something you can actually do. Although it is very shocking at the time, but at least they are letting out 

their feelings immediately. 

• The Xhosa women are often very emotional. They scream, and shout, and thump the floor. I'm not familiar with 

that culture, although I've seen it many times now. It's still always a bit foreign to me. 

• Culturally they are very different around the death. In Xhosa, they've got a huge need for the grandparent to be 

there, and often what you think the issue is relevant to the parents is not. They're thinking of contacting the 

grand parent, or auntie, or somebody else. 

• The difficult part is going to explain to the parents that their child has died . They're looking at you and they 

don't say anything. There's nothing to do. There's no response, no direct response . It's just proof stonewall. 

That's the most difficult thing. They don't thank you. They don't shout at you. They don't do anything. 

• We always feel anger. In our experience it hasn't been directed at the CF clinic. But frequently there's the anger 

directed at people who failed to make a diagnosis initially, years ago. The parents are still angry about all that, 

as if all that makes a difference. But, nevertheless, there's no reason to come back to that anger now. Be 

supportive and hear it. We see their anger. They're angry with God, and their genes, and their parents. 

• There are times that you have to absorb all of this stuff that's coming from the patients and from the family. 

There's been another patient for which that is particularly the case, where there's been huge anger directed back 

at the medical staff by the parents. They deemed that there'd been almost a deception; that they weren't fully 

informed as to what was going on. They denied the diagnosis. It was very, very difficult to deal with . 
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• Most of the parents I've come across with disabled children are very good parents, excellent parents, dedicated 

parents. Sometimes there's anger and they ask why, why did it happen to me, especially when you break the bad 

news, when you screen a child and this comes up. 

Some of the parents, who are feeling extremely bitter and angry, take the matters further and enter a legal route. 

It seems that almost every member of the staff is negatively affected then. 

• The consultants were quiet, but there were threats of legal action. Everybody became very weary of talking to 

these parents. Even though you don't deal with this child. The junior doctors are the ones who will be taking 

blood tests and actually managing the patient. It will be discussed in the ward rounds in quite a solemn way 

because the consultants, they came to actually, take a real responsibility for what was going into the 

management decisions, because of the family's reaction. They had a number of meetings with the family. Then, 

we had a few meetings, sort of debriefing sessions amongst ourselves, and afterwards as well once the patient 

died. The patient died, and that (meetings) was very useful because we actually had to submit statements and 

just be clear about what everybody's position in it was. 

There are also parents who seem to accept fate and are appreciative of doctors' management. 

• When the child died an hour after theatre, that next morning the mother came back to the leU and told the 

doctors and the nursing staff that's fine that the child died We tried our best and she tried her best, and that's the 

way it is. The child was born with a bad heart and it's the outcome. Although you feel quite sad about all these 

things happening, in the end that's the way it is. The children are born with bad hearts. We try our best. 

There are also those parents who feel guilty and very depressed. 

• I think it's even probably more difficult with the mothers of these children. You try and bring it earlier. It's no 

use talking when the child is already dying, and so in a way preparing them that this is the route, which you're 

can look forward to. A lot of mother's are very emotional as soon as you bring it up. They either don't want to 

talk about it, or they start crying, and sometimes you cry along from empathy. Most of these children (in neuro 

clinic) have very good mothers, mothers that are completely dedicated, their whole life geared towards this 

particular child. Maybe they've got some sense of guilt because this is something, which the child inherited, 

and they're partly to blame. 

FUNERALS 

The funeral arrangements present a kind of closure to the parents. It seems that many parents invite doctors to 

the funeral, which is perceived by the doctors as an act of appreciation and gratitude for their efforts. 
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• Parents tend to come back depending on the situation in which it (death) happened. What's similar in 

cardiology and in oncology is that they're long-term patients. You know them for years and years and years, and 

some patients die when they're 10 or 12 years, but you've looked after them since they've been babies. So, you 

know the parents extremely well. Of the deaths of the chronic patients that we've had in the last 5 months, we've 

seen the parents several times. 

• One set of parents stand out in particular. They came back quite regularly. They came back to see and speak to 

everybody and brought the children's clothes for the hospital. I think a lot of it hinges on whether the parents 

made a relationship in particular with anybody in the unit as s.uch. 

• They just don't come back. It's maybe that our social work department is very good and they give them 

appointments to come back, whereas we just give an open invitation. If you need to talk, come and talk. I've had 

parents who came back and said: "We just want to say thank you for everything you did for our child, thanks 

very much". It's very difficult. It's incredibly difficult for someone to come and for me to deal with someone 

coming to see me to say thank you. Their child has died. You've done what you can. In that sort of circumstance 

I never know what to say. 

• What we do in cardiology now is we make an appointment actually to see the parents again. It's usually our 

consultant with a social worker. There have been certain patients in that particular group that I've been involved 

with. So, I would sit in as well or it's just me and the parents. Some parents have come back on their own for 

certain reason. Sometimes it's hard for the parents to come back to the hospital too. Then, you don't see them 

again or sometimes they send a card or something at the time of the anniversary of the death. 

• In David's case, it was a bit different to the general rule. His mom would always bleep me, or phone me, or tell 

me what was happening with his younger sister and the baby. 

DISCUSSION 

The registrars talked about three types of relationship that they developed with the patient's parents 1) mutual 

involvement, 2) passive, and 3) avoidance. Sahler et al. (55) distinguished the same types of relationship between parents 

and the interns. According to them, the type of relationship wa!> determined by the child's age, hislher neurological 

condition, and the duration of illness. In this study, apart from duration of illness, the type of relationship seems to 

depend predominantly on the parental involvement. 

A mutual involvement developed when the parents were present and active in terms of eliciting information from the 

doctor about the child's condition, collecting information about the child's illness from other sources and discussing it 

with the doctor. This resulted in well-informed realistic expectations. Factors that were conducive to the development of 
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The next topic the regjstrars discussed in detail pertained to communication with the parents, which included informing 

them about the diagnosis and prognosis as well as pre- and post death counselling. Wiener (69) in his survey of 98 

paediatricians found that a larger number of doctors in practice under ten years were more prepared to give the parents an 

accurate diagnosis than an accurate prognosis, even when the parents asked about the prognosis. This study confmns that 

trend. The doctors appeared to be entirely honest about the diagnosis. However, they were very cautious about the 

prognosis. The registrars did not elaborate on that. Wiener points out that: "many physicians will not themselves 

introduce a discussion of prognosis. In some cases this may well represent the physician's judgment that parents who do 

not specifically ask about prognosis are not able to cope with such information" (69). Less seasoned physicians are likely 

to avoid discussion of prognosis because of feelings of unease, helplessness and guilt, which may be evoked by a dying 

child. Some registrars felt this way. 

The regjstrars also spoke about communicating the diagnosis to the child. One regjstrar stressed that in his experience the 

parents did not want the child to be told about the seriousness of the illness and the possibility of dying, which the doctor 

always respected . Other registrars were not very clear about it. Even the most open families can find talking to the child 

about hislher own death very difficult. However, if this is a pattern to what extent should the doctor's role extend to 

gentle and appropriate facilitation of such communication, at least with open families? Should the families practise 

denial and avoidance, perhaps instead of respecting it, to the detriment of the child, the system of oblique communication 

could be used, wherein teachers or psychologists allow the child to ask all the questions s/he needs to (22). Respect for 

the parents is always highly appreciated. In the case of a dying child, at times this respect may take a form of collusion 

with the parents and may not always be the most beneficial to the child and his/her parents. 

Another topic directly related to communication, frequently perceived as a significant difficulty, was the language barrier 

and need for interpreters. According to hermeneutic and constructionist approaches, language plays a part in the 

construction of meaning. "Language 'creates' its own reality; we negotiate reality through language. Our feelings are 

affected and shaped by the words we use and the vocabulary and sentence construction we have available to us. 

Translation in this model is a complicated matter - it involves not simply changing labels for things in the world, but 

also a consideration of the role language plays in determining our emotional realities." (65, p.28) An interpreter's 

function is thus much more than that of a dictionary. S/he often acts as a culture broker informing the doctor about the 

assumptions of the patient and his/her cultural background. Hence, it is understandable that the registrars often found the 

process of interpreting time consuming and frustrating. Some of the registrars seemed to use this process towards 

obtaining more cultural understanding and knowledge that was not formally provided in medical school. Some registrars 

felt that employing more culturally diverse professionals would alleviate the problem. Although it seems very sensible 

and could be helpful in many regards, it will not eradicate all the cul!ural problems at the institutional level (65). 

Counselling and support for the parents was regarded as very important. The doctors felt that they should provide some 

emotional support to the parents and be aware of the need for parental spiritual support . They were of the opinion that 

their efforts in this respect should be complemented by the social workers and the hospital chaplain's help. Many 

registrars felt that they had not been able to provide adequate support. This problem was already explored in the chapter 

'Teaching' . 
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The registrars spent substantial amount of time on discussing specific topics concerning bereaved parents. They appeared 

to feel overwhelmed by the intensity of parental feelings, particularly sadness, numbness, or anger. At times, they 

struggled with containment of these responses. This may happen because the parents project their overwhelming feelings 

onto the doctor, the death of some patients touches the doctor on a very personal level, andlor because the doctors have 

limited knowledge of grieving responses which would make such a situation more understandable and containable. 

Most registrars offered an 'open door' follow-up policy. Many parents, however, did not come back, or they saw the 

social worker instead. Those parents that came back evoked mixed feelings in the registrars. On the one hand, they were 

happy to see them; on the other hand, they did not know how to respond to such a visit, what to discuss and what to say 

(26,33) They felt uneasy about accepting parental words of appreciation since in some way they felt guilty about the 

child's death. The importance of the follow up was not discussed by the registrars. It is difficult to say, whether they are 

not aware of it or whether there are other factors distracting them from this particular issue. 

Finally, the registrars commented on parent satisfaction. Most were of the opinion that parents are satisfied with the 

received care. They mentioned a couple of examples where the parents were dissatisfied. In these cases the doctors felt 

that the problems concerned either the hospital functioning as such or resulted from parental characteristics. In order to 

confirm this opinion one would have to carry out a survey of parent satisfaction. Some studies show (Segal et aI., 1986 in 

26, 52) that as many as 60 to 80% of surveyed parents find the information or counselling inadequate, with the post death 

counselling being particularly insufficient. Harper and Wi sian (26) report significant correlation between parent 

satisfaction scores and the following factors: physician's availability, providing medical information and grief 

counselling, with emphasis on overcoming denial. The study indicated that grief counselling was provided less 

frequently than any other physician action studied. In this study, grief counselling was perceived by the doctors as the 

most difficult part which they would rather leave to other professionals. One could hypothesise that, because of the 

registrars' marked uneasiness in this area, provision of parental grief counselling may be inadequate. Other factors, such 

as the doctor's availability and providing information may also be questionable. All registrars talked about workload and 

their desire to have more time "to do things properly". Because of these factors parents who are not proactive enough 

may not be looked after in the same way as those who are active and demanding. The issue of passive parents and 

cultural differences in perception of health care provision is particularly interesting and requiring further exploration. 

What are factors determining parental passivity? Are they intrinsic to the parents or do they result from the way the 

hospital operates with the doctors being a part of this system? Why do so many parents not come back for follow-up? 

CONCLUSION 

The doctor-parent relationship is as important as the doctor-child relationship. It is separate from the doctor-child 

relationship and is determined by different factors and needs. The ideal mutual doctor-parent relationship, unfortunately, 

is not the most frequent type developed by the registrars because of the absence or passivity of many parents and the fact 

that a substantial number of parents come from vastly different backgrounds. It seems that the majority of registrars are 
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very aware of the differences, which seldom have a negative influence on the child's treatment. The registrars do not feel 

confident about their counselling skills and the nature of support they provide. They appear to be fairly knowledgeable 

about the ways of communicating with the parents in the process of the child's dying. However, they seem to have some 

difficulties with counselling after the child's death. The level of cultural competence may constitute additional factor 

impacting on poor follow-up attendance. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The doctor-parent relationship is vital while managing the dying child. It not only benefits the dying child, but also 

prevents unresolved parental grief and secondary family problems at later stage. Many factors regarding parents may be 

unchangeable. However, one needs to understand better the factors underlying parental passivity. It is recommended that 

a study designed to explore this topic as well as parental satisfaction at RCCH be conducted. 

The registrars need to be more aware of their role, which extends beyond the child 's death. Although they may not be the 

sole providers of such care in the public sector, they wjlJ frequently fulfil this role as a private practitioner. Their 

teaching has to include the care of bereaved parents as a measure to prevent parental psychopathology, marital discord, 

and dysfunction of surviving children (9) . The registrars could also benefit from getting acquainted with some aspects of 

culture relevant to the practice of medicine. 

Despite tragic circumstances, the doctors can derive a lot of satisfaction from a good relationship with the parents. It is 

vital for the hospital management to look at the doctors' workload to enable them to be more available to the parents and 

to counsel them properly. Such strategy would not only increase the parental satisfaction, but also decrease bereavement 

complications in the family. 
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SECTION V 

DOCTORS'PERSONAL RESPONSES WHILE FACING A DYING CHILD 

Figure 5: Doctors themselves 

Results 

• Doctors' feelings 

• Doctors' coping strategies 

~ Defences 

~ Instrumental coping 

• Doctors' personal development 

Discussion 

Conclusion 

Recommendations 

The doctors are not immune to the impact of a dying child. Although the loss of a patient is not comparable with the 

doctor's personal losses, doctors being in the middle of very anxiety provoking situations are frequently the recipients of 

parental emotions and projections from other staff members. Coping with these feelings may not always be easy and may .... 
lead to the development of specific unconscious and conscious defences. Some of these result in enhanced coping 

strategies that benefit both the doctor and the patient; others may be to their mutual disadvantage. 

Figure 5 includes a comprehensive list of the registrars' feelings, conscious and unconscious ways of coping evoked by a 

dying patient imbedded in a broader context. 'Circumstances' in the figure refer to the dying patient's family and the 

hospital. The doctor's personality coupled with an ongoing personl!l development influences the nature of feelings slhe 

experiences as well as his/her coping styles which, in turn, impact on treatment of dying patients in the future. 
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DOCTORS' FEELINGS 

Dying and death of a child is always difficult to accept. This is a stressful event impacting on everyone in contact 

with the child, including medical professionals. The process of dying and death of the child evoked a wide range of 

feelings among the registrars. 

ANGER 

The child's suffering and death seem to be unfair and deprived of any logic and meaning. Such death evokes 

anger with God, with consultants who make decisions about the withdrawal of active treatment. A great amount 

of anger is directed at the institution, which due to financial constraints is not able to provide the best treatment 

possible. The doctors tend to get angry at the socio-economic situation of the country that impacts on the 

availability of services. Finally, doctors experience angry feelings with themselves for not being able to prolong 

life and improve the quality of it. 

• Anger is also a big thing. Why do children die? - you ask it aU the time. Why does this little girl who's 

gorgeous, who's got a nice smile, who comes from a nice background, why does she have to get cancer, or why 

does she have to get chronic renal failure, or whatever. Why did they have to get that problem and why do they 

die? And yet, you've got these crummy old people who've smoked and drunk and been absolutely terrible 

people all their lives, and they're still alive, aged 92;just it's not fair. You get angry in that respect . You also get 

angry because if we had more money in this country, if we had better services and a bigger rcu, we could 

transplant more patients. This child wouldn't have died. The child would still be alive if the mother had a job, 

and the father had a job, and the social circumstances were better. If dad wasn't sleeping with twelve women 

and given his wife HIV, the child wouldn't have been dying of HIV. So, now you get angry wrth him, and you 

get angry with the state, and you get angry with God or whoever you believe in, because they are not playing 

the game. If someone dies aged 92 ofa quiet stroke, you think: "Hey, good life", but when you're two and a half 

and things are looking good and you get hit by a car or you get some terrible disease, you just think: "That's not 

fair, it really isn't fair". 

• The consultant came and told me (about the withdrawal of active treatment). I remember not being able to say 

anything, but just thinking: " How could they make that decision that they couldn't do anything further for this 

child ". 

• There's nothing more you can do about it to influence that (death). So, whether you feel sad, you feel depressed, 

you manage a bit of anger as well. On the one hand, anger that he was called on to go home and on the other 

hand, anger that from a medical point of view your inability to do anything to prolong his life or to improve the 

quality of his life. 
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FRUSTRA nON 

Some doctors become frustrated rather than angry. This feeling mainly pertains to a lack of medical 

infrastructure and resources, particularly at the primary and secondary level, where the doctors' skills could 

have been used if the hospital was better equipped. 

• There's nothing else that one could realistically do in that situation (a child dying of respiratory failure because 

of lack of facilities) . But if one was in a clifferent situation: one could have done more. Because one had the 

skills to do more, I guess, it is the frustration . 

• It's a national system, the national system that didn't provide for the child presenting with a respiratory failure 

after hours. If it had happened in daytime hours, we could have flown that child out. But the airstrip was grass 

with cows on it. So, you can't fly in there, you can't find it at night. You know, it's not that sort of airstrip . 

EMOTIONAL BURDEN 

Looking after chronically ill patients and multiple losses of patients lead to an emotional burden, which may be 

aggravated by the issues of responsibility of decision-making. 

• In that particular case we did have quite a lot of discussion . It was helpful. But there were other cases where it 

didn't happen. It's not just the issues of responsibility; it's the burden, the emotional of burden of looking after 

those patients. 

SADNESS/ LOSS/ GRIEF 

Doctors bond with their chronically m patients. Their loss triggers feelings of sadness and grief responses whose 

depth depends on the quality of patient/parent-doctor relationship. These feelings are, however, less profound 

than when experiencing personal losses. Sadness arises when doctors realize their limitations and inadequacies in 

the face of the more powerful laws of nahue. 

• My sense of grief was related to my ability to bond with the child over time and identifY with the mother. J 

bonded with the mother too. 

• It's always sad to lose a patient. 
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• I'm pleased if they get better, but if they don't get better, it's not that I'm not sad, but I'm not as sad as I would be 

if I was the relative or parent or close friend. It's a different kind of sadness. 

• It's sadder in some respects when they (older children/teenagers) have got somewhere, they've achieved, they're 

doing, they're at school, they relate to you and to other people, and then they die. The little kids, it's just the 

beginning, and if it wasn't meant to be, it wasn't meant to be. I know it sounds terrible. If God's gonna make a 

decision that this person's not to live or is to die then., we as doctors are kind of fighting something bigger than 

ourselves in many respects. I don't know if it's God's decision or what's the decision, but someone's making the 

decision about these kids that's beyond us. Genes, bad genes .. You know what I mean. 

RELIEF 

The patient's death js experienced as a reHef only when the child's conrution was accompanied by long standing 

suffering and very poor quality of life. 

• In many ways as with a lot of chronic illnesses, the relief (after a child's death) was the major feeling. 

• Sometimes it's a relief, maybe it's because the child's got a terminal disease and suffers. Maybe that's a way of 

thinking of it. Maybe that's a wrong way. The child is now in heaven, and a lot of people think of death as a 

morbid condition. Maybe it's relief and no one knows what heaven is about, maybe there's a better life after 

death, especialJy for the children in neurology. A lot of them are disabled; a Jot of them don't have a good 

quality of life, especially if there's been suffering. 

SURVIVOR GUILT/ GUll,T 

After a child's death some doctors experience short-term survivor guilt. They feel uncomfortable about pursuing 

pleasurable activities soon after their patient's death. They tend to analyse the course of events leading to the 

child's death and feel guilty about not carrying out procedures that they think might have saved the child's life. 

• The survivor guilt - you get that feeling also when you're a doctor. Here I am trying to resus this baby and I'm 

failing, and yet I get to walk away from this, r get to go bome for supper and watch some TV tonight, and this 

child is dead now. There's a lot of anger in a lot of directions. There's a bit of guilt in respect of "I'm alive" and 

in respect of" Did I do enough?" and "Hell man, if r got the tumor earlier" or "Maybe I should have tried some 

calcium gluconate" . These things run through your mind, you analyze, and you go back, and you think : "Oh 

sure, maybe that was ideal". 
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• One or two patients, that's probably been most traumatic to myself, have been patients that have died because of 

maybe failures of my own method or a misdiagnosis. 

Guilt is not experienced if the child's death is anticipated and follows the administration of all possible 

treatments. 

• After all the medical treatment we tried, eventually she died peacefully at home That's the way it is. There's 

no guilt there. We tried our best. We did everything we could and that's great. The whole thing is sad that the 

child had died, but there's no guilt, no anger and it was actually quite peaceful. 

FAll,URE 

The doctors are part of a health system. The sense of failure arises when the system fails, e.g., impaired 

communication among health care professionals, unavailable servjces, or diffused responsibility. 

• It's often less than me - the individual - that's failed . It's me as part of the system that's failed. The system has 

failed this child . If only the lines of communlcation were better and this patient was referred two days earlier. 

So, the system has let the patient down and I'm part of the system. Can't I make it better? 

• In the setting, in which we work, there isn't actually a lot of personal responsibility held. You're not used to 

having to justify decisions to parents or to other doctors or to a court of law. When you work in another country 

you become much more aware of that. It's an area that's developing. At the moment when mistakes are made it 

tends to either be covered up or individuals take home a sense of responsibility about it. They feel terrible or 

they get pinpointed themselves. In fact, what it reflects is a problem with the system. Either people are working 

too long hours, or something isn't being checked by somebody else, or a medicine is being confused with 

another medicine because of the way they were packaged, or something like that. It's not really the personal 

failure. It's a system failure . 

Doctors seem to be fairly confident about their medical skills. Thus, death of a patient seldom evokes a sense of 

personal failure, although many doctors ask themselves the question: "Have I done everything?" . 

. 
• Occasionally you think : " If only I had done X or I hadn't done Y, why did I put the patient on this drug, look 

what happened to the kidneys, or look what happened to whatever" 

FEAR 

There is a feeling of apprehension and fear that the death of a child may strike again. Death of a patient also 

evokes anxieties and fears related to one's own mortality. 
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• The fear of it happening again - that's always a concern. If you have a bad experience, you don't want it to 

happen again . ill a professional sense it's inevitable. Doctors sort of throwaway lives like it was the only tiling. 

What's absolutely definable and diagnosable is death. It's the only thing that we really dread. 

FEELING OF BEING PRIVILEGED 

A relationship with a chronically ill child, who has been strong in. hislher terminal fight as well as accepting things 

happening to him/her, has a very special and intimate quality and is highly appreciated by doctors. It is a 

privilege to witness and share the patient's suffering. 

• There's much of a reward in a chronic death for you and more of a privilege to be involved with. 

DOCTORS' COPING STRATEGIES 

DEFENCES 

EMOTIONAL DETACHMENT 

The meaning of detachment was described by the doctors as emotionaJ distance maintained while treating a dying 

patient and hislher family. This distance was graded from relatively detached (what one could call mild 

detachment) to totally detached. 

Mild detachment is perceived as healthy and constructive at the level of decision-making. It helps the doctor to 

assess the patient's condition more objectively and implement the most appropriate treatment. The doctor is able 

to strike a balance between seeing hislher patient as a person and as a biological entity. 

• There are people who distance themselves completely from their patients, people who have to make decisions 

about life and death . They don't want to know their patients on a personal level, which is incredibly sad because 

then their job becomes impossible. 

• r did find during that block (oncology), r specifically maee a point of not getting very involved, and in some 

cases it's much easier if the patient's of a very different social class. It's easier not to get involved . It's not easy 

in terms of trying to explain the severity of the problem to them if your patients and parents of your patient don't 

speak the same language. But I found those patients that I would relate to socially, if I happened to be in 

hospital with them, I'd have to make a conscious effort not to get very involved in them, but that's very few 

patients. 
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• I make sure I don't get too involved with my patients. r still do talk to the mothers and I am supportive. 

Not getting involved with a patient protects a doctor from feeling bad about a very sad and, at times, unbearable 

situation. It decreases the emotional burden and prevents early burnout. 

• I don't need to be emotionally involved in them to see them getting better. It's the end of an equation and there's 

a significant number who don't get better. So, if one got involved, if the end result was gonna be that they get 

better, therefore I get happy, then I'd be sad a whole lot of time. Maybe it's a subconscious thing, a protective 

mechanism from feeling bad about the situation. 

Some doctors, particularly those who have been exposed to a lot of dying before, or whose relationship with 

parents has been tense, make a conscious effort to block ofT any sad feelings and to detach from the start. It may 

take the form of a physical withdrawal, e.g., avoiding any contact with the patient and his/her family other than 

what is absolutely necessary or letting them know about how busy the doctor is. 

• I became detached, I think, early on because of my first job where there's a lot of death there, generally more 

acute death, because the patients arrive having been chronically ill for a long time at home. They come and die a 

few days later in hospital. I would say .I developed quite a thick skin to death and dying from early on. 

• Remaining detached means you can spread yourself evenly. For an individual it would be, I guess, more to their 

benefit to have more time from anyone doctor and to talk about it (dying) more ifI could tell them useful thing. 

But I don't think r always can. So, I think it's much to their disadvantage that I'm a little bit detached. 

• It depends on your relationship with the parents. If you know the parents very well, if you're very involved that 

(detachment) does not happen; you may feel deep feelings for the parents. If you don't know the parents at all, 

if they perceive you negatively and they don't accept the situation, you may actually want to withdraw, 

particularly when the relationship with the parents is very stressed. 

• Most of the time the parents realize that you're busy, but they'll only realize that I'm busy ifI let them know that 

I'm busy. For example, if I come in and say: ''Right, you know, I can talk to you aU day", then they will, just 

anecdotaUy. But those that I get more and more involved in, it's just easier for the conversations to get longer 

and longer, and the issues to get broader and broader. 

• It's not easy to get into those discussions. It's not an easy discussion to have, but it's a situation which occurs 

more frequently if you got more involved in the patients 
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DESENSITIZATION 

Detachment is frequently preceded by desensitisation or hardening, as many doctors put it. Desensitisation tends 

to occur when the amount of work trauma exceeds the doctor's capacity to process it. It is perceived by the 

doctors as being internally less sensitive to the patient's suffering and death. On the surface, the doctor may still 

appear as compassionate as before and interact with a patient well. 

Desensitisation is regarded by the doctors as having a potentially negative effect on the patient. On the other 

hand, it is viewed as an important mechanism protecting them from burnout. It also enables them to continue 

performing their medical duties. 

• You start having a thick skin, it happens. You get desensitised if it happens enough. I'm sure, ifI go back to 

England, and I worked there where's maybe one death every six months, maybe then it's more difficult for me to 

deal with it. When you manage one of our medical wards, where you physically have one or two children die 

and you get a red-box once or two in a week, then you become desensitised to it. I think it's probably a 

protective mechanism because if you are going to get emotionally involved, which you see in some of the junior 

doctor or the junior staff, they cry and they become upset, and if you go through that phase, you're gonna have 

emotional burnout. You take the world on your shoulders. r don't think it's when you're gonna function properly. 

I think you have to detach yourself It may not sound like the right thing to do 

• You have to harden yourself because it happens frequently and you can't keep all the burdens of every patient 

you ever lost inside you. I think you probably do, but you tuck them at the back somewhere. 

RATIONALIZATION 

Rationalization is broadly understood as trying to explain certain outcomes, particularly when some processes are 

beyond the doctor's control. It tends to be employed ""hile making end-of-life decisions. This mechanism serves to 

justify treatment decisions, particularly in patients with very poor quality of life. There is a lot of post-mortem 

rationalization, which helps to cope with feelings of guilt and emotional burden. 

• The first way of dealing with it (issues around death and dying) is probably rationalisation. Somebody else 

could have done the same thing, or it wasn't me, or it's the disease, the child shouldn't have been born like this 

in the first place, or just rational ising it, and the rest is time. It just goes away with time. 

• I'm sort of able to rationalise My function is to look after the quality of the child's life and to be there for the 

parents, not just the medical aspect, but also the emotional aspect and the supportive aspect. It's frustrating 

sometimes, seeing a small child becoming weaker and weaker and weaker, and there's nothing you can do about 

it. 
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REACfION FORMA nON 

Reaction formation refers to doctors' actions that are of a compensatory nature. Doctors try to make a child's life 

more bearable while in hospital They tend to buy things for the children, from sweets to toys, to clothes. They 

give them extra hugs. They take them out on weekends. A special effort is directed particularly at those suffering 

most and those who seem to be abandoned by their families. Such activities seem to ease doctors' pain and 

provide them with a sense of doing everything possible for the child. 

• You want to give a little more to this child. If they want a Play Station, you go out and buy the Play Station. 

There're patients like that on the ward . You spoil them. You try and make what little life they've got as good as 

they can. You do spoil them to a limited extent. You buy them sweets, and you buy them chips, or you give 

them some cash, and you give them the extra hugs, and stuff But it's also because the relationship's got to a 

point where you're sharing anyway. 

• Because he didn't have his mom with him and he hadn't bonded weil with his grandparents, he spent most of his 

time in the ward actually. The two of us became particularly close in that I would visit him on weekends and 

take him out. 

• It's just lovely to be with them. They're lovely children. A lot of them have not done things or seen things. 

often take children out for things that they've not done or that they'd like to do. I just enjoy doing it. 

SUPRESSION 

Suppression relates to a process of forgetting about an unpleasant situation. Discomfort is acknowledged but 

minimized. Some doctors try not to think about the death of a patient. Others, after a short analysis of the events 

leading to death and ascertaining that they were not at fault, will forget about it. 

• I don't think about it. J don't go out there to deal with it. You just go out, you exercise, and you forget. You 

have to forget. And then your wife says to you: " But tell me about it now, what really happened?" Then you 

think: "Oh hell, that happened" . Then maybe you mention it, but you tend not to. 

• If the patient died and no one that I know that was present was at fault, it was more of a natural death, then J 

will accept it and move forward . If I think that someone, myself or others, were at fault, then it will trickJe 

around in the back of my mind for about a week and then it's gone. 
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REPRESSION 

Repression refers to feelings that are expeUed from consciousness leading to blockage of the conscious perception 

of feelings. 

• I actively, after that week's gone, I don't think about it any more (death of a child). It's gone. Whether it's 

actually passive, it's difficult to say. That's why I struggle to remember specific instances. 

Some employ repression so weU that they remember dying patients as a group, not as individuals. 

• So, patients that r was involved with may well have died, but there's no patient who I feel that I remember 

specifically, who I've been very involved in in a long chronic drawn out thing, and then they've died. There's a 

group of patients, which is predominantly patients with chronic infectious diseases such as mv babies who 

come in, but I can remember them as a group I don't remember them as individuals. 

DISPLACEMENT 

As stated above, the process of dying and death evokes a great range of feelings. Some of them, particularly those 

of a more negative nature, e.g., anger, may not be processed easily and are displaced onto someone else. 

Irritability towards the doctor's family was mentioned by some of tbe registrars. 

• An unavoidable death is something that happens a lot. It does affect me where there's been a lot of emotional 

hype or where there's a lot of upset parents in there, something big has happened. I will be more withdrawn at 

home for a while. I will be maybe more irritated, more grumpy. r could be more anything. It would affect my 

mood for a while, maybe for a day or two if it's a serious thing, but I will try not to let it, r guess, because it's not 

nice to be irritable and grumpy. Usually 111 fail anyway, and then r go out. 

• The major person who dealt with it really was my spouse more than anybody else. My spouse got it all when I 

got home. r was told by my spouse: "You look very miserable", and it's exactly what it is. 

INTELLECTUALIZA nON 

This derence mechanism emphasizes excessive use of intellectual processes. Attention is paid to the external 

reality to avoid perceiving the whole and to avoid tbe experience of inner feelings. 

• I've always liked to look for that child that still managed to pull through because we've all seen it happen before 

in terribly sick children. I always sort of quote the figures and say: "If you've got a multi-system organ failure 
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and you've got more than five organs, your chances are less than 10%, so just bear that in mind". I just say:" 

Well, so her chances are only 4%, but stilJ you know, that's still 4%, and if she gets through this, she'JI be fine. 

Another night and she11 be okay". Not sort of like so simplistically, but so I maybe think sometimes that, 

especiaUy when they're that sick already, that just adding on the thing is not gonna make their life so much 

worse) whereas it could actuaJly be the right thing that the child gets better, that's providing that they still look 

comfortable. 

DENIAL 

DeniaJ of the patient's condition may occur d uring the early phase of the registrar training when doctors are 

relatively inexperienced. 

• I remember very vividly my feelings on hearing he had relapsed again and, I think, probably partiaJly because 

of my in-experience at the time, and partially because I really was so fond of that little boy. The head of 

department was his primary physician, and I was really angry with her at the decision that they were not gonna 

go for any further treatment. r was so desperate to save him. He was just the most angelic little boy and 

couldn't believe that would mean that by the end of the month he would be dead . 

Denial is seldom employed at the later stages of medical training. It may present as a short-lived constructive 

response enabling a doctor to diagnose an iUness and consider all treatment options. 

• It ' s very different with different patients. Maybe if you are more involved with a child for a long time and 

you're planning the surgery and other procedures it might be deniaL 

• Sometimes you get a child where in the flare of activities you've got to investigate them and treat them, and do 

something about them. It is (denial) in that sense. 

• Denial is actually coping. At resuscitation perhaps you function like that. 

• No deniaL You feel sad, sad about it, but to deny? 

• r don't think we deny the illness. 

• They' re often for years in that situation . You don't break down. You deal with it. But there is a great difference 

between the child you are involved with and the child you are not familiar with . But there comes death in 

pediatrics very often. It is not a surprise or shock. 
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ACCEPTANCE 

Acceptance of the process of dying, although difficult, seems to be a prerequisite for patient's comfort in hislber 

final stage of life. 

• You have to accept death on a professional level. But if you can't accept it, you can't practise medicine. 

• You can make people comfortable. You can do your best f9r them, and at the end you can accept that it's the 

end, and you can let them go gracefuUy. 

INSTRUMENTAL COPING 

Instrumental coping refers to conscious efforts employed by 1he doctors in order to cope with a stressful situation. 

The most frequently used strategies are treatment review, diversional activities, attending funerals and talking to 

others. 

TREATMENT REVIEW 

All the doctors apply this strategy after a patient's death. It may range from rethinking the whole management 

process, going through the notes and checking whether everything was done, searching through "Nelson" in order 

to reassure oneself that the administered treatment was appropriate and adequate, to discussing certain details 

with colleagues. This thinking and checking may range in duration depending on a nature of involvement with the 

patient. 

• I'm quite a perfectionist. Everything is to be done in a certain way and certainly the way I treat the patients has 

to be done in a certain way. In every child that dies I would always go through the folder and check that 

everything was done absolutely perfectly; and if r didn't, I would think about that one thing that r didn't do over 

and over and over again. 

• But you go back to the textbooks that night, you'Ulook it up and you say: "Well, here it is in black and white, in 

the bible of paediatrics. Nelson would have done the same thing and I did it", and you feel justified that your 

actions were not part of the death of the child. 
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DIVERSIONAL ACTIVITIES 

To cope better with the unpleasantness of the situation several doctors actively pursue some activities enabling 

them to 'switch off'. They mentioned going for walks, taking the dog out, running, or hiking. These strategies 

seem to work only to a certain degree. 

• I'm getting better at going for walks, or taking the dog out, or doing stuff to get my head around certain things. 

• I'm pretty active, mountain walking, etc. I do other things each time which take my mind off dying. I do high

risk sports, so it probably helps. I've got ways of escaping from work. I always wonder why people do that. It's 

probably a way of getting away from the stress of work. I'm not sure. 

• You get home in the evening. You're tired from a busy day. And if someone died, you put on your shoes and 

you run. You don't think about it. 

ATTENDING THE FUNERAL 

The funeral of the patient is perceived by some registrars as a catharsis and closure. It facilitates doctors' grieving 

process. Several registrars, who had developed a close relationship with their patients, expressed their willingness 

to attend the funeral. 

• Occasionally we go to funerals of children that we've known very well. I've been to two. The whole team went 

to one child's funeral. She spent about three weeks in intensive care. We built up a very good relationship with 

the parents who were there all the time. So, all of us went to the funeral. That's a good way of closing. We don't 

do that for most of the children. 

• A funeral - it's a catharsis, I suppose. That's what it's designed to do. Nobody's designed it. That's a process. 

To do that brings things closed. It's probably helped the doctors as much as it helped the family. 1n fact, the 

family asked us to be pallbearers at the one funeral which showed that they still respected us, although she died. 

TALKING TO OTHERS 

Most doctors felt the need to talk to somebody about a child who died. The ways the registrars obtain support will 

be discussed in detail in the chapter" Emotional Support for Doctors". 
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DOCTOR'S PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Many doctors have grown through their patients who aUow them to see a positive aspect in the process of dying 

and death. It is their very young patients who have made them appreciate their good fortune, realize their own 

limitations and mortality, experience the depth of feelings when a child dies, and remain strong even in a face of 

the most tragic events. 

• (Death of a child) It makes you appreciate the things that you have in life more when you're exposed to the 

misery and suffering. 

• You feel depressed about it and sad about it (death of the child). One thing that comes to mind is that my feeling 

is that everyone in life gets dealt a hand of cards and some people are just very fortunate to be brought up in 

good, caring families with no financial problems, with good health, and other people have just been dealt a bad 

hand of cards. Parents are not caring; parents are separating, with a chronic illness. 

• 1 think of death as sort of being scared of it and thinking: " No, this is not the worse". One knows what death 

entails and maybe there's a better world for us than this one. 

• 1 don't think that prior to that (dealing with a child resembling F's daughter) I've ever tremendously considered 

very much about my own mortality. It was perhaps a growing experience in a sense of reflection and 

recollection. 1 am gonna die one day and I have to face it. I have to face the reality. 

• That's an incredible privilege to see some of these children who fight till the bitter end. It gives you enormous 

courage in your life and also awareness that under the worst circumstances people can still smile, they can still 

give you the time of day and be happy, and yet other people sit and moan about the smallest things in life. 

• Life's too short to dwell on bad times and sad times. You've gotta get on with things and so on a personal level 

things should be done in such a way. It's not just a professional belief. It's kind of a personal belief. 

DISCUSSION 

Doctors facing a child suffering from a chronic fatal illness experience a wide range of feelings, which are compatible 

with E. Kubler-Ross's responses to impending death as well as the grief reactions 

Kubler-Ross (34) distinguished five emotional reactions that mark the psychological response to dying. They are denial, 

anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. This study seems to show that the doctors, who come into contact with a 

dying child, experience the same pattern of responses. 
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Denial. It was the least cited response by the registrars. One registrar mentioned it in terms of disbelief and shock at the 

very early stages of registrarship. Denial may not be a usual response because of the nature of the medical profession, 

which is accustomed to and defended against 'shocking' and life-threatening diagnoses. 

Anger. When denial can no longer be maintained, it is often replaced by feelings of anger and frustration. The doctor, 

similar to the patient or the patient' parents, asks the question: U Why does slhe have to die? Why do I have to lose the 

patient?" Anger may be displaced or projected. It appears that doctors tend to displace it on their consultants and on their 

families. They project it onto God, the patients' parents, and the hospital system, which is embedded in a broader 

national context. 

Bargaining. This is an attempt to postpone the inevitable. Although only one registrar referred to bargaining, certain 

examples of the situations in which the registrars participated indicate that bargaining takes place in the hospital and 

presents as excessive and prolonged treatment that does not alter the final outcome. It seems that doctors may tacitly 

collude with parents in this regard or undergo this process because of fear of professional failure. 

Depression. Many doctors reported a sense of sadness and loss, particularly when they developed a close bond with the 

patient and hislher parents. Similar to patients cr their parents, registrars experienced two types of depression: reactive 

and preparatory. 

Reactive depression results from the registrars observing the losses in the patient's functioning and the loss of the 

potential that the patient would otherwise have had. Another powerful reason for reactive depression is the registrars' 

identification with the parents and their feelings. Finally, this type of depression results from the registrar's loss of 

control over the process of illness and the painful realization ofhislher limitations and inadequacies. 

Preparatory depression refers to grieving over the patient's impending death and may be compared with anticipatory 

grief, which is expressed in advance of a loss perceived as inevitable. Once the registrars realized the finality of the 

outcome and their inability to offer any further active treatment, the feelings of sadness, helplessness and hopelessness 

ensued. It is important to note, however, that most of these feelings are less deep than in the case of the doctors' personal 

losses. The registrars gave two explanations for it. ]) The attachment and bonds with their own families are much 

stronger than with their patients. 2) The doctors perceive themselves as having more control over their patient's illness 

than over that of their own family members'. 

Acceptance. According to Kubler-Ross, acceptance refers to a stage in which the dying individual will contemplate 

hislher end with a certain degree of quiet expectation. The struggle is ended. The registrars appear to have reached this 

stage, particularly in cases oflong standing illnesses, like cystic fibrosis or muscular dystrophies. 

All the above stages may be induced by a mixture of the patients' and the parents' projections and doctors' own anxieties 

related to death and dying (36). 
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What happens with the doctors when the patient, with whom they had a close long- term relationship, dies? 

GRIEF is the subjective feeling precipitated by a loss. Uncomplicated grief is viewed as a normal response. It consists 

of three phases: shock, preoccupation with the deceased, and resolution (31). These phases are expressed in feelings, 

thoughts, and somatic symptoms of the bereaved person. 

Shock. The initial grief response manifested as a state of shock, numbness or a state of bewilderment, is usually short 

lived. It seems that the doctors seldom experienced this phase. When they did, it usuaUy occurred at the beginning of 

their professional career when they lacked clinical experience, which may have influenced their judgment. Most doctors 

perceived themselves as being fairly realistic about the patient's prognosis, despite the many hopes and wishes that they 

may have held. 

Preoccupation with the deceased. This is the second phase of grief in which the bereaved may experience anger, 

sadness, survival guilt, failure, self-reproach, and anhedonia. Somatic symptoms, like anorexia, insomnia, weakness and 

fatigue may accompany thoughts about the deceased. 

All of the registrars appear to have gone through this phase. They experienced all the above feelings. Since anger is an 

extemalising feeling, its expression may well serve as a defence mechanism protecting the doctor from the 

overwhelming impact of intemalising feelings, like e.g., depression that could impact on the doctor's clinical 

performance. 

Other emotions, like sadness, failure, survivor guilt were reported as far less profound and rather short lived. This 

phenomenon could be explained by anticipatory grief that the doctors usually have an opportunity to go through. 

Anticipatory grief ends with the occurrence of the anticipated loss, regardless of what reactions follow. These reactions 

may decrease in intensity soon after the patient's death since the major grief work had been done before the patient's 

death. 

The registrars seldom experienced a sense of personal failure so frequently cited in the literature, as a common feeling in 

doctors dealing with a dying patient (9,32,34,53,58). There may be several reasons for that. The doctors work in a 

tertiary hospital where supervision and advice are easily obtainable, if necessary. Most doctors were in their mid thirties 

having had approximately 9 years of experience, which is reflected in their confidence as far as clinical skills are 

concerned. Finally, they seem to maintain very realistic expectations of the patient suffering from a chronic fatal illness . 
and pay attention not only to the prolongation of life, but also to the quality of life. 

Somatic symptoms were not reported by the doctors during this phase. 

Resolution. The phase of resolution and reorganization follows when the bereaved person recognizes that his/her life 

will continue with new adjustments and different goals. Three key factors affect the resolution process: (1) the degree to 
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which the person acknowledges the reality of what has happened, (2) the flexibility and the effectiveness of the person's 

coping skills, and (3) the availability of support and the willingness to use it (31) 

The registrars acknowledged the severity of the patient's condition. On most occasions they did not experience problems 

with recognizing a downhill course of the illness and the impending death of the patient. 

They employed a vast array of mature defences (31), which are healthy and adaptive in adult life, like mild emotional 

detachment, altruism with its benign and constructive reaction formation, and suppression. 

Defences, such as displacement, rationalization, repression, and intellectualization are encountered in adults under stress. 

These are employed by the registrars since the process of dying and death belongs to one of the more stressful 

experiences in hospital. 

Excessive detachment and desensitization as well as excessIve identification with the parents, which becomes an 

entrenched pattern, may be detrimental to both the patient/parent and the doctor. 

The registrars demonstrated effective coping skills. They used treatment review to ward off feelings of guilt. They 

attended funerals, if possible, which by some were perceived as a final closure. They distracted themselves from 

preoccupation about their patients by emerging themselves in diversional activities. Finally, most of them accessed 

support of their colleagues or families, if they were in need of doing so. 

The doctors' grief resolution may be hampered by the excessive number of dying children, which is clearly visible in a 

discussion around AIDS. In this case doctors may not have enough time to readjust to their new goals of dedicating 

themselves and enjoying satisfaction of treating the children with a good prognosis. When death strikes repeatedly, the 

registrars have very little space for deriving satisfaction from other aspects of their work. Inability to offer active 

treatment leaves the doctors with a sense of helplessness and a diminishing belief in their "curing" abilities, which may 

lead to professional burnout. 

The registrars also noted that death of a patient, with whom they had a close long-term meaningful relationship, might 

provide them with additional strength and contribute to their personal development. In this regard, they echoed Kubler

Ross's words who considered death as the final stage of growth (36). 

CONCLUSION 

It is evident that doctors experience the same range of reactions and feelings to dying and death as their patients or their 

patients' parents. The intensity of these emotions depends on the closeness of the relationship between the doctor and the 

patient/ the patient's parent, which is lesser than in the case of the doctor's personal losses. While dealing with death and 

dying, the registrars employ mature defence mechanisms and flexible coping styles, which contribute to a positive 

resolution of their grief. Some registrars, who have negative experiences of death and dying particularly at the beginning 
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of their professional career, may be at risk of employing defences which impair the quality of their relationship with the 

patient and prevent them from deriving more satisfaction from their work. The grief resolution may be impeded by the 

large number of dying children. The physicians may not be able to process these events in a short period of time. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Establishing structured support for doctors would enable them to manage their feelings more effectively. The doctors' 

perception of not being able to do anything in the final stages of.dying deprives them of deriving satisfaction from 

providing end-of-life care. Thus, it seems of utmost importance that the reality of a dying patient and death should find 

an equal place to cure and prolonging life in the science of medicine. Only then will the doctor find his/her work with the 

dying patients meaningful and valuable. This needs to be supported by doctors at all levels of their professional 

advancement in order to prevent dysfunctional ways of coping, which junior doctors may develop. 
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SECTION VI 

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT FOR DOCTORS 

Figure 6: Emotional support 

Results 

• Hospital stressors 

• The existing support structme 

• The quality of support 

~ Family 

~ CoUeagues 

~ Consultants 

• Suggested support 

~ Regular debriefing sessions 

~ "Ad hoc" support groups 

~ Individual counselling sessions 

Discussion 

Conclusion 

Recommendations 

Doctors have to deal with multiple stressors in hospitaL They are often expected to support their patients and the nursing staff 

There is an e),.'Pectation that the senior physicians should provide some support for junior ones. It does not seem to happen, 

though. This study as well as the literature seems to confinn the fact that the doctors constitute a professional group who are the 

least supported among health practitioners. 

Figure 6 illustrates three sources of support for the registrars: their families, colleagues and consultants and points out towards the 

doctors' ideas about a more efficient support structure. 
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HOSPITAL STRESSORS 

Several registrars emphasized tbat the death of a child does not belong to tbe most stressful events in the hospital life. 

What may be difficult to manage are the circumstrunces sUlTounding the process of dying: interactions with the children 

themselves, their parents, otber staff members, decision-making, workload, physical exhaustion, cultural differences and 

the economic situation, both at the hospital and the national level. 

• It's very seldom that my source of emotions, ironicaUy, is purely as a result of the death of a patient. It ' s as result of 

circwnstances. It's seldom that the death of a child is what is really the big tragedy in terminally ill, chronically ill. 

• In my latest experience, the mother cried and cried and cried for an hour and a half, and for half an hour I sat with her. 

You can't sit with her forever. You've got to get on. Again, it's time constraints. Now I've got clinics to go to and I've got 

other patients to see to. You don't have the time to sit and spend time with them, so you spend twenty minutes, half an 

hour. 

• I fmd it very difficult if! have to work through a translator. I find il ex1remely difficult. It's very frustrating. 

THE EXISTING SUPPORT STRUCTURE 

Most doctors tended to talk about two kinds of support. Firstly, a clinical one, relating to treatment decisions involving 

complicated ethical dilemmas, and secondly, the emotional support. 

The registrars were fairly satisfied with the amount of clinical input, supervision, and clinical support. 

• At Red Cross the support is there. Generally, there is other people who \\-ill say that we agree with you or we disagree 

\-vith you, and then there's forwns for discussion, and that's important. There's ethics meetings here at least once a month 

10 present kind of cases like that. 

The registrars are not aware of any formal emotional support structure. They emphasized the importance of the 

availability of supp0l1 not only in telms of dealing with a dying child, but also in terms of daily stress that each docto," has 

to cope with. 

• The whole medical thing is a big stress in itself and doctors get just as involved with the patients as certain sisters do. 

Who can the doctors talk to? Nobody. 

• There's certainly inadequate backup for senior registrars, consultants, junior consultants, SHO's for getting that kind of 

thing out (talking about dying children). It should be got out because othemise it's a burden that leaves with you. 
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• Being in the ICU, you've got no set up at all, neither for nurses nor for doctors which is completely inappropriate. There's 

nothing in G I-in the oncology ward, like a support group or just a chance once a month to talk about a patient. 

• In the oncology ward and the ICU the doctors are actually primarily responsible for the patients and have other stresses 

to deal with because they have to deal with the nurses as well as the parents. 

It is inter'esting that some of the r'egistrars could refer to structured support while facing death in a non-hospital setting, 

where such a situation occurs relatively sporadically. 

• The formal thing is to actually go and speak to somebody and there's no such thing in the hospital. r was also involved in 

mountain rescue. We had a period where there was about five deaths. We got counselling, and a psychologist came and 

counselled the people about it, especially the people that actually went to pick up the bodies. We thought of actually 

doing something like that for the doctors, but that hasn' t happened yet. Doctors are supposed to be able to cope with it. 

THE QUALITY OF SUPPORT 

]n order' to obtain some informal emotional support the registrars troy to approach three groups: family, colleagues, 

usually fellow registrars, and consultants. 

FAMILY 

Those doctol's who are manied to medical professionals talk to thcir spouses about both the clinical as well as the 

psychological aspect related to the management of a dying child and hislher death. They seem to be understood by their 

spouses, which seems to facilitate gricving and brings some r'clief, Those registrars who are married to non-medical 

spouses or who are not married, tend to discuss only selected aspects with their families or nothing at all. 

• In the other case (where F identified with the child·s parent), it was feelings of grief. There was a sense of loss of my 

own, and in that instance i( was more talking to my wife about that. 

• When, [ think., I made a mistake my spouse will know about that and will hear it over and o\er again. 

• lt helps in a sense that she's medical 'cos she understands the setting, but it usually gets off that quite quickly because 

that"s not really the issue. There are frustrations about the pure Q1edical management of the patient or whatever, but it's 

more the sort of feelings it gives rise to. It doesn't go the whole way at times, but it's difficult for the partner sometimes. 

• You lose a patient and e\"ery·one says: "All, not to worry man, it \vas for the best, you did your best and don't worry", and 

that's it. No one else would sit down with you and say: "How do you feel about it?" ] think it's bad not to take it home 

and speak to someone about it, but at the same time you can't burden your partner with the problems that you've got. 
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• I don't talk much, but if it is personality clashes and sort of social issues, and there' s plenty of those, just to keep 

conversation going, it's nice to have a sounding board. The medical problems and things you wonder about, and the 

exhaustion cannot be discussed. 

• They are not medical. I can't expect them to reassure me in any way about the way the thing went. As it happens, I do tell 

them about it anyway, but I take what they say with a pinch of salt. They're going to say: " Well, of course you did your 

best W1der the circwnstances" etc, etc. J suppose it's good for me to hear that from them. Sometimes they ask for details 

and you say: .. This is crazy, what's the point in me telling you, because this and this and this", when you know you 

haven't got a clue what it is. That is the case; otherwise I'd be talking to them a lot more of the time. 

• I've got a very good, supportive family, but talking to them about medical issues, I don't feel that they've got particular 

insight into things. I think they're interested in what I do. There's not a question about that. I'm the one withholding 

rather than offering. 

COLLEAGUES 

The I'egistrars access their colleagues at times. The discussion usually centres on clinical matters and seldom proceeds to 

more emotional issues. Although, it seems that nOD-verbal communication, like a pat on the shoulder, a look, or a sigh 

seem to provide some comfOl"t in times of distress. 

• When you review your management - those are often the times when you seek reassurance from your coUeagues. You'll 

go to someone who you have some sort of relationship with, and say: "What would you have done in the circumstances? 

This is what I did." You're desperately seeking them to say: " Oh, I would have done the same". ] don't think you can be 

blamed for that. That's what you want to hear fTOm them and it's very helpful. You often walk away feeling like they've 

just said it because they know that's what you want to hear. 

• I think by talking to each other, w'e're probably more factual than anything else. We don't actually voice our feelings 

about ii, of anger or pity, or distress, or anything. Up to a point maybe yes, j ust a little bit. 

• My initial response \vas really to communicate with my colleagues about it, to try to talk it out, to understand issues 

within myself, to come to terms with the reality that \-"hile I feel bad, perhaps there is the reality that there was not more 

differently that J could do. J hadn't taken it further than that. 

• ] remember the other registrar, ] was working with, coming in and pat1ing my shoulder and walking out again. He was 

sort of this manJy kind of man. 

• Then my colleague, I have become extremely good friends with, will hear about it as well. He's somebody that I can go 

to and say: "Look I did this. Do you think that was the wrong thing to do or was it a mistake?" We'll discuss it from a 
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medical point of view. So, I have another objective opinion about the way I've decided to do things on various patients, 

especially considering we both run the unit together. When J have things to discuss, I can go to him and say:" I gave this 

dose. Do you think it was the wrong or the right thing?" 

CONSULTANTS 

The "egistrars divided the consultants into two groups, these who are approachable and those who a ... e not. The latter 

group seems to be much more prevalent. 

• Some consultants are approachable and some aren't. 

• There are only some consultants who do that (support a registrar,) and J think that's how they earn their respect, some of 

them. Some of the very experienced senior consultants are able to do that, but J can probable count on two fingers. 

• I've got a fantastic consultant who I can talk to. I had to make a big decision about a patient who I sent home to die. She 

comes and then she supports you. 

• Having had four deaths on duty, you may tell your colleague who comes on: " It's been a shitty night". That's the end. 

That's all what you say, really. You often don't have a consultant who's \villing to come in and help during that. You've 

got certain consultants who are brilliant and who, out of their own bat, if you phone and say:" This patient has just died", 

,viII come in an help you with it. 

The registrars pondered, though., to what extent the consultant's availability depends on a proactive stance of the 

registrars. They were generally uncertain about what kind of experiences would justify their request for some discussion 

regarding emotional issues. 

• Tn general, r haven't identi5ed a single consultant that I could relate to well at that point, that r could go and say: "I want 

to talk to you about this res us or something else". The problem hasn't seemed big enough to go there. In a sense that 

could be a gap in that maybe the problem shouldn't be so big, shouldn't neeD to be so big before I could come and talk to 

a consultant. 

The registral"S expect a consultant to playa supportive I·ole in addition to his/he,· clinical and decision-making role. 

• I think, ideally, the role of the consultant extends to a suppomve role in addition to their decision-making role. In a 

sense, that they're the head of a team, team managing a patient and that should be inculcated into the wards itself So, 

whenever there are situations that have gone well or gone badly, and I mean when a child dies it doesn't always mean 

that things went badly, but just where there's been difficulties or different opinions, the consultants should be able to 

provide support or keep a framework in which those things are discussed outside of a ward round medical situation. A 

lot of those things actually aren't resol ved. People leave that case and go onto Lheir next ''lard without having taken away 

or having learnt from it as much as they could have. 
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It is highly appreciated by the registrars when the consultant recognizes and acknowledges psychologicaHy stressful 

events. 

• I think if you went to any of them (consultants) and ask them for advice, they probably ,viII do it. Most of them are very 

nice people all in all. But very few of them will come to you after an event like that and ask you: " How do you feel 

about it?" which has happened with Prof X who came to me and asked me what happened. That never happened with 

anybody else. 

• I remember a consultant coming in, in the middle of the night, simply because I phoned him to say I thought we'd 

reached the end of the line with this child, and I'd phone the parents, and they were coming in now, and that I would 

speak to the parents when they got here. You do that as a matter of courtesy and not because r want him to come in. He 

just pitched up here half an hour later and said:" I know it's gonna be hard on you, so I thought I'd be here to help you 

through it". He told me then the next morning to go home and rest for the day and come back the next day, which you 

never get told to do. You just have to get on with your next day's work. So there have been consultants who are difTerent, 

but on the whole they are not there in the middle of the night, and often they don't say anything the next morning, except 

like:" What happened?" and "What did you doT' and that just sort of thing. 

The consultant's help alleviates the registrar's feelings of guilt and failure. 

• Initially I was blaming myself for the child who died, and in the end the head of the tmit came to me. He'd heard about 

the child that died. He asked me to talk about it. We went through it and it turned out that there was nothing r could have 

done anyway, although the child died. But W1til that then I was feeling dreadful. I thought it was because of a failure, a 

technical failure on my part. 

It was suggested that feelings should be discussed within a spedfically designated space where both the registrar and the 

consultant could resolve their own issues, paying attention to each othe,·'s personality and working styles. 

• The baby passed away. The registrar 1 was working with was distraught and crymg. The parents were crying. My 

response to her was: " It happens quite frequently, babies having been born prematurely and dying". I don't know, sort 

of: "Get over it." I tried to rationalise it. Then my consultant, during my three month assessment period, said to me that 

she was impressed ,vith my working ability, but this thing bothered her a bit because what she \vould hm'e wanted me to 

be more supportive and be more like give her a hug, like hold her hands, it's alright to cry, I'm so sorry it happened. To 

be more emotional, more sensitive - that's somebody you are, that's not something you read in te:-.1books and then do. 

• She (consultant) was concerned. That was just advice, it was friendly criticism. She did not mean it in the hard way, but I 

think what happened here \vas, she was reflecting her own approach. She's someone who's very emotional, and I 

frequently fmd her crying. 
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THE SUGGESTED SUPPORT 

None of the registrars was against implementing some support structure, although some viewed it as a luxury rather than 

necessity. They felt that such support should be easily available, particularly for young doctors who are in the process of 

developing their attitudes and working styles. Not all of the registrars would use such support, though. Those, who would 

not, desclibed themselves as used to coping on their own and not being able to open up easily. 

• There'll always be deaths in hospital, so there is probably always a need, especial'!y junior doctors, yOilllg doctors who 

are not used to doing it, to be counselled at times. 

• I've never been involved in (counselling for doctors), or something which may be healthy, but I would perceive it as a 

luxury rather than necessity. 

• I'm not receptive to counselling or anything like that. It's just that people have different ways of getting over things, 

thinking things through. 

The registral"S suggested several ways by which doctOl"S could optimise their emotional well being while facing a dying 

child. 

REGULAR DEBRIEFING SESSIONS 

The sessions would sel"Ve as a forum to discuss both the clinical involvement ,,,ith a child who died and the emotional 

content arising out of it. They would be run by a facjJjtator. Although it is time consuming, it Illily be quite effective in 

terms of normaJizing feelings, getting lid of some emotionaJ burden, and coming to tenns with multiple deaths. 

• There would be a facilitator. People would be given a chance to express their responses to the situation. I think what was 

quite effective, which we did once before in a case where a child died as a result of a mistake being made also in an ICU 

set1ing, was that there were sort of debriefing sessions thereafter, whereby the facilitator allowed people to speak about 

the sort of medical management, which was reasonably safe, even though that was where the mistake was made. But 

then we moved on to what people' s feelings were, and what their responses were, and what they were gonna do with 

that, and how they felt. I think that was quite effective. It 's quite time consuming. There's a whole team of people 

involved. But J think there are ways of doing it on a regular basis. It's difficult. You're in an ICU with 17 patients that 

are done and the turnover is high. There's quite a few patients who might die each week, but there shou.ld be a way of 

doing it. I think one could discuss the specifics as to the medical side and then go onto what people felt about the case 

and what their relationships were with the child and with the family. 
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"AD HOC" SUPPORT GROUPS. 

One of the registrars suggested a designated place in the hospital for medical professionals who would have an 

opportunity to talk about their feelings, when they need it most. 

• You deal with so many deaths. I don't know how feasible it is to deal with each person who's involved in the death 

individually. Ideally, everyone should have some degree of debriefing where they can just sit down and look at what has 

happened . 

• It would be nice to have some sort of debriefing. It doesn't have to be every death, but just occasionally to have some sort 

of department where you can sit down with a group of people and they can talk about their feelings. Sometimes you have 

a bad night. rve been on call where I've lost four babies within three hours, and if you've resused each one, you sit down 

somewhere and you're absolutely finished . You can't give anymore, you just can't. It's very, veI)! draining. It really is, but 

you know you're working in the state department. There's no rest in the state. There's no one to back you up. You've just 

got to pick yourself up the next day, get back in the trenches and fight the battle. Keeping kids alive is a battle. 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELLING SESSIONS 

One registrar mentioned the possi bility of baving sessions with a therapist or a counsellor. 

• J think also one could speak to therapists and counsellors. I'm not currently in therapy, but J think that's another 

possibility. 

• It would be nice if there is some kind o[counselling, if you are stressed out to go and get help. 

DISCUSSION 

The study shO\vs that the doctors experienced the hospital environment as stressful. Death and dying is just one facet of multiple 

stressors that doctors have to deal with in their everyday work. Yet, it seems the hospital system offers the registrars very limited 

emotional support. 

The registrars emphasized that the professional acculturation of doctors imposes the code of self-control and a coping attitude in 

every situation, irrespective of the physicians' internal feelings, anxietie~. and fears. This attitude, perpetuated since the early 

years of medical school , does not acknowledge doctors ' own emotions and may contribute to false perceptions that they do not 

e.\perience a ,vide range of feelings as other professional groups might do. Such a stance, strongly reinforced by the medical 

professionals themselves at aU levels of their professional advancement, might have led to the current situation where there is 

virtually no formal and very little informal support for doctors. 
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The registrars perceived consultants as one of the most important sources of emotional support. Yet, they reported that there are 

very few consultants who fulfil that role. There may be several explanations for such a situation. I) Consultants themselves have 

received very little guidance about addressing the issues of death and dying and may feel uncomfortable with raising such a 

discussion themselves. 2) Their professional acculturation does not allow the space for an open acknowledgement of feelings. 3) 

As registrars noted, perhaps they had not been proactive enough in soliciting the support that they needed. 4) A proactive attitude 

can only be exercised in an atmosphere of well-developed mutual communication, thus the question arises: what are the 

communication styles among doctors? These hypotheses, however, require further research. 

In the absence of support from the consultants the registrars turn to their colleagues, families, or no one. In a study of 

paediatricians, Khaneja and Milrod (32) report that family members and friends were the major sources of emotional support. 

Although the registrars in this study turn to their families and colleagues, who may be friends at the same time, the support which 

they receive is seldom perceived as satisfactory, except for support from the medical spouses. Support from colleagues seems to 

be more clinical than emotional . Similar factors that were mentioned with the consultants' support may playa role here. Support 

from non-medical spouses is helpful. Yet, most doctors felt ambivalent about using their families as a support base because of 

concern about putting an W1Ilecessary burden on them. 

Although all registrars expressed the need for more structured support within a hospital system, similar to Khaneja and Milrod' s 

study, not everyone would use it. The reasons offered by the doctors are: 1) personality characteristics, with difficulties about 

opening up, 2) work load and time constraints, and 3) the perception that support is much more important at the beginning of 

registrarship; more clinical experience provides the doctors with better coping skills. I would also hypothesize that with doctors ' 

deeply engrained professional coping styles, irrespective of the personal toll , some could perceive utilizing hospital support as a 

proof of their weakness. 

The registrars presented some ideas around establishing a hospital support system. 

1. Regular debriefing sessions for the whole team dealing with a dying child. It seems that this suggestion would be 

compatible with a paradigm of group therapy. Although, as noted by the registrars, such group sessions are time 

consuming, several therapeutic factors could tum out to be beneficial . Block (5), researcher of group therapy, lists the 

following factors that influence the individual : group cohesiveness, learning from interpersonal action, insight (self 

understanding), universality, instillation of hope, altruism, guidance, vicarious learning, catharsis, and self-disclosure. It 

is hypothesized that should the above sessions be run regularly with the same staff by a facilitator, with the passage of 

time the team would be able to build the capacity, skills andl..l1owledge for independent support of one another. The 

facilitator then \vould be needed only in very difficult cases. 

2. "Ad hoc" support groups. These groups would work in a paradigm of crisis intervention. The term ' crisis intervention' 

applies to people with stable personalities and a history of adequate coping resources who are facing major, but 

transitory difficulties (13). The group would centre on "emotion - focused" coping, in contrast to "problem-focused" 

coping, which usually takes place outside the group situation. The benefits of such intervention could be as follows: the 

expression of emotions, lowering of arousal and distress level, enhanced communication, increased group's 

understanding of their problems and their responses, bolstering the group members' self-esteem, and enhancement of 

further problem solving behaviour. 
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3. Individual counselling! therapy. There is always a place for individual counselling or therapy, which could benefit the 

doctor in tenns of further individual and professional growth. This option can be exercised at any point of the doctor' s 

professional career, independent of the hospital support system. 

CONCLUSION 

The non-existent hospital support system is intIuenced among other factors by doctors' professional acculturation at all levels of 

their careers. Despite being aware of their feelings, doctors as a group tend to deny them. Emotional non-sharing deprives the 

doctors of an opportunity for further learning and growth. As Sahler et a1. point out:" Striking a balance between the needs of the 

student as a person and the needs of the institution as a health care delivery system is key to accomplishing all of the medical 

service and all of the emotional work that must be done" (56). It requires, however, a major shift in thinking and perceptions that 

doctors hold about themselves. The suggested support groups could be the first step towards facilitating that change. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The researcher suggests the registrars, both junior and senior, attend a regular support group, which could be arranged by a 

facilitator once a month. It is hypothesized that more frequent support groups will not be attended because of the registrars ' time 

constraints and workload. The group would aim at discussing all the psychological stressors that impact on the doctors ' 

functioning, not death and dying alone. Combining the junior registrars with the senior ones \vould facilitate an exchange of 

experiences and mutual support. It could also provide some guidance and instil hope. 

A concurrent monthly support group is suggested for the consultants who are perceived by the registrars as the most desirable 

source of support. Although the consultants are not the subject of this study and their opinions about the role of hospital support 

are unknown, it is thought that such a group could facilitate a dialogue between them and the registrars as well as addressing their 

O\vn stressors. 
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CHAPTER 4: FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the fact that results of this study are not necessarily generalizable to aU clinical staff of the hospital, the findings bear 

consideration by hospital staff and training institutions. Many of the issues raised by the registrars are supported by literature and 

have implications for development of strategies aiming at improvement of quality of care of the dying child and hislher family, as 

well as optimising doctors ' coping. 

Dying and death of a child constitutes a very tragic and distressing event for the child himselflhersetf and everyone who is 

involved in hislher care: the family, friends, and the health professionals. 

Death is an e:-..1remely evocative topic. It challenges everyone' s attitudes and beliefs. It also awakens deep an.,'.;ieties and one's 

sense of mortali ty. 

It is not a pleasant or likeable subject in our contemporary times when youth and longevity are celebrated. The dying are sent to 

hospitals, morgues, and fWleraJ parlours in a further attempt to deny death. Despite the fact that doctors are those few who face 

death on a regular basis, denial seems to permeate h<lspitaJ institutions equally successfully. Death education in medical schools, 

although provided, does not meet its goals. The practice of medicine is geared towards technological progress and conquering 

illnesses at every possible biological level, fTOm organs and tissues, to cells and DNA. So what happens to other aspects of the 

patient: psychological, cultural, spiritual'] 

One could argue that these other aspects do not primarily belong to the domain of medicine and should be left for other 

professionals to be dealt \vith. That would perpetuate the Cartesian split of body and mind , which in fact enabled us to see how 

much connection there is between these two in recent developments of psychoneuroimmunology. 

It seems that the time has come to consider issues of death in a different light. The AIDS epidemic in South Africa has forced the 

medical fraternity to stop denying what is in the longer run Wldeniable. Death has to be spoken about and accepted as part of 

medical practice. Acknowledgement of this fact requires a shift in thinking among meclical practitioners and openness about it. 

Physicians have to realize that, irrespective of how strongly they will defend themselves against death, it will always affect them 

in some \vay. This study clearly showed that death, although only one of the hospital stressors that the doctors are faced with, has 

more than a negligible effect on their professional and personal life. 

The relationship with dying patients, particularly with whom the registrars closely bonded, is a source of deeper emotional 

experience, which may be both very satisfying and rewarding or frustrating, sad and causing them to withdraw or detach. It is the 

quality of the doctor-patient-parent relationship, which provides the doctors' function with a deeper meaning and motivation to 

perform hislher duties. It would be highly regrettable and to the doctor's detriment if this flll1ction were delegated to other 
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prc)te!;SlcmalS. In this it is of utmost to clinicians with Itnr.UlII>rl and skills "" ........ '''.'5 them to establish 

and their rapport, effective cornmtmlcatlo~ and "". • ....,,,) S,lIlSlYII1lg n:latllon!;h1JIS with the 

It is also lmT'l'IM:mt to look at their own eIIlQtlonal tlp""If),nmoPnf and their own art'tieties since when not a(UIH:I>Sea. may 

stand in the way terminal care. 

This shows that there is not a tradition support among doctors. Professional acculturation of doctors leads 

to of many standards of clinical with little tolerance for doctors' 

""""""'''',,",,0'''''', and pays very little attention to doctors' ~'ch~Jlo:gtc;al Vlrell··OOlflg. 

This raises awareness not child and hislher parents, but also of the medical pracurlonj~rwho is irl the middle 

of the '''''JaUViI .. \,,,ho is UUI''''-''''' to and who is seldom asked about how slhe is. International 

trends show that many doctors leave the prcllesslon. This research did not intend to aIlSwer it it showed 

what demands and t;2\~)t;I;liIUIIUllli are l.I11t>os.ed on medical and what one has to posses in order to cope in this 

The remains: "For how and what do the doctors pay for such further 

research will be able to address this which could not be more relevant in the current South African context 
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CHAPTER 5: LIMITATIONS AND STRENGmS OF THE STUDY 

LIMITATIONS 

This study is limited by the following factors: 

1. Methodological fuctors listed under "Researcher's Bias" (the Methodology Chapter, p. 15) 

• The researcher's medical training could have led to significant identification with the participants; 

• The researcher's own limited teachffig about death and dying during medical school; 

• The researcher's work in paediatrics, encountering dying patients there and holding her views about it, could 

have caused stronger identification with certain aspects mentioned by the registrars at the expense of others; 

• The current involvement at RCCH and observing responses of the nursing staff towards dying children could 

have contributed to overemphasizing certain attitudes, which may not be so important in the doctors' case; 

• The researcher's psychiatric qualifications could have bad an impact on the way data was collected and 

interpreted; 

• Conducting interviews in English, which is the researcher's second language, could have led to the omission of 

some language nuances. 

2. The small number of participants, who come from a senior group of registrars, from one tertiary hospital, in one city of 

South Africa, may not be representative of experiences of paediatric registrars in general. Thus, empirically this study is 

not generalizable. Theoretically it could be generalizable for the following reasons. 

• " The information derived from any partiCipant is valid because that account is a product (albeit complex) of the 

social domain "(27,p.15); 

• It is possible that the most analyzed processes work in the same way across all health care professionals since they 

are universal, like grief responses, coping, bonding with the patient, cultural differences, professional growth; 

• The rigor of analysis built up plausible explanations, which could be easily tested out among other professionals 

dealing with dying children. 

3. Gender of study participants: there were 7 male doctors and I female doctor. It is known that there are gender differences 

in approach towards issues of death and dying (Balswick and Peek, 1971 in 4, 19); 

4. The senior registrars' experience: junior registrars could have provided a different account. They could have been more 

distressed and less reflective. 
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The has the tnllinw,na ~~.-~~ ... ~ 

• The has not been addressed at RCCH before. It is also m""I""",,, .. t .. 1v addressed in literature. 

• The T""""t.""TI: were open to the research idea and orCIVlCleG an account of their ""',. ...... ,,.,.,..,"" 

.. The has Jed to recommendations the needs described in the narrative. 

Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes used to say to his students V\'hlJe one of the ntn,,,,,·,,,," 

another is to assist at the this will contribute towards 

1 

functions is to assist at the COrnmg-I1il. 

these functions more balanced 
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

All the recommendations resulting from tills study could be included in following categories: 

REGISTRARS 

It is suggested that registrars: 

1. Be more proactive in obtaining support from their consultants; 

2. Look at their own attitudes towards death and dying; 

3. Be supportive of each other; 

4. Attend to symptoms of early burnout. 

DEPARTMENT OF PAEDIA TRIeS 

It is recommended that the Department of Paediatrics: 

I. Acknowledge the stressful nature of registrarsillp and the impact of an increasing number of dying cillldren, 

particularly on junior doctors; 

2. Facilitate a dialogue between registrars and consultants concerning the psychological aspect of their work; 

3. Establish a forum for the consultants where issues of such a nature could be discussed; 

4. Review the clinical teacillng around issues of death and dying, palliative care, and quality oflife. 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY ... 
It is proposed that the Department of Psychiatry: 

1. Review the current teaching regarding cillld psychological development, age appropriate communication with a 

child, the principles of care for bereaved parents, and introduce basic education about cultures relevant to 

medicine; 

2. Provide assistance In organizing workshops aimed at increasing students' awareness of their own attitudes 

towards death and dying. 

3. Contribute towards palliative care training. 
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HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT 

This study showed that a dying child is just one of many stressors the doctors have to deal with in the hospital. It is 

suggested that hospital management: 

1. See to the excessive work load enabling registrars' to do the job properly'; 

2. Establish a formal support structure for the registrars; 

3. Establish a full-time post for a hospital psychologist whose expertise could serve both the patients and their 

parents as well as the hospital staff; 

4. Foster open communication around death and dying to prevent professional burnout. 

SOCIAL WORK DEPARTMENT 

This study indicated that many registrars value the social workers' practical input regarding counselling. The doctors also 

noted that most follow-ups of bereaved parents are seen by the social workers, but it seems that there was hardly any 

communication between the doctor and the social worker in this regard, and limited knowledge about the social workers' 

role. Thus, it is proposed that the Social Work Department: 

1. Becomes actively involved in the practical training of students; 

2. Acquaints the doctors with the social workers' role. 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

It is recommended that the following areas receive further attention: 

1. Parental satisfaction with service provision at RCCH; 

2. Factors influencing parental passivity; 

3. Impact of the doctor's work on their personal live; 

4. Some aspects of provision of care for patients and parents with HlV/AIDS. 
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